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Abstract 
A distributed medium access control (MAC) protocol is responsible for allocating 
the shared spectrum efficiently and fairly among competing devices using a wireless 
local area network. Unfortunately, existing MAC protocols, including 802.11's DCF, 
achieve neither efficiency nor fairness under many realistic conditions. 
In this dissertation, we show that both bit and frame-based fairness,the most 
widely used notions, lead to drastically reduced aggregate throughput and increased 
average delay in typical environments, in which competing nodes transmit at different 
data transmission rates. 
We demonstrate the advantages of time-based fairness, in which each competing 
node receives an equal share of the wireless channel occupancy time. Through analy- 
sis, experiments on a Linux test bed, and simulation, we demonstrate that time-based 
fairness can lead to significant improvements in aggregate throughput and average de- 
lay. 
Through a game theoretic analysis and simulation, we also show that existing 
MAC protocols encourage non-cooperative nodes to employ globally inefficient trans- 
mission strategies that lead to low aggregate throughput. We show that providing 
long-term time share guarantees among competing nodes leads rational nodes to em- 
ploy efficient transmission strategies at equilibriums. 
We describe two novel solutions, TES (Time-fair Efficient and Scalable MAC 
protocol) and TBR (Time-based Regulator) that provide time-based fairness and 
long-term time share guarantees among competing nodes. 
TBR is a backward-compatible centralized solution that runs at the AP,works in 
conjunction with DCF, and requires no modifications to clients nor to DCF. TBR is 
appropriate for existing access point based networks, but not effective when nearby 
non-cooperative nodes fall under different administrative domains. Our evaluation 
of TBR on an 802.11b/Linux test bed shows that TBR can improve aggregate TCP 
throughput by as much as 105% in rate diverse environments. 
TES is a non-backward compatible distributed contention-based MAC protocol 
that is effective in any environment, including non-cooperative environments. Fur- 
thermore, the aggregate throughputs sustained with increased loads. Through ex- 
tensive simulation experiments, we demonstrate that TES is significantly more effi- 
cient (as much as 140% improvement in aggregate TCP throughput) and fairer than 
existing MAC protocols including DCF. 
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Title: Professor 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The 802.11 family is an increasingly popular wireless local area networking (WLAN) 
standard. In a typical deployment called the infrastructure mode, a mobile node or 
a client station equipped with an 802.11 interface communicates over the air using 
unlicensed frequency bands to an access point (AP) that is connected to a wired 
backbone. 
Today, 802.11-based WLANs are deployed in many offices, buildings and homes. 
Common usages are downloading and uploading of web pages, email, files and in- 
teractive VOIP (voice over IP) data. When there are several users connected to a 
WLAN (e.g. at a conference or a hotspot), many often experience noticeably large 
network delay and/or low throughput. This diminished user utility is not usually 
caused by lack of achievable channel capacity. More often, the problem is that the 
802.11 medium access control (MAC) protocol, DCF (for Distributed Coordination 
Function), which allocates the channel capacity among competing client nodes, is i) 
inefficient, leading to low aggregate throughput and high network delay and ii) unfair, 
leaving some clients with very small shares of network capacity and others very large 
shares. This problem will become worse as mobile users increasingly use throughput- 
intensive and delay-sensitive applications such as real-time video streaming and VOIP 
applications. 
The problem of fair and efficient resource allocation in networks is not new. How- 
ever, three important factors that are relevant to today's WLANs change the problem 
studied extensively in the context of wireline networks. First, today's WLANs are 
rate diverse in that nodes transfer data at  a number of different transmission rates or 
speeds. Second, multiple nearby nodes may compete for channel access in a rational 
but non-cooperative manner. That is each competing node will attempt to maximize 
its utility regardless of the impact on other nodes. Third, the number of nodes that 
compete for channel access is often more than a few nodes, and increasing. 
In the presence of these factors, we investigate through analysis and experiments, 
how various capacity allocation policies, including DCF's policy, affect the achieved 
throughput and observed delay of each client. 
We identify the main reasons for inefficient and unfair allocations of the shared 
channel capacity under DCF and other existing MAC protocols. We then present new 
MAC-layer solutions that can significantly improve aggregate user utilities of WLANs 
over existing practice. 
We present our results in the context of 802.11-based networks running in the 
infrastructure mode. In the infrastructure mode, an AP acts as a bridge or a relay 
between its clients and the wired infrastructure. Each wireless client in an AP-based 
WLAN forwards and receives frames to and from its associated AP. In a typical 
configuration, the AP is attached to a wired Ethernet LAN and its associated clients 
appear as Ethernet hosts to other hosts on the LAN. Today, the infrastructure mode 
is the preferred mode for indoor communications. The alternative operating mode 
of 802.11 is the ad hoc mode, in which nodes can communicate in a peer-to-peer 
fashion without requiring the presence of APs. Today, the ad hoc mode is mainly 
used for connecting nodes in distant locations in community wireless mesh networks 
and experimental outdoor testbeds [4]. 
Although our work focuses on AP-based 802.11 WLANs, many of our findings and 
solutions are applicable to many types of WLAN technologies that use carrier-sensing 
distributed channel access protocols, such as sensor networks [28,38], HomeRF-based 
networks [43] and HiperLANI1-based networks [41]. 
The next section describes the desired goals in allocating the shared channel re- 
source. Sections 1.2 and 1.3 detail how and why existing solutions are not adequate 
in meeting the desired goals in today's environments respectively. Finally, Section 1.4 
describes our contributions and a road-map to the rest of this dissertation. 
1.1 Goals: Use Spectrum Efficiently and Fairly 
A MAC protocol must allocate channel capacity among competing entities efficiently 
and fairly. Efficiency is important because the wireless spectrum available for wireless 
LANs is limited. Achieving fairness among competing entities has been a widely 
accepted "so cia1 goal." 
For a given frequency bandwidth (width of frequency band) and a signal to noise 
ratio, the theoretically achievable channel capacity is also limited [89]. Thus, the 
shared wireless spectrum must be used efficiently. With each generation of trans- 
mission technology, the achievable transmission speed improves significantly, inching 
closer to  hitting the theoretical limit. For example, the maximum symbol transmis- 
sion rate under 802. l l b  is 11 Mbps whereas that under 802. l l g  and 802.1 l a  is 54 
Mbps. However, due to significant physical layer and MAC layer overheads, under 
DCF, the aggregate UDP throughput of an 802.llb channel is only about 6 Mbps, 
and that of an 802.lla or 802.Hg channel is only about 30 Mbps. Taking advan- 
tage of improvements in transmission speeds, future wireless applications including 
real-time mobile gaming and real-time mobile video conferencing applications will be 
more throughput-intensive. For example, an HDTV-compliant streaming application 
can demand up to 240 Mbps, assuming a minimum delivery rate of 30 frames per 
second, with each frame taking 1 MByte. Therefore, an efficient use of the scarce 
channel capacity is becoming more important. 
Furthermore, when multiple devices share a common channel, the allocation of 
the shared channel resource among competing devices must be fair. A MAC protocol 
must ensure that multiple competing devices share a common channel in a both fair 
and efficient manner. 
I. I. 1 Efficiency 
A straight forward measure of a WLAN's performance is the aggregate throughput 
achieved by competing nodes. The achieved throughput of a node can be much smaller 
than its transmission speed for a variety of reasons including overheads incurred by 
both the MAC and physical layers and losses due to collisions and channel errors. 
Another important measure is the wait time or response time of a user's task, 
which is the amount of time required to complete a task from the time the task is 
started. The average wait time is greatly impacted by the way in which channel 
occupancy time is allocated by the MAC protocol during congested periods. Busy 
periods in wireless networks can last from several milliseconds to several dozens of 
minutes [6, 60, 961, and thus improving user wait time is highly desirable. A MAC 
protocol must strive for both high aggregate throughput and low wait time. 
1.1.2 Fairness 
Abstractly, there are two major dimensions in defining a fairness notion for allocating 
the shared resource: entities and fairness units. Entities share the resource in the 
form of fairness units. A fairness notion dictates i) what the entities are (e.g., nodes 
or links), ii) what the fairness units are (e.g., frames or time), and iii) what the fair 
share of each entity is. We show in this dissertation that the choice of fairness notion 
can significantly impact the efficiency. 
There exist well known measures to quantify unfairness [46, 591, which we will 
use to evaluate the effectiveness of a MAC protocol in providing fairness. A MAC 
protocol must strive, for each competing entity, to minimize variation in the actual 
share of channel resource allocated to it from its desired fair share. 
1.2 The Problems 
Today's WLANs operate in environments in which i) nodes transmit using a diverse 
set of data rates, ii) a large number of nodes compete for channel access, iii) nodes 
experience varying channel conditions and carry differing loads, and iv) nodes compete 
in a rational and non-cooperative manner. In this section, we demonstrate through 
experiments and simulations that 802.11's DCF is neither efficient nor fair under the 
impact each of these characteristics. 
1.2.1 Poor Efficiency in the Presence of Rate Diversity 
Nodes connected to 802.11 WLANs transfer data at  a number of different rates or 
speeds for two major reasons: i) a sender can transmit at  a lower data rate (using 
a more resilient modulation scheme) to reduce the channel bit error rate (BER) and 
ii) different members of the 802.11 family co-exist in the same frequency band; for 
example, an 802.llb node with the maximum speed of 11 Mbps may compete against 
an 802.11s node with the maximum speed of 54 Mbps. Such environments are called 
rate diverse. We show empirical evidence of the prevalence of rate diversity in 802.11b 
WLANs in Section 2.1.2. In this subsection, we show that the aggregate throughput 
under DCF degrades significantly in the presence of rate diversity. 
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Figure 1-1: Experimentally achieved TCP throughputs of two competing nodes when 
i) both send data at  11 Mbps, ii) both send at 1 Mbps, and iii) one sends at 11 Mbps 
and the other at 1 Mbps. 
The maximum achievable throughput of a channel varies with the transmission 
rates used by competing nodes. For instance, the aggregate TCP throughput of a 
pair of nodes transmitting at  11 Mbps is about 5.08 Mbps and is 0.78 Mbps for a pair 
transmitting at  1 Mbps. In each case, the aggregate TCP throughput is significantly 
lower than the transmission rate. This is because of large MAC layer and physical 
layer overheads and relatively smaller network layer and transport layer overheads. 
Also, the ratio of the aggregate TCP throughput to the transmission rate is much 
lower when nodes are transmitting at 11 Mbps than when they are transmitting at  
1 Mbps. This is because a significant fraction of the overheads incurred by both the 
802.11 MAC and physical layers is constant for each frame transmission, irrespective 
of data transmission rates. For instance, for each data frame transmission, the channel 
occupancy time required to transmit the physical layer preamble is constant since it 
is always transmitted a t  2 or 1 Mbps (for robustness), irrespective of how long it 
takes to transfer data bits. Therefore, the overhead as a fraction of the total channel 
occupancy time required to transmit a frame is higher when the frame is transmitted 
at  a higher data rate than when it is transmitted at  a lower data rate. 
When multiple nodes are simultaneously exchanging data using different data 
1 Fraction of Frame Transmissions I Loss Rate (%) I UDP Throueh~ut 1 
Table 1.1: Under DCF, the fractions of frame transmission among two nodes observing 
different channel conditions differ. 
rates during congested periods, the total network throughput is quite different from 
what one might expect. Figure 1-1 illustrates how the aggregate throughput can 
degrade dramatically when two competing nodes transmit at different data rates, one 
at 11 Mbps and the other at  1 Mbps, when uploading files using TCP. One might 
expect the total throughput of an 11 Mbps and a 1 Mbps channel to be somewhere 
around 2.93 Mbps, the average of the total throughputs achieved by a pair of 11 
Mbps channels (5.08 Mbps) and a pair of 1 Mbps channels (0.78 Mbps). However, 
for reasons discussed later, it is only 1.34 Mbps, less than half of what one might 
expect. The situation is likely to become worse as emerging 802.llg networks, with 
the maximum data rate of 54 Mbps, are deployed alongside relatively slower 802.llb 
networks. If no changes are made to MAC protocols, 802.llg users will see much 
lower performance improvement than expected. 
1.2.2 Unfairness In the Presence of Varying Channel Condi- 
t ions 
Channel conditions can vary widely among transmitting and receiving pairs of nodes 164, 
71,831. This (often) uncorrelated variations in observed channel conditions among dif- 
ferent transmitting and receiving node pairs are related to differences in locations and 
mobility characteristics of nodes and the transmission techniques used (e.g., coding, 
frame size, etc.). Varying channel conditions among nodes lead to different observed 
frame loss rates among nodes. In this subsection, we show through simulations that 
in the presence of channel errors, DCF leads to unfairness. 
Table 1.1 shows the results of a simulation when two nodes no and n l  send UDP 
data to a common AP. no and n l  are about 3 m and 18 m away from the AP 
respectively. no, which suffered a frame loss rate of 4.39% transmitted 27% more 
frames and achieved 36% higher UDP throughput than n l ,  which was observing a 
frame loss rate of 10.3%. Such unfairness is undesirable in its own right and can 
sometimes also lead to degradation in aggregate throughput, as shown in the next 
two subsections. 
1.2.3 Poor Efficiency in the Face of Non-cooperative Com- 
petition 
When WLANs are deployed in non-cooperative environments, each competing ra- 
tional node will attempt to maximize its utility (throughput or delay) regardless of 
the impact on other nodes' throughput and delay. For instance, many WLAN users 
competing for channel access at a hot-spot such as a coffee shop or at neighboring 
apartments will be most interested in achieving the highest throughputs for them- 
selves. For now, we define a rational node as one that will attempt to maximize its 
throughput by maximizing the product of its share of channel occupancy time and its 
achievable throughput per unit of occupancy. We will give a more formal definition 
in a later chapter. An 802.11 node can, for each frame transmission, set the frame 
size and the data transmission rate to attempt to maximize its utility. As we show 
in this section, existing MAC protocols can lead rational, non-cooperative nodes to 
inefficient equilibria, in which nodes intentionally use inefficient data rates or frame 
sizes. 
Distance between sender and receiver (meters) 
Figure 1-2: TCP throughput achieved at various data rates in a simulated environ- 
ment. RTSICTS is used to minimize collisions due to hidden terminals and incurs 
about 20% overhead when data bits are transmitted at 11 Mbps. The received power 
thresholds for various data rates are based on the Orinoco 802.llb Gold Card data 
sheet [24]. 
To illustrate the phenomenon, in which DCF leads rational nodes to use ineffi- 
cient transmission strategies, we first explain how a rational node should choose its 
transmission based on perceived channel conditions. Figure 1-2 shows the achieved 
TCP throughput of a sender as a function of the distance between it and a receiver 
in a simulated environment using the ns-2 network simulator [76]. RF propagation is 
modeled using a two-ray ground large-scale radio propagation model and a Rayleigh 
fast-fading model [go]. The latter models the fading phenomenon on short time-scales, 
which arises because of moving transmitters, receivers, and objects along transmis- 
sion paths. In our simulation, propagation (and hence loss rate) is modeled only as a 
function of the distance between the sender and the receiver. Of course, in practice. 
Data Rates (Mbps) 11  (11,5.5) 1 (11, 2) 1 
L , - , l l .  . , , ,  . , 
f no's throughput 11  3.219 I 2.243 1 I - - I I 1 nl's throughput 11  0.491 I 0.579 1 
I Total ( M ~ ~ s )  ii 3.710 2.822 1 
Table 1.2: The aggregate TCP throughput (in simulation) is highest when no and 
n l  transmit at 11 and 5.5 Mbps respectively. However, at steady state, n l  lowers its 
data rate to 2 Mbps to achieve higher throughput, while significantly degrading the 
aggregate throughput. no cannot benefit by lowering its data rate and thus transmits 
at 11 Mbps at steady state. 
loss rates can be high even at  short distances because of interfering objects such as 
thick walls etc. 
For each pair of data rates, there exists a cross-over distance at  which using a 
lower data rate yields higher throughput because the reduction in frame loss rate at 
the lower data rate is high enough to compensate for the slower transmission speed. 
For instance, as shown in Figure 1-2, at distances greater than 100 m, transmit- 
ting at 5.5 Mbps yields higher achievable throughput than transmitting at  11 Mbps. 
There are effective mechanisms for selecting an appropriate data rate for each frame 
transmission based on the received signal strengths [42] or the perceived loss rate [5l]. 
Each competing rational node should choose the data rate that yields the highest 
achieved throughput under existing channel conditions. For example, in Figure 1-2, 
the cross-over distance defines the optimal transmission rate for senders. Unfortu- 
nately, this will not happen under DCF. Is the data rate that yields the highest 
achievable throughput also the data rate the leads to the highest achieved through- 
put? Not under DCF. 
Consider a scenario in which each node uses maximum-sized data frames. Ta- 
ble 1.2 shows the achieved TCP throughputs of two sending nodes no and n l ,  each of 
which sends data to a different receiver. The distance between no and its receiver is 
10 m whereas the distance between n l  and its receiver is 145 m. All nodes are within 
radio range of each other. As shown in Figure 1-2, in the absence of contention, 
the data rates that yield the highest achievable throughputs for no and n l  are 11 
and 5.5 Mbps respectively. However, in the presence of competition, rational node 
n l  would lower its data rate to 2 Mbps to increase its achieved throughput by 18%. 
Unfortunately, this comes at  the expense of reducing the aggregate throughput by 
24%. n0 would not benefit by reducing its data rate, so it transmits at  11 Mbps at  
steady state. 
In Section 3.4, we will revisit this issue in detail and show in a game theoretic 
setting that DCF leads rational nodes to use inefficient transmission strategies at 
equilibriums. 
Figure 1-3: 802.11-based WLANs spotted within a one-squared mile area near Seattle 
downtown (courtesy of [88]). The white, red and green boxes are configured for open 
access, encryption-enabled private access, or commercial access respectively. 
Poor Efficiency in the Presence of Many Contenders 
In the past few years, 802.11-based WLANs have been deployed in both commercial 
and residential buildings at an astonishing pace. Figure 1-3 shows the map of existing 
802.11-based WLANs in the Seattle (Washington) downtown area. Like Seattle, many 
cities in the U.S. and countries around the world have dense deployments of 802.11- 
based WLANs. 
Ease of deployment and continued integration of 802.11 wireless interfaces into 
everyday devices have been leading to increased competition for channel access among 
nearby devices, which often fall under different administrative domains. With the 
limited nature of spectrum and the continued growths of mobile applications and 
802.1 1-based devices, we expect the competition among non-cooperative devices to 
increase in the future. 
The aggregate throughput under DCF significantly decreases with the number of 
contending nodes. Figure 1-4 shows how the aggregate UDP throughput decreases 
with the number of transmitters, each of which is continuously backlogged. The 
aggregate UDP throughput is maximum when there are only 2 contenders. As shown 
in the figure, the aggregate UDP throughput is reduced by about 8.3% when there 
are 10 contenders and by 26%, when there are 50 contenders. In practice, the number 
of contenders can be anywhere from a few nodes (e.g., a WLAN in a suburb home 
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Figure 1-4: Aggregate UDP throughput as a function of the number of transmitters 
in a simulated environment. 
or basement) to tens of dozens of nodes (e.g., WLANs in auditoriums, air planes or 
congested hotspots). As the number of 802.11 devices grow, the utility of 802.11- 
based WLANs will be significantly hampered because of the throughput degradation 
in the presence of a high number of contenders. 
Causes of the Problems and Proposed Solu- 
t ions 
In this section, we explain the root cause of each of the problems mentioned in the 
previous section. 
1.3.1 Frame- based Fairness is Inefficient 
In Section 1.2.1, we showed that under DCF, when a node competes against another 
node transmitting at a lower data rate, its achieved throughput is much lower than 
what it would achieve when it competed against another node transmitting at the 
same speed. As a result, the aggregate throughput is much lower than what one 
would expect. 
The root cause of this behavior is the fairness notion implied by DCF. DCF is 
designed to give approximately equal transmission opportunities (TXOPs) to each 
competing node. That is, to say each node will have approximately the same number 
of opportunities to send a data frame, irrespective of the amount of time required 
to transmit a frame. We call this frame-based fairness, under which allocation units 
are frames, entities are nodes, and nodes have equal priorities. When same-sized 
frames are used and channel conditions are similar, each competing node, regardless 
of its data rate, achieves roughly the same throughput under frame-based fairness. 
l l v s l l  1  lvsl 
Figure 1-5: Experimentally achieved TCP throughputs and channel occupancy time 
of two competing nodes when i) both sending data at 11 Mbps, and ii) one sending at 
11 Mbps and the other at 1 Mbps. These experiments were carried out using Cisco's 
Airo cards. 
As shown in the two leftmost bars in Figure 1-5, when two nodes compete for channel 
access using 11 Mbps (the 1 lvs l l  case), both achieve equal throughput. This is 
because both nodes achieve equal fractions of channel occupancy time as indicated 
by the remaining two bars in the l l v s l l  case. 
However, the channel occupancy time allocation is different when one node trans- 
mit at 11 and the other at 1 Mbps. Since the node transmitting at 1 Mbps will take 
several times longer to transmit a frame than the node transmitting at 11 Mbps, the 
channel is being used most of the time by the slower node. In Figure 1-5 (see the 
l lvs l  case), the fraction of the channel occupancy time used by the slower node is 
6.4 times as much as that used by the faster node. Hence, the total throughput is 
reduced to a level much closer to what one gets when both competing nodes are slow. 
The faster node pays a penalty for competing against a slow node. 
DCF mainly affects the channel capacity allocation in the uplink direction. The 
frame scheduling mechanism at the AP dictates the channel capacity allocation to 
clients in the downlink direction. When there are multiple backlogged frames destined 
to more than one client, the scheduling scheme must decide the order of transmission. 
The fairness notion used by most scheduling schemes in the literature [25, 37, 901 
impacts the channel capacity allocation on the downlink direction in a similarly un- 
desirable way as in the uplink direction as explained earlier. 
1.3.2 Solution # 1: Time- based Fairness 
In our view, the fundamental shared resource for a given wireless channel is channel 
occupancy time, the time available to transfer data, and not bits or frame transmission 
opportunities. 
Our analysis shows that time-based fairness is more efficient in terms of through- 
put and delay than many other existing fairness notions including frame-based fair- 
ness [94]. Under time-based fairness, allocation units are simply channel occupancy 
time units and thus entities with equal priorities will achieve equal shares of channel 
occupancy time. 
Time- based fairness, unlike many other fairness not ions, achieves the following 
desirable property: 
The long-term throughput of an entity (node) competing against any number 
of entities (nodes) running at different speeds is equal to the throughput that 
the node would achieve in an existing single-rate 802.11 WLAN in which all 
competing entities (nodes) were running at its rate. 
We call this the independence property, because under this property, the utility of an 
entity, in terms of achieved throughput and delay, is independent of the utilities of 
any other entities. 
As shown earlier, under DCF's frame-based fairness, the aggregate TCP through- 
put is 1.34 Mbps when two nodes compete for channel access with one transmitting 
at 11 Mbps and the other at  1 Mbps. In contrast, under time-based fairness, the 
faster node competing against the slower node will achieve the same share of channel 
occupancy time as it would achieve when it competed against another node trans- 
mitting at  the same speed of 11 Mbps. Therefore, its achieved throughput remains 
at about 2.5 Mbps, irrespective of the data rate used by its competitor, assuming 
that the MAC and transport layer overhead remains the same under both fairness 
notions. Similarly, the achieved TCP throughput of the slower node is about 0.39 
Mbps. Thus, the aggregate TCP throughput (2.89 Mbps) under time-based fairness 
is 116% more than that (1.34 Mbps) under frame-based fairness. 
Fairness is, of course, a subjective notion. We do not claim that one notion is 
"fairer" than the other. However, in the presence of rate diversity during congested 
periods, time-based fairness does improve the overall network performance when com- 
pared to many other traditionally accepted fairness notions. 
1.3.3 Use-it-or-lose-it Policy Leads to Unfairness 
In Section 1.2.1, we showed that under DCF, nodes observing different loss rates 
are allocated different number of frame transmission opportunities. The immediate 
cause of this unfairness is DCF's exponential backoff mechanism, which exponentially 
reduces the transmission probability of a node with each successive loss encountered. 
Therefore, over time, a node observing a higher loss rate will be given a lesser number 
of transmission opportunities than a node observing a lower loss rate. This backoff 
mechanism is critical in avoiding collisions in a distributed fashion, and is beneficial in 
Table 1.3: When n l  transmits at  2 Mbps, the channel occupancy time per successful 
TCP data frame transmission (7.14 ms) is about twice as large as when it transmits 
at  5.5 Mbps, showing that transmitting at  a 5.5 Mbps is a more efficient strategy. 
However, with a reduction in frame error rate, n l  will choose a less efficient strategy. 
Channel occupancy time per TCP data frame (ms) 
Error rate of TCP data frames (%) 
the presence of channel errors that are highly correlated on short time-scales.When a 
node suffers a frame loss because of bad channel conditions, it is highly likely that its 
subsequent frame transmission will also fail. In such situations, a node experiencing a 
"bad channel state" should delay its transmissions for some milliseconds and let other 
nodes that are experiencing "good channel states" transmit, thereby improving the 
overall efficiency. A node running DCF will be forced to do so since the exponential 
backoff scheme is the standard. However, those potential transmission opportunities 
are forever lost since the node's future transmission probability is not increased to 
compensate for the lost opportunities. We call this policy use-zt-or-lose-it. The use- 
it-or-lose it policy when used in combination with an exponential backoff mechanism 
or alike leads to unfairness. The use-zt-or-lose-it policy can also lead to degraded 
throughput in the context of non-cooperative competition, as explained in the next 
subsection. We propose a solution to both problems in Section 1.3.5. 
1.3.4 Frame-based Fairness and Use-it-or-lose-it Policy Lead 
Nodes to Employ Inefficient Transmission St rat egies 
(1.75, 3.54) 
(0.2, 15.9) 
In non-cooperative environments, frame-based fairness and/or use-it-or-lose-it policy 
lead rational nodes to employ inefficient transmission strategies. Under DCF, the 
share of channel occupancy time obtained by a node depends on the data rates used 
by it and its competitors. In the example described in Section 1.2.3, by intentionally 
(1.75, 7.14) 
(0.2, 2.1) 
transmitting a t  a lower data rate, node n l  achieved a higher channel occupancy time 
share than it would by transmitting at  a higher and more efficient data rate. This 
effect combined with the slight reduction in the node's frame loss rate (due to using 
a more robust transmission speed) may lead to higher achieved throughput for that 
node. However, this is done a t  the cost of overall efficiency. The aggregate throughput 
lost by other nodes will exceed the throughput gained by the node using the inefficient 
transmission rate. 
Table 1.3 shows the channel occupancy time per TCP data frame and the frame 
error rate, i.e., the frame loss rate due to channel errors (excluding collisions), of node 
no and node n l  for the scenario described in Section 1.2.3. For node n l ,  transmitting 
at  5.5 Mbps is more efficient than transmitting at  2 Mbps. That is, if n l  alone is 
occupying the channel, the number of successful frame transmissions at 5.5 Mbps will 
be more than that achieved at  2 Mbps. However, in the presence of competition n l  
is allocated the same number of transmission opportunities irrespective of the data 
rate used and thus opts to choose a data rate that can improve its frame loss rate. 
However, nl 's  improvement is achieved at  the expense of overall efficiency. 
Although the problem illustrated here is because of unequal channel occupancy 
time allocations as dictated by frame-based fairness, this problem also applies to 
other fairness notions like time-based fairness if fairness units are allocated in a use- 
it-or-lose-it manner. As explained in the earlier subsection, in the presence of 
time-correlated channel errors, a rational node should attempt to use an efficient 
transmission strategy by dictating not only what data rate and frame size to use but 
also when to transmit. However, under the use-it-or-lose-it policy, a node that gives up 
its potential transmission opportunities will not be given replacement TXOPs. Thus, 
a rational node will not voluntarily give up its transmission opportunities even when 
encountering avoidable losses that occur in bursts. Instead, it will try to improve 
its achieved throughput by transmitting (probably a t  a lower data rate) leading to a 
suboptimal use of the shared channel. 
1.3.5 Solution #2: Long-term Time Share Guarantees 
In general, a MAC protocol could lead rational nodes to inefficient equilibria if it 
leaves opportunities for a rational node to use a less efficient transmission strategy to  
get a higher share of allocation units than it would normally get when using a more 
efficient transmission strategy. A MAC protocol should eliminate such opportunities, 
thereby allowing rational nodes to improve their utilities only by using more efficient 
transmission strategies. 
A MAC protocol can eliminate such opportunities by i) providing a time-based 
fairness notion and ii) guaranteeing the allocation of long-term fair shares of channel 
occupancy time to competing nodes. In Chapter 3, using a game theoretic analysis 
and through simulation, we show that when a MAC protocol meets these two con- 
ditions, rational non-cooperative nodes will choose efficient transmission strategies, 
irrespective of the nature of competition for channel access and channel conditions. 
1.3.6 DCF's Distributed Channel Access Mechanism Does 
not Scale 
In centralized channel access schemes like TDMA (for time-division multiple access), 
collision is avoided because the central entity (e.g., the base station) can schedule 
channel access among clients in a pre-determined fashion so that no two nearby clients 
will transmit a t  the same time. TDMA is widely used in cellular telephony networks. 
However, such a scheme requires frequent coordination among competing clients. This 
is possible in cellular networks because in each cellular network, no other nodes other 
than the clients of that network have the legal right to use the wireless channel, which 
was allocated to the network operator through a public spectrum auction process. 
In contrast, anyone owning an 802.11-based device can transmit and receive data 
in the unlicensed band and explicit coordination among nearby devices, which may 
potentially fall in different administrative domains, may not be possible for many rea- 
sons including privacy and security. Therefore, distributed channel access protocols 
are preferred in WLANs. DCF is such a mechanism. 
As shown in Section 1.2.4, under DCF, the aggregate throughput decreases with 
the number of contenders. This is because the collision rate increases with the number 
of contenders as shown in Figure 1-6. 
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Figure 1-6: Fraction of collision events relative to the total number of transmission 
events. 
This example illustrates that DCF's distributed channel access mechanism does 
not scale with the number of contenders. Many MAC protocols like DCF use ran- 
domized channel access schemes to reduce collisions when there is more than one 
node competing for channel access [2, 9, 29, 34, 48, 64, 82, 1021. In general, under 
these protocols, each node attempts to transmit with a certain probability. If the 
number of contenders increases significantly but this probability of transmission does 
not decrease in a similar fashion, the overall collision rate will increase. 
As shown in Figure 1-6, it has been observed that DCF's distributed channel 
access mechanism fails to appropriately increase each node's transmission probabil- 
ity accordingly when the number of nodes is more than a few, leading to increased 
collisions and reduced aggregate throughput [15, 97, 981. 
1.3.7 Solution #3: A Scalable Distributed Channel Access 
Mechanism 
In Chapter 5, we describe a novel distributed channel access mechanism that appro- 
priately adjusts the probability of transmission at each node even when the number 
of contenders is large. Our protocol can ensure that the collision rate is lower than 
a pre-configured target collisions rate with little or no overhead, irrespective of the 
number of contenders. Our evaluation shows that compared to DCF, our protocol can 
achieve about 12%, 25% and 40% gains in aggregate throughputs when the number 
of contenders is 20, 50 and 100 respectively. 
1.4 Contributions and Dissertation Structure 
The main contributions presented in this dissertation are: i) extensive analyses of 
the impact of various fairness notions on performance and of the trade-offs between 
fairness and performance, ii) effective and practical link-layer solutions that use the 
limited spectrum in a fair, efficient and scalable fashion, and iii) an evaluation of 
the solutions using a Linux testbed and the ns-2 simulator and a comparison against 
many existing solutions. 
1.4.1 Concepts and Analysis 
We propose that each competing entity be allocated an equal amount of channel 
occupancy time, not frames or bits, since channel occupancy time is the fundamental 
shared resource. Based on our analytical results [94] employing time-based fairness 
in 802.llb networks can improve aggregate UDP throughput by as much as 180% 
over frame-based fairness. Average user wait time also improves significantly. We 
also develop new measures to quantify the trade-offs between performance gains and 
"degree of unfairness" between two different notions of fairness. We conduct a trace- 
driven analysis to compare the average user wait time achieved under different fairness 
notions and evaluate the trade-offs of one fairness notion over another using our 
measures. Our results clearly show that compared to DCF's frame-based fairness, 
time-based fairness improves the network efficiency significantly. 
We also argue that each competing entity should have a long-term guarantee on 
its fair share of channel occupancy time. That is the MAC protocol should provide 
equal amounts of channel occupancy time among competing entities even when they 
are experiencing varying channel conditions and employing schemes to avoid time- 
correlated losses; such a scheme usually reduces the transmission probability of a node 
upon encountering a frame loss. 
We develop a game theoretic model and show that i) a MAC protocol such as 
DCF can lead rational nodes to inefficient equilibria f93, 951 and ii) a MAC protocol 
that provides long-term time share guarantees can lead rational nodes to use efficient 
transmission strategies at equilibria. 
1.4.2 Practical Solutions 
We develop two different solutions, TES and TBR, that achieve a time-based fairness 
notion and provide channel occupancy time share guarantees, for two different target 
environments. 
Time-fair Efficient and Scalable MAC Protocol 
TES is a distributed MAC protocol that is effective in any environment, including 
non-cooperative environments where explicit coordination among nearby devices is 
not possible. TES achieves time-based fairness and provides long-term time-share 
guarantees among competing entities. Furthermore, TES is scalable in that the ag- 
gregate throughput is sustained with increased load as a result of achieving a pre- 
configurable collision rate, irrespective of the number of contenders or traffic mixes. 
TES is not a backward-compatible solution, i.e., TES will not directly benefit exist- 
ing devices that run other MAC protocols such as DCF, since TES is intended as an 
alternative MAC protocol. 
We implemented TES in the ns-2 simulator [76]. Extensive simulations show that 
TES achieves the desired goals and significantly outperforms DCF. For example, when 
multiple 802.llb nodes compete for channel access using different data rates, TES 
improves aggregate throughput over DCF by as much as 170%. Furthermore, when 
the number of contenders is about 50, TES improves aggregate throughput over DCF 
by as much as 28%. 
In addition to solving the main problems described in this chapter, TES allows 
for many link-layer optimization schemes that further improve the overall network 
efficiency by decoupling MAC-layer collision/congestion control from mechanisms 
achieving link-layer reliability. We demonstrate through simulation that in mobile 
environments, TES in conjunction with a simple link-layer loss avoidance scheme can 
gain an additional 20% improvement in aggregate throughput. 
While achieving significantly high efficiency than DCF in many realistic scenarios, 
TES also achieve a higher degree of fairness among competing nodes. Compared 
to existing approaches, TES improves both long-term and short-term unfairness in 
many cases. Futhermore, TES is capable of achieving weighted fairness. I.e., TES 
can provide a channel occupancy time allocation among competing entities according 
to various priorities or weights of entities. 
To summarize, TES achieves high network efficiency with little unfairness in both 
long and short timescales- the dual attributes that have not been achieved simulta- 
neously by existing distributed MAC protocols. 
Time-based Regulator 
TBR is a backward-compatible link-layer scheduler that runs at the AP, works in 
conjunction with DCF, and requires no modifications to clients nor to DCF [94]. 
TBR is appropriate for existing AP-based networks in which a backward-compatible 
implementation is highly desirable. However, unlike TES, TBR is not effective when 
nearby non-cooperative nodes fall under different administrative domains. 
We implemented TBR in the HostAP [50] driver for Prism-based 802.llb wireless 
interfaces and evaluated it on a Linux testbed. Based on a series of experiments 
reflecting realistic scenarios, we find that TBR is effective in allocating channel time 
equally among clients in the long-term. The current implementation of TBR is only 
effective for single-cell environments, in which contention only happens among nodes 
within a cell. A cell is identified by a single AP and its associated client nodes. We 
also suggest how TBR can be extended to multi-cell environments, in which nodes in 
multiple nearby-by cells contend for channel access. 
1.4.3 Organization 
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe back- 
ground and related work in the areas of distributed wireless channel access and fair 
resource allocation. In Chapter 3, we describe an analytical framework for evaluat- 
ing the impact of various fairness notions on achieved throughput and delay. We also 
describe a game theoretic model to analyze the impact of rational competition in non- 
cooperative environments on achieved throughput. Using this model, we prove that 
both DCF and its enhanced cousin EDCF (for Enhanced Distributed Coordinating 
Function), which is currently being drafted as part of the 802.11e standard, can lead 
rational nodes to inefficient equilibria. We also conduct simulation runs to specify 
the necessary conditions under which DCF leads rational nodes to inefficient equi- 
libria. Using the framework presented in Chapter 3, we quantitatively compare the 
advantages and disadvantages between various pairs of fairness notions in Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 5, we describe TES in detail. The chapter also contains an analysis 
on the channel access mechanism of TES, and reports sets of simulations comparing 
the performance of TES against some existing solutions, including DCF, for many 
realistic scenarios. 
Chapter 6 describes our centralized, backward-compatible solution, TBR. We also 
describe our detailed implementation on a Linux testbed and our evaluation using it. 
Finally, in Chapter 7, we conclude this dissertation by summarizing our work and 
contributions, discussing the lessons learned and outlining some directions for future 
research. 

Chapter 2 
Background and Related Work 
In this Chapter, we provide background information and describe related work. In 
Section 2.1, we discuss the well-established research areas of fair queuing and proces- 
sor sharing, where many known fairness notions, analysis methods and practical fair 
scheduling mechanisms have been established previously. We then describe major 
methods of arbitrating wireless channel access among multiple contenders. In Sec- 
tion 2.2, we survey related work in the area of distributed channel access protocols. 
We discuss the main ideas used by existing protocols to provide fair and efficient allo- 
cations of channel capacity among competing nodes. When relevant, we also discuss 
how our work differs from existing approaches. 
2.1 Background 
Our work mainly deals with issues related to the bottom two layers of the network 
protocol stack: the physical layer and the link layer. The main purpose of the physical 
layer is to provide a virtual bit pipe for transmitting a sequence of bits between any 
pair of nodes joined directly by a physical communication channel. The main purpose 
of the link layer is to provide a communication channel, typically with a loss recovery 
mechanism, for transmitting frames using the unreliable bit pipe. The link layer can 
further be divided into the MAC sublayer, which arbitrates channel access among 
competing nodes, and the logical link or data link control layer, which is responsible 
for framing and reliable transmissions. 
2.1.1 Communications in Unlicensed Frequencies 
Government regulations in the U.S. and in many countries over the past decade a 
networked devices to operate in unlicensed wireless frequency bands. Neither the users 
of these devices nor the operators of WLANs need to pay fees for using an unlicensed 
channel. There is about 80 MHz of bandwidth centered around 2.4 GHz allocated for 
unlicensed wireless communications in the U . S . and many other countries. 802.1 1 b 
and 802.llg devices operate in this spectrum, which is divided into 3 non-orthogonal 
(non-overlapping) channels [2]. There are also unlicensed frequencies available around 
915 MHz; this band is mostly used by short-range communication devices. 
Recently, 200 MHz of additional bandwidth (from 5.15 GHz to 5.35 GHz) have 
been allocated for unlicensed communications. Today, 802.1 l a  devices operate in this 
spectrum [I]. However, because of its limited range at higher data rates (requiring 
almost line-of-sight ) 802.1 l a  devices are not as widely deployed as 802.11g and 802.11b 
devices. 
2.1.2 Rate Diversity is Prevalent 
Nodes connected to 802.11 WLANs transfer data at a number of different rates or 
speeds for two major reasons: i) a sender can transmit at a lower data rate (using 
a more resilient modulation scheme) to reduce the channel bit error rate (BER) and 
ii) different members of the 802.11 family co-exist in the same frequency band; for 
example, an 802.11b node with the maximum speed of 11 Mbps may compete against 
an 802.11g node with the maximum speed of 54 Mbps. Such environments are called 
rate diverse. 
Various modulation schemes provide robust communication over wireless channels, 
which, unlike wired networks, are often lossy. Furthermore, the signal strength and 
loss rate of indoor wireless channels vary widely, even for nodes that are equidistant 
from access points [61]. When the 802.11 MAC protocol detects a frame loss (because 
of the absence of an acknowledgment frame or a&), it continues retransmitting the 
frame until the maximum retry limit has been reached. However, such retransmissions 
are futile when the average signal strength at the receiver is consistently lower than the 
threshold required for successful frame reception. In this and many other situations, 
the sender can improve performance by transmitting at a lower data rate using a more 
resilient modulation scheme so that the channel bit error rate (BER) is reduced at the 
expense of higher frame transmission time [42, 511. Vendors of APs and client cards 
implement automatic rate control schemes in which the sending stations adaptively 
change the data rate based on perceived channel conditions [22, 51, 23, 241. Many 
cards also allow users to manually set the data rate. 
The 802.llb standard defines four different data rates: 1, 2, 5.5 and 11 Mbps. The 
802.llg standard defines 8 additional data rates ranging from 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps. 
To investigate the prevalence of rate diversity, we collected traces of wireless net- 
work traffic at a one-day IRIS student workshop at MIT on 11 August 2003. There 
were about 45 attendees and more than half turned on their wireless laptops. We set 
up a system to sniff data during two 90-minute workshop sessions, WS-1 and WS-2, 
which took place in a single room of about 12.2771 x 7.6m. All nodes and APs were 
802.11b devices. Figure 2-1 shows the fractions of data bytes transferred using each of 
the four possible rates during each session. Despite the relatively small room, during 
WS-2, more than 30% of the data bytes were transferred using data rates lower than 
11 Mbps. 
We also set up an experiment to investigate how an AP adapts data transmis- 
sion rates to clients at different locations in indoor office environments. We placed a 
Cabletron Roamabout-2000 AP 2.2 m above floor in a office. A sender with a wired 
connection to the AP sent unicast UDP data packets at the saturation rate simulta- 
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Figure 2-1: Fractions of bytes transferred at various data rates during three 90-minute 
student workshop sessions (WS) at MIT and an experiment (EXP-1) 
neously to four different wireless receivers. The first receiver was about 1.2m away 
from the AP, the second 3.7m and one thin, wooden wall away, the third 7.9m and 
two thin wooden walls away and the fourth 9.1m and two thick walls away. As shown 
in Figure 2-1 (see EXP-I), more than 50% of the bytes were transferred using the 
lowest data rate. The AP used the lowest data rate mainly to transfer frames to the 
two most distant nodes. 
2.1.3 Evidence of Multiple Users During Congested Periods 
In the previous subsection, we introduced wireless network traces collected in a con- 
ference room at a student workshop held at MIT and showed that competing nodes 
connected to 802.11 WLANs often transfer data at a variety of data rates. Our anal- 
ysis of this particular workshop trace data, however, showed that the network was 
well over-provisioned with 7 APs. 
To provide evidence of many nodes competing for channel access during congested 
periods, we analyzed a wireless tcpdump trace of Whittemore, a residential facility 
in the Dartmouth business school where students were required to own laptops. This 
data was collected by Kotz et al. over the 2002 Spring semester [60]. Unfortunately, 
the trace data does not contain the data transmission rate used for each frame trans- 
mission. Nonetheless, we can identify the busy periods in which an 802.llb AP is 
carrying nearly the maximum amount of data, and investigate whether more than 
one user actively exchanged data during congested periods. 
Because the trace data shows that TCP dominates this trace, we conservatively 
define busy or congested intervals as those in which the total data throughput at the 
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Figure 2-2: Fraction of throughput achieved by the heaviest user during busy intervals 
at  an AP at  a Dartmouth dormitory. 
AP exceeded 4 Mbps, 80% of the commonly observed TCP saturation throughput 
of 5 Mbps when all competing nodes transmit at  the maximum 802.llb data rate 
of 11 Mbps and experience a low loss rate of around 3%. This underestimates the 
congestion, because when nodes transmit at  lower data rates, a considerably lower 
aggregate throughput is indicative of congestion. 
Figures 2-2(a) and 2-2(b) plot the fraction of aggregate throughput achieved dur- 
ing busy 1-second and 5-second intervals by the heaviest user at  an AP at  Whittemore 
on Monday, 8 April 2002. The heaviest user is that node that exchanged the most 
bytes with the AP. The figures show that the heaviest user alone rarely saturated 
the channel. In most busy intervals, users other than the heaviest user exchanged 
significant amounts of data. This shows that busy periods stem from competition 
among multiple nodes. 
As WLANs become ever more popular, many APs will potentially experience 
more congested periods with many nodes competing for channel access. Improving 
aggregate user utilities during those busy periods will become ever more important. 
2.1.4 Loss Avoidance at the Physical Layer 
Today's physical layers employ different modulation techniques that are robust for 
various channel conditions. Generally, different modulation techniques can lead to 
different transmission speeds and modulation schemes at  lower transmission speeds 
are more resilient when the channel bit-error rate is high. 
Forward error correction (FEC) techniques can also be applied in conjunction with 
modulation techniques. FEC is accomplished by adding redundancy to data bits. 
FEC techniques are most effective when channel errors are random. Futhermore, the 
effectiveness of an FEC technique depends on the channel bit error rate. The 802.llb 
physical layer specification does not specify any FEC technique [2] but the 802.1la 
physical layer specification outlines various transmission speeds, each specified as a 
function of a modulation technique and an FEC level [I]. 
Despite various physical layer error prevention and correction techniques, frame 
losses can still occur because channel conditions vary dynamically even over short- 
time scales especially in indoor environments [64, 71, 831. When the bit-error rate 
experienced by a sender varies because of time-varying and location-dependent chan- 
nel conditions, it is challenging to compute an optimal combination of modulation 
and FEC for every frame transmission. The intelligence to select an optimal physical 
layer transmission strategy is often implemented a t  the link-layer, as discussed in the 
next section. 
Furthermore, achieving a low or zero frame loss rate through physical layer error 
prevention and correction techniques does not necessarily lead to the optimal through- 
put. Under certain conditions, error recovery through link-layer retransmissions can 
lead to higher throughput than using a physical layer transmission technique that 
yields a low or zero frame loss rate. For instance, it is better to transmit at  2 Mbps 
and use a link-layer retransmission mechanism when the frame loss rate is less than 
50% than to transmit loss-free at  1 Mbps. 
2.1.5 Loss Detection, Avoidance and Recovery at Link Layer 
Error Detection 
The link layer attempts to provide reliable frame transmissions over an error-prone 
channel . An error detection mechanism and a retransmission technique are commonly 
employed to recover frame losses [8]. Today, cyclic redundancy check (CRC) codes 
are widely used for error detection in both wired and wireless channels. A typical 
error detection mechanism involves computing the CRC over data bits in each frame 
and including these bits in the frame (usually in the frame header or trailer) for the 
receiver to verify. 
Retransmission Techniques 
When a receiver cannot recover the received frame because of errors, retransmissions 
are often useful. Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) is a commonly used retrans- 
mission technique under which the receiver requests (either explicitly or implicitly) 
retransmissions from the receiver. 
The simplest ARQ technique is stop-and-wait. A stop-and-wait protocol ensures 
that each frame has been received correctly by the receiver before the sender transmits 
another (new) data frame [2, 5, 8, 74, 511. Specifically, the sender transmits a data 
frame to the receiver and waits for an acknowledgment frame back from the receiver. 
If the receiver receives the frame successfully, it informs the sender by replying with 
a positive acknowledgment (ack). Otherwise, the receiver can either reply with a 
negative acknowledgment (nack) or not send any acknowledgment at  all. Typically, 
both ack and nack frames include CRC bits as well. Only upon receiving an ack, 
does the sender transmit the next data frame. If the sender has not received any 
ack or nack within a timeout interval, it retransmits the unack'd frame. The sender 
continues retransmitting the frame until an ack is received or the maximum retry 
threshold is reached, when it discards the frame. All current 802.11 variants use a 
stop-and-wait protocol. There are other possible ARQ techniques such as Selective 
Repeat that sends a cumulative acknowledgment requesting retransmissions of one or 
more packets that are not correctly received, instead of sending an acknowledgment 
for each frame being received. Such a protocol is more efficient than stop-and-wait [8]. 
FEC Techniques 
Forward error correction (FEC) techniques can also be employed at the link-layer in 
the absence of an ARQ mechanism [53] or in conjunction with it [5, 21, 20, 33, 771. 
Many existing techniques are found to be effective under some conditions even when 
the physical layer employs (different) FEC techniques [20, 33, 771. 
Frame Size and Rate Adaptation 
When the channel bit error rate is high, an adaptive protocol that chooses an appro- 
priate frame size and/or transmission rate can improve achieved throughput. Trans- 
mitting large frames can increase the frame loss probability, requiring retransmissions, 
whereas transmitting small frames can decrease effective throughput due to the fixed 
per-frame overhead. Modiano 1731 and Mitlin [69, 701 describe adaptive algorithms 
that attempt to compute the packet size yielding the maximum achieved throughput 
dynamically based on estimates of the channel bit error rate. 
Similarly, transmitting at a lower data rate by using a more resilient modulation 
scheme leads to higher frame transmission time but generally reduces the frame loss 
rate. Although various transmission rates are provided by the physical layer, rate 
adaption schemes are typically implemented at the link layer for two reasons. First, 
selecting which rate to use typically requires estimates of channel conditions; link- 
layer retransmission and other signaling mechanisms can provide the feedback needed 
to estimate channel conditions. Second, the physical layer is often implemented in 
proprietary hardware or firmware and thus is often inaccessible. On the other hand, 
the link layer is often implemented as a software driver. 
Kamerman et al. describes Automatic Rate Fallback (ARF) [51], a link-layer 
scheme that dynamically computes an appropriate data transmission rate for each 
frame transmission based on observed channel conditions. ARF employs a passive 
approach that only relies on the observed frame loss rate at each sender to improve 
achieved throughputs in WLANs based on WaveLAN 11, a predecessor to the 802.11 
technologies. 
Receiver-based Auto Rate (RBAR) protocol [42] is another rate adaptation pro- 
tocol designed to improve achieved throughputs in WLANs. Unlike ARF, RBAR 
employs an active approach that relies on feedback (the received signal strength) 
from the receiver to improve achieved throughputs in 802.11-based WLANs. The 
802.11's RTS/CTS mechanism is used to receive immediate feedback from the re- 
ceiver. Compared to ARF, RBAR is more responsive to dynamic channel conditions, 
but requires the use of RTSICTS, leading to increased overhead. We explain the 
RTS/CTS mechanism in Section 2.1.8. 
Opportunistic Rate Adaptation scheme (OAR) (87) builds on RBAR but achieves 
significant throughput gains in many cases. The key idea behind OAR is to allow 
nodes that have high-quality channel condition to transmit more than one packet at  
a time, taking advantage of time-correlated channel conditions. This idea is based 
on the observation that the channel coherence time, the average time of decorre- 
lation between SNR values, spans multiple packet transmission times. Therefore, 
opportunistic scheduling policies can be employed to take advantage of good channel 
condition that on average remain for several packet transmission times. By allowing 
nodes with good channel conditions to transmit more packets than otherwise allowed 
under DCF, OAR also changes the definition of link-layer fairness, something we 
discuss fully in Section 2.2.4. 
Loss Avoidance Through Spatial and Time Diversity 
Another interesting approach to improve achieved throughput is to use more than 
one transmission path (i.e., spatial diversity) to take advantage of often independent 
channel conditions over transmission paths. Wireless channel errors are location- 
dependent. Miu et al. observe that in a typical WLAN deployment, there are areas 
where multiple APs provide overlapping coverage, leading to a possibility of trans- 
mitting to a client from different APs on a per-frame basis [71]. Using experimental 
measurements and analysis, they show that i) losses are bursty on each transmission 
path, identified by a transmitter-receiver pair, and ii) the loss statistics along different 
paths often demonstrate little temporal correlation, especially when the receiver is 
moving. They propose a fine-grained path selection scheme called Divert that selects 
the best AP for down-link communication in a way that ensures that the likelihood 
of success of the next frame following a lost one is higher than if the current AP were 
used. 
A similar idea was used in MRD [72], which attempts to avoid time-correlated 
frame losses through multiple frame receptions, each from a different radio. Specif- 
ically, multiple radios connected to a wired infrastructure forward their (possibly 
corrupted) copies of a frame to a centralized coordinator, which then attempts to 
recover the frame by combining those copies. 
Both of these approaches take advantage of spatial diversity or antenna diversity 
at  the link layer. There are also physical layer techniques that take advantage of 
antenna diversity. 
Several schemes avoid losses by dictating "when to transmit" frames [62, 811. 
This is because when the channel conditions are time-varying, it is more efficient to 
transmit when the channel is in a "good state" than when it is in a "bad state.'' Link 
scheduling schemes that take advantage of t ime diversity are known as channel state 
scheduling schemes. 
The authors of [62, 811 propose a rate adaptation scheme in which senders to defer 
transmissions (i.e. give up their transmission opportunities) when they are observing 
bad channel states. Meanwhile, other nearby senders who are experiencing better 
channel conditions can transmit, thereby improving the overall efficiency. A MAC 
protocol should encourage rational nodes to employ such transmission strategies to 
improve the overall efficiency. However, when a node frequently defers its transmis- 
sions voluntarily, it is likely that a lesser share of channel capacity is allocated to it 
in the long-term than what it would achieve if it transmitted whenever it had the 
chance to do so. Thus, the deployment of such a scheme can lead to unfair allocations 
of channel capacity. We discuss more on this in Section 2.2.5. 
2.1.6 Fixed Assignment Techniques for Channel Access 
Channel access protocols are needed to arbitrate channel access when there are mul- 
tiple competing entities. The goal is to provide a fair division of channel capacity 
and to reduce collisions, which occur when multiple frame transmissions from two or 
more nodes overlap. The simplest way to divide channel capacity among competing 
entities is through a static assignment of time, frequency or code. Under time divi- 
sion multiple access (TDMA), users are assigned fixed time slots. Only one user is 
active in each time slot and the designated user can use the entire channel bandwidth 
during its time slot. Under frequency division multiple access (FDMA), each user is 
statically assigned to a fraction of the available channel bandwidth and not allowed 
to use the rest of the channel bandwidth. However, both techniques lead to wasted 
channel capacity and increased delay when user traffic is highly bursty, which is the 
main characteristic of data networks [8, 1001. 
Under code division multiple access (CDMA), different signaling codes are used for 
different transmitters, allowing multiple transmissions to overlap both in frequency 
and time coordinates. Generally, multiple orthogonal codes are obtained at the ex- 
pense of increased bandwidth requirements. Although CDMA can allow the coex- 
istence of multiple nearby transmitters without explicit coordination, the transmit 
power of each sender transmitting to a common receiver (base station) must be con- 
trolled in a fine-grained manner so that senders that are closer to the base station 
will not drown out senders that are further away (the near-far problem) [83]. CDMA 
is used in cellular networks and the near-far problem is avoided by having each base 
station implement a complex power control scheme that provides feedback to each 
mobile client on how to adjust its transmit power. 
Typically, TDMA, FDMA and CDMA techniques are employed in a coordinated 
fashion in which a centralized coordinator in each cell is responsible for coordinating 
and providing orthogonal channel access among competing nodes. All three tech- 
niques have been used in cellular telephony networks. Early satellite communications 
systems use TDMA and FDMA techniques. 
In wireless data networks, traffic is bursty and coordinated access is often im- 
practical. Therefore, in these networks, randomized, decentralized channel access 
protocols are typically used. They are the topic of discussion in the next section. 
2.1.7 Distributed Channel Access Protocols 
Aloha [3] is one of the earliest distributed, randomized channel access protocols. It 
was first developed for the Aloha satellite communication system. In Aloha, each 
node can transmit any time it wants. Upon transmission, the sender waits for an 
acknowledgment from the intended receiver. If the sender does not successfully re- 
ceive an ack, it assumes that a collision has occurred and attempts to retransmit. 
Each retransmission attempt is preceded by a randomized amount of delay to avoid 
repeated collisions among retransmitting nodes. 
A slotted version of Aloha (called Slotted Aloha) was developed later. In Slotted 
Aloha, each user transmits packets at  a time slot boundary; each time slot equals 
the transmission time of a single frame (assuming all frames have the same length). 
Therefore, in Slotted Aloha, transmissions involved in a collision overlap completely 
instead of partially, increasing efficiency over pure Aloha. 
Aloha-like protocols are also known as contention-based protocols. When there is 
a large population of bursty users and the total offered load is considerably less than 
the system's capacity, Aloha-like protocols, when compared to TDMA and FDMA, 
improve the average per-packet delay and bandwidth requirements to support the 
maximum number of users each with the same offered load [loo]. However, under 
Aloha-like protocols, the collision rate increases rapidly as the offered load increases. 
Carrier-sense multiple access (CSMA) protocols [55, 991 improve performance over 
Aloha by exploiting information about other users. In CSMA, before transmitting 
its frame, each user listens to the carrier frequency and transmits only if the channel 
is sensed idle. If the channel is sensed busy, the user waits until the channel is idle 
again and attempts to transmit in each subsequent idle slot with a certain probability. 
CSMA schemes differ mainly on how they choose the distribution of transmission 
probability and on how they compute the probability of transmission. 
These listen-before-talk protocols effectively avoid many collisions that would have 
occurred under an Aloha-like protocol. Observe that in CSMA, when all users are 
within radio range, collisions can only occur if at  least one user transmits before it 
can detect the existence of a preceding transmission of another user. The maximum 
detection delay is the sum of the maximum propagation delay and hardware detection 
delay. Unlike in Satellite communication systems where the propagation delay can be 
relatively large, in wireless local area networks, this delay is a few orders of magnitude 
smaller than the frame transmission delay. For example, in 802.11b7 the detection 
delay is less than lops whereas the transmission delay of a 1500-byte frame a t  11 Mbps 
is about 1.37ms. Like Aloha, CSMA can be unslotted or (time) slotted. In CSMA, 
it is easier for senders to get synchronized at  slot boundaries since each competing 
node will detect the end of a frame transmission (the beginning of idle channel) at 
roughly the same time. 
Many CSMA-based distributed MAC protocols have been proposed in the past [9, 
12, 13, 31, 32, 34, 40, 521. We will discuss them in detail in Section 2.2. Our proposed 
MAC protocol, TES, is also a variant of CSMA. The next section describes 802.11's 
DCF, another variant of CSMA. Familiarity of the detailed operations of DCF is 
necessary so that we can compare it with other existing approaches as well as with 
our new approach. 
2.1.8 8O2.11'~ Distributed Coordinating Function 
802.1 1's DCF (Distributed Coordinating Function) is the most commonly used con- 
tention resolution method in 802.11 networks. Although the 802.11b standard speci- 
fies an alternative centralized (poll-based) mechanism, Point Coordinating Function 
(PCF), the implementation of PCF is optional and is not implemented by most AP 
vendors because of its complexity and issues of co-existence with DCF-based net- 
works. 
Under DCF, 
1. Each sending node z contends for a transmission opportunity (TXOP) as follows: 
(a) Sets a backoff counter to a random integer from a uniform distribution 
between 0 and CWi, the contention window of node z, 
(b) Decreases the counter by 1 for each time slot in which the channel is sensed 
idle, 
(c) Pauses the counter for each busy time slot during which it senses carrier, 
(d) Transmits a frame (a new frame or a retransmission) at the beginning of 
the idle slot when the backoff counter reaches 0, 
2. Each receiving station, upon receiving a successful frame transmission, replies 
with a synchronous acknowledgment frame (syn-ack) after a pre-defined interval 
called SIFS (short inter-frame space), and 
3. Each sending station z that has just transmitted a frame stops and waits for an 
acknowledgment frame: 
(a) Upon receiving a successful acknowledgment frame, it resets CWi to C Wmzn 
and goes to Step 1, and 
(b) Upon not receiving a successful acknowledgment after a timeout, it in- 
creases CWi exponentially by setting CWz + min[(CWi + 1) * 2, CWmax) 
and goes to Step 1. 
In any DCF-like CSMA MAC protocol, the contention window CWi of node i 
dictates the allocation of the shared channel. Figure 2-3 illustrates the backoff mech- 
anism when nodes A and B compete for channel access. When all nodes are within 
transmission range, a collision occurs if and only if two or more nodes choose the 
same number of backoff time slots. A time slot is 20ps in 802.11b and SIFS is lops. 
Generally, the maximum detection delay must be less than SIFS. Notice that the 
backoff counter (see Step 1c) is paused whenever a node senses that the busy medium 
is busy (i.e., senses carrier) due to a successful frame transmission from another node 
or collided transmissions. 
Number of remaining backoff slots at the end of this idle slot 
t Successful Tx Failed 
counter counter 
Figure 2-3: An example illustrating DCF's backoff counters of competing nodes A 
and B. 
The CWi of each node 2 is initially set to CWmin, which is 31 for 802.11b. In 
general, for a fixed CW value, the probability of collisions increases with the number 
of competing transmitters or contenders. Also, the larger the CWi of each contender 
z, the smaller the probability of collisions. Therefore, it is important that the CWi of 
each contender 2 increases with the number of contenders. However, it is difficult to 
estimate the number of contenders given the dynamic nature of traffic and varying 
sending rates at contenders. DCF adopts a simple exponential backoff approach 
in which each sender 2 multiplies the contention window size with 2 whenever it 
experiences a frame loss (see Step 3b). Thus, CWi is doubled with each successive 
frame loss up to the maximum value CWmax = 1024. The goal is to double the average 
backoff interval (F) with each successive frame loss. However, since the minimum 
number of backoff slot can be zero, in practice, DCF uses the following formula, a 
more complicated formula than the one showed in Step 3b, to update CWa to achieve 
the goal of doubling average backoff interval: CWi <- m i 4 2  * (C Wi +1) - 1, CWmm) . 
As shown in Step 1, CWi is set to CWman as soon as the sender is able to suc- 
cessfully transmit a data frame, as indicated by successful reception of the syn-ack. 
There are advantages and disadvantages to DCF's backoff mechanism. By setting 
CWi = CWmin, DCF quickly reduces the expected amount of idle time between 
transmissions, increasing aggregate throughput when content ion is low. However, 
this also has the effect of increasing the collision rate when the number of contenders 
is more than a few, as shown in Section 1.2.4. 
DCF also includes a collision avoidance mechanism (thus making it a CSMA/CA 
protocol) called RTS/CTS (for request-to-transmit/clear-to-transmit). The RTS/CTS 
mechanism is an optional mechanism that can be used to minimize asynchronous col- 
lisions caused by the hidden terminal problem. As explained earlier, when all com- 
peting nodes are within radio range, CSMA ensures that only synchronized collisions 
happen, i.e., all frame transmissions involved in a collision were transmitted in the 
same time slot. However, the hidden terminals can lead to asynchronous collisions, 
in which one or more frame transmissions collide with an existing frame transmission 
that was transmitted more than one time slot ago. We illustrate the hidden termi- 
nal problem with a simple example. Consider three nodes, A, B and C, in a chain 
configuration. Assume that A and B are within radio range and B and C are also 
within radio range but A and C are not. While A is transmitting a frame to B, C 
cannot hear A's transmission and wrongly believes that the channel is idle (at B). If 
C transmits, a collision will ensue at  the receiver B. Therefore, the listen-before-talk 
operation becomes ineffective in the presence of hidden terminals. 
The hidden terminal problem cannot be eliminated entirely in CSMA. However, 
its adverse effects can be significantly reduced by floor acquisition mechanisms such 
as 802.11's RTSICTS, MACA [52], MACAW [9] and FAMA [31, 321. In DCF, when 
RTSICTS is enabled, each competing sender will send a short control frame, RTS, to 
its receiver. Upon receiving an RTS frame, the receiver will reply with a CTS frame 
if the channel is sensed idle by the receiver. Upon successfully receiving a CTS frame, 
the sender can transmit a data frame. Each nearby node that hears a RTS or CTS 
frame will suspend its transmission for the duration specified in the control frame. In 
the previous example, if B receives an RTS frame from A, it will reply with a CTS 
frame, which will also be heard by C ,  which then suppresses its own transmission. 
Therefore, in this case, RTS /CTS is effective in preventing asynchronous collisions 
of data frames. Asynchronous collisions of RTS frames can still happen just as with 
data frames when RTS/CTS is not used. However, RTS frames are much smaller 
than data frames leading to a smaller loss of aggregate throughput due to collisions. 
Although RTS and CTS frames are small in size, in 802.llb, due to a relatively 
large fixed per-frame overhead, the transmission time of RTSICTS frames can be as 
much as 20% of the transmission time of a data frame at  11 Mbps. Therefore, it may 
not be a good idea to always enable the RTS/CTS mechanism. How best to employ 
RTS/CTS or more precisely how to adaptively enable and disable the RTS/CTS 
mechanism is still an open question. 
Another problem with RTS/CTS is that it can lead to the exposed terminal prob- 
lem, in which two transmitters are kept from transmitting to corresponding receivers 
even though doing so cannot lead to collisions a t  both receivers. This is because 
collisions happen at the receivers and RTSJCTS prevents nearby transmitters from 
transmitting even though their transmissions cannot lead to collisions at  the receivers. 
2.1.9 Fair Queuing 
The problem of fair channel capacity allocation is related to fair queuing which has 
been an active area of networking research for decades [16, 25, 37, 67, 90, 911. The 
main goal of any fair queuing scheme is to provide fair allocations of bandwidth a t  
network routers, switches and gateways without sacrificing performance. 
A major motivation behind fair queuing is to prevent ill-behaved sources from 
getting larger shares of bandwidth by sending packets in a greedy manner. When 
fair queuing schemes are implemented a t  the routers, these ill-behaved sources will 
be limited to their fair shares. 
Allocation of bandwidth is often done on the basis of network-layer source-destination 
pairs [25]. That is IP source-destination pairs are considered competing entities. 
Most fair queuing algorithms attempt to achieve a max-min fairness criterion for 
shared entities with equal priorities. Under max-min fairness, an allocation is fair if i) 
no entity receives more than its request ii) no other allocation scheme satisfying con- 
dition z has a higher minimum allocation and iii) condition ii remains true recursively 
as we remove the entity with the minimal allocation and reduce the total resource 
accordingly [25, 471. The max-min fairness criterion has been widely accepted in the 
networking community. 
In general, fair queuing schemes require multiple queues, each of which holds 
packets from an entity or a group of entities. A simple round-robin scheduling mech- 
anism that schedules packets from these queues in a round-robin fashion can achieve 
fair allocations of packets sent. However, packets vary in sizes and thus pure round- 
robin scheduling fails to achieve fair allocations of bits. It is widely accepted that 
transmitted bits are "fairer" notions of fairness than transmitted packets. 
In wired networks, packets from different flows that share an outgoing link are 
transmitted at  the same transmission speed. Since there is no rate diversity, the 
channel capacity is independent of how packets are scheduled as long as the scheduling 
scheme is work conserving. As we discuss throughout this thesis, in the presence 
of rate diversity, the wireless channel capacity can vary depending on how frame 
transmissions are scheduled and thus channel occupancy time not bits should be the 
fundamental allocation unit. 
Fair queuing is also applicable when competing entities have varying priorities or 
weights. Formally, for each entity z, let wi be the fair share of entity 2 and A& t2) be 
the number of allocation units allocated to entity i between interval [ti, t2]. The goal of 
A-(t i  t ) A (ti t ) a fair queuing algorithm is to minimize 1 -I for any pair of entities 2 and j 
wj 
over an arbitrary interval [t t2] in which both entities are backlogged. Weighted Fair 
Queuing (WFQ) [%I, Self-clocked Fair Queuing (SCFQ) [36] and Packet Generalized 
Processor Sharing (PGPS) [78] are examples of packet fair queuing algorithms that 
are generally effective in achieving weighted bit-based fairness (at network queues). In 
general, these schemes achieve weighted fairness in the following manner. First, they 
compute the finish time of each packet of a flow upon entering the queue designated 
for the flow. The computation is a function of the size of the packet, the minimum 
of the finish time of the last packet in the queue and the current time, and the fair 
bandwidth share of the flow. Second, they schedule head-of-line packets from flow 
queues according to a non-decreasing order of finish time. There are also schemes 
such as Deficit Round Robin [go] that use more efficient implementation techniques 
to provide weighted fairness. 
Adapting wireline fair queuing schemes to the wireless domain is challenging for 
the following reasons: 
Competing nodes often experience varying channel conditions; how best to di- 
vide allocation units fairly in such cases is unclear, 
a There is no centralized coordinator that has full knowledge of channel conditions 
and backlogged queue information of each wireless node, 
Nearby nodes often fall under different administrative domains and thus cen- 
tralized fair scheduling is often impractical, and 
a A different fairness notion other than bit-based fairness may be desirable to 
encourage efficient use of the shared channel among nodes that may transmit 
at different data rates. 
Much interesting work has been done in the area of distributed wireless fair 
scheduling for the past decade and we discuss some of this work in the next sec- 
tion. 
2.2 Related Work 
For the remainder of this chapter we focus on issues related to providing fair and effi- 
cient capacity allocation among multiple competing nodes using CSMA-based channel 
access protocols. For a comprehensive treatment of wireless channel access protocols 
and other issues that we are not covering in this section, see [8, 83, 861. 
2.2.1 Collision Detection 
In a wired shared medium, detecting collisions is possible by having a sender listen 
to the channel while transmitting (lzsten-whzle-talk) . When the sender cannot decode 
its own transmission, it assumes that a collision has happened and immediately stops 
its transmission, and then delays for a random amount of time before transmitting 
again. Ethernet [68] is a popular example of CSMAICD, and it has been shown 
that its theoretical channel utilization can approach 100% when the detection delay 
is relatively much smaller than the transmission delay [8]. As the transmission delay 
gets smaller, because of faster data rate or smaller frame size, CSMAICD becomes 
less efficient. 
However, the same concept is not applicable in wireless networks for three practical 
reasons: 
Most existing wireless systems are half-duplex systems, that use a single ra- 
dio for both transmitting and receiving. In such systems, collision detection 
must be done by interrupting the transmission to sense the channel. A full- 
duplex transceiver or multiple radios is required to avoid interruptions during 
transmissions, 
Even with a full-duplex radio, each sender may not be able to accurately detect 
whether a collision has happened just by listening because collisions happen 
at the receivers (not at the senders), i.e., even though the receiver does not 
successfully receive the frame, the sender might think otherwise, 
Wireless channel bit-error rates (e.g., l o 5 )  are typically several orders of mag- 
nitude higher than bit-error rates of wired links (e.g., 1013). Therefore, if the 
transmitter cannot decode its own transmission, it may be because of channel 
errors and not collisions. 
For these reasons, CSMAJCD is not employed in today's wireless LAN technologies. 
Instead, collision resolution or avoidance mechanisms are used to mitigate the adverse 
effects of collisions. 
2.2.2 Collision Resolution 
Both Aloha and CSMA are shown to be unstable [loo, 81, i.e, the departure rate of 
the system decreased with increased load, leading to growing backlogs of frames that 
will not be successfully transmitted by nodes within a finite interval. The stability 
analysis often includes an assumption of infinite set of nodes and thus provides an 
upper bound to the delay achieved (in practice) with a finite set of nodes. In any 
case, in both Aloha and CSMA, the aggregate throughput decreases with increased 
load because of the increased collision rate. 
To achieve stability as well as to improve achieved throughput, many collision 
resolution mechanisms have been proposed in the past [52, 91. All these mechanisms 
rely on the following simplifying assumption: the sender has a way of knowing that 
a collision has occurred a small amount of time after the frame transmission is com- 
pleted. Most protocols use the link-layer ARQ mechanism to achieve that goal. That 
is if a sender has not successfully received an ack from its intended receiver after a 
timeout, it assumes that a collision has occurred. 
Splitting algorithms 117, 1011 were initially proposed to stabilize Aloha. These 
algorithms divide nodes into two sets whenever a collision occurs: one with all the 
nodes not involved in the collision and the other with those involved in the collision. 
Nodes in the first subset transmit in the next time slot. And, if the next time 
slot is sensed idle, those in the second subset transmit in the subsequent idle slot. 
Nodes in the second subset always wait until any collisions that occurred during 
transmissions from the first set of nodes are successfully resolved. This procedure 
continues recursively until all collisions are resolved. 
Stabilization mechanisms using splitting techniques and other adaptive techniques 
were also developed for CSMA 18, 341. FAMA-CR 1341 is a CSMA protocol that em- 
ploys a splitting approach. Under pseudo-bayesian approaches, at the end of each time 
slot, each node estimates the number of contenders dynamically based on whether the 
time slot was idle, whether the frame transmission was successful or whether it has 
involved in a collision [8]. These protocols are shown to be effective so long as there 
exists an effective feedback mechanism that informs all competing nodes of whether 
a frame transmission is successful or failed because of collision (and not because of 
channel errors). 
Bounded binary exponential backoff mechanisms are used in MACAW 191, Ether- 
net [68] and DCF to reduce the collision rate as the number of contenders increases. 
Such mechanisms can lead to instability depending on the details of the implemen- 
tation. For example, DCF's exponential backoff mechanism leads to significantly low 
aggregate throughputs when the number of backlogged contenders increases beyond 
a dozen or so nodes [12, 971. 
Exponential backoff mechanisms and many other approaches use a uniform dis- 
tribution of transmission probability. Hiperlan [41], Sift [48] and CSMA/p* [98] use 
non-uniform distribution of transmission probability. Sift and CSMA/p* are shown to 
resolve collisions quickly in event-driven workloads where many nodes simultaneously 
attempt to send data at the time of an event (this type of workload can be found in 
sensor networks). 
The main problem with all of these approaches is the implicit assumption that a 
frame loss is always because of collisions. Clearly, this is not true in a typical indoor 
wireless environment where the rate of frames being lost because of channel errors 
can well exceed the collision rate. Therefore, these protocols can lead to degraded 
throughput. Furthermore, when the bit error rate experienced by each competing 
node varies, as they often do [71, 831, unfair allocations of channel capacity ensue. 
We propose that each competing node adjusts its contention window size based 
on its observed idle time between transmission events. Through an analysis, we show 
that i) there exists an optimal amount of idle time between transmission events (for 
a given average transmission time), that maximizes aggregate throughput and ii) the 
optimal amount of idle time between transmission events varies little with the number 
of contenders. Thus, the optimal amount of idle time can be pre-computed and each 
contender can adjust its contention window size dynamically so that the observed idle 
time equals the target idle time. A sender increases(decreases) its contention window 
size when the observed idle time between transmission events is smaUer(1arger) than 
the target idle time. In Chapter 5, we explain in detail this contention resolution 
mechanism, a major component of our TES protocol. 
Heusse et al., a channel access protocol called Idle Sense (IDS) that adjusts con- 
tention window size based on observed idle time [40]. IDS and TES share some of the 
core observations and ideas on using idle time to resolve contention. Bononi et al. 
make similar observations about idle time in [13] and propose Asymptotic Optimal 
Backoff (AOB) , a mechanism that extends the exponential backoff mechanism by ad- 
justing the transmission probability of each node through channel time slot utilization 
and the average frame transmission time. However, unlike TES and IDS, AOB still 
retains the 802.11 exponential backoff mechanism and the number of retransmission 
attempts (as an indication of congestion) is still used in computing the transmission 
probability. Therefore, AOB is effectively a feedback-based approach like DCF. Un- 
like AOB, DCF and other feedback-based approaches, both IDS and TES decouple 
collision resolution from the link layer's mechanism to achieve reliability. Compared 
to DCF, both TES and IDS reduces collision rates significantly, thereby improving 
aggregate throughput especially when the number of contenders is more than a dozen. 
TES differs from IDS in the way it adjusts the CW of each node as a function 
of observed and desired amounts of idle time. TES and IDS lead to comparable 
aggregate throughput only in the long-term and in the absence of time-correlated 
channel errors. TES achieves higher aggregate throughput than IDS on short-time 
scales when the number of contenders is more than a few dozen. In the presence 
of time-correlated channel errors, TES achieves significantly higher throughput than 
IDS. IDS leads to aggregate throughput that is even lower than DCF when loss rates 
because of channel errors are high. This is because TES, unlike IDS, employs a simple 
burst loss avoidance mechanism. 
Furthermore, TES has a fairness controller, which IDS does not. Unlike IDS, 
TES: i) provides long-term time share guarantees among competing links, even in the 
presence of burst loss avoidance mechanisms, thereby leading rational nodes to employ 
efficient burst loss avoidance schemes, and ii) achieves arbitrarily weighted time-based 
fairness. We compare TES, DCF and IDS through simulation in Chapter 5. 
2.2.3 Distributed Weighted Fair Scheduling 
Efforts have been made in developing distributed fair scheduling algorithms that 
are suitable for the shared wireless medium. Like the schemes proposed in wired 
networks [16, 25, 37, 67, 90, 911, these wireless scheduling algorithms [29, 64, 82, 1021 
do not take into account the impact of transmission rate diversity. For simplicity of 
discussion in this subsection, we assume that competing entities are nodes, which is 
the assumption of most protocols. 
DFS (for Distributed Fair Scheduling) [102] emulates SCFQ (for Self-clocked Fair 
Queuing) [36] in a distributed fashion. DFS assumes that for each node z, its fair share 
of the channel capacity 4, is known. DFS achieves weighted fairness by having each 
node selects a contention window size that is inversely proportional to its fair share 
of transmission opportunities. However, for a particular node z with a small value 
of 4,, the contention window size can be quite large; this in turn results in a large 
amount of idle time between transmission events, leading to long packet latency and 
reduced throughput. To solve this problem, each node running DFS computes the 
contention window size using an exponential scaling factor and whenever it senses a 
frame transmission from another node, it re-computes its backoff interval based on the 
backoff interval included in that frame's header. Clearly, this mechanism will not work 
when competing nodes often cannot decode the headers of each other's transmissions. 
This can occur frequently in AP-based WLANs. For instance, imagine there are 
two clients associated with an AP; each client can exchange data with the AP and 
their frames can collide at the AP, yet they may not be able to successfully receive 
each other's transmissions. Puthermore, their evaluation shows that the aggregate 
throughput under DFS can be lower than that under DCF in several cases. 
Unlike DFS, TES decouples the mechanism to achieve fairness from that to achieve 
efficiency. Each node running TES attempts to maximize the overall efficiency by 
observing idle time between transmission events without requiring competing nodes 
to signal or exchange information. TES's fairness controller works independently 
from its efficiency mechanism. Each node running TES observes the actual amount 
of channel time it uses and the amount used by all other nodes. Using this information 
and the node's assigned fair share, TES achieves long-term weighted fairness among 
competing entities. 
Lu et al. methodically investigate issues concerning providing fair scheduling 
and QoS in AP-based networks with CSMA MACs [64]. They propose WFS (for 
wireless fair service), which includes a centralized coordinator running at the AP 
that allocates bit-based fairness among flows according to statically assigned rate 
weights. In WFS, each client informs the AP of its backlogged queue status. They 
also show that WFS can be implemented (with modifications) within the framework 
of a CSMA MAC such as DCF. Their protocol only works in single-cell environments, 
since coordination among competing nodes through the AP is necessary. 
In contrast, TES works in both single-cell and multi-cell environments and no 
coordination among the APs nor among the APs and clients is necessary. As a result 
of WFS's explicit and careful coordination between the AP and the clients, WFS can 
provide a higher degree of short-term fairness than can TES. 
Fang et al. proposes Estimation-based Fair Medium Access (EFMA), an interest- 
ing approach to achieving weighted fairness among competing nodes in a distributed 
fashion [29]. In EFMA, each node observes every transmission and maintains two 
variables: the total amount of time used by it to transmit frames and that used by 
other nodes to transmit their frames. Based, on these two variables, EFMA computes 
an index that measures whether a node is achieving its fair share or not. Each node 
uses this index to update its contention window size in a MIMD (multiplicative in- 
crease multiplicative decrease) manner. Like DFS, a major limiting factor of EFMA 
is that in many cases, the aggregate throughput is noticeably lower than DCF. 
TES provides weighted fairness like DFS does but unlike DFS, increases aggregate 
throughput over DCF. 
2.2.4 Distributed Time- based Fair Scheduling 
The general idea of temporal sharing in the context of multi-rate WLANs is discussed 
in [87]. They propose a rate adaptation scheme, OAR, nodes that have high-quality 
channel conditions to transmit more than one packet at a time, taking advantage of 
time-correlated channel conditions. OAR dictates that the number of frames that 
each node transmits in each transmission opportunity is the floor of the ratio of its 
data rate and the base data rate (e.g., 2 Mbps). Therefore, a node transmitting at 
11 Mbps can send 5 frames back-to-back and a node using 2 Mbps can only send 
1 frame. Their approach leads to a rate-based fairness notion, which is a crude but 
not accurate approximation of time-based fairness. Furthermore, their approach is a 
special case of a generalized t ime-limited-TXOP approach, the drawbacks of which 
we will discuss shortly. OAR is a DCF-based protocol mainly intended for ad hoc 
networks and requires modifications to DCF. The paper did not explore the impact 
of time-based fairness (irrespective of channel conditions) on the achieved throughput 
and delay of each user. 
In this thesis, we reconsider various notions of fairness in WLANs according to 
their choice of entities and fairness units. We investigate their impact on achieved 
throughput and delay through quantitative and trace-driven analyses, experiments 
using a test-bed, and simulation. Unlike previous work, we present a precise definition 
of time-based fairness under which each competing entity is allocated an equal share 
of channel occupancy time and argue that a MAC protocol should provide time- 
based fairness. Our proposed TES MAC protocol achieves time-based fairness in the 
presence of varying data rates, frame sizes and channel errors. 
There are two straightforward ways to provide time-based fairness among compet- 
ing nodes with equal priorities. First, each node is allowed to transmit one frame at a 
time but the number of transmission opportunities granted to each node varies accord- 
ing to the data rate used. Second, the transmission opportunities can be time-limited 
instead of size limited and each node is granted an equal number of transmission 
opportunities. 
Under the first approach, each node is only allowed to transmit one frame at  a 
time but the contention window of each node is scaled according to its transmission 
rate. For example, for any contention window based MAC protocol, the contention 
window CWi of node z can be updated after it is computed according to its backoff 
mechanism as follows: CWi + CWi x y, where rm is the maximum data rate 
allowed in the system and ri is the data rate used by z. This type of approach is 
suggested in [40]. Such a static scaling technique is problematic for two reasons: i) ri 
may vary for each frame transmission when auto rate protocols are used to improve 
efficiency and ii) restricting each node to transmit only one frame in each TXOP is 
not efficient, especially when the transmission rate is high. 
Under the second approach, the transmission opportunities are time-limited. That 
is upon winning a TXOP, each node can transmit a number of frames consecutively 
up-to a system-wide pre-configured time limit called TXOPLimit. For example, when 
TXOPLimit is set to 12.5 ms, a node can transmit a single frame at 1 Mbps or a burst 
of 9 frames (consecutively only separated by a small amount of time and/or acks) at 
11 Mbps. Under this approach, a MAC protocol only needs to ensure that each node 
gets an equal number of transmission opportunities. This is the approach taken by 
EDCF, as specified in the 802.1 le  draft specification [44], and already implemented by 
some 802.11 card vendors (26,751. The time-limited-TXOP approach can significantly 
improve performance especially at faster transmission rates since the overhead per 
transmission event is reduced. However, TXOPLimit cannot be arbitrarily large since 
doing so can lead to significantly increased per-frame delay, adversely affecting delay 
sensitive applications as well as TCP flows because of TCP timeouts. 
The time-limited-TXOP approach can provide time-based fairness among compet- 
ing backlogged nodes only if all nodes transmit up-to TXOPLimit in each TXOP or, 
more generally, if the average duration of transmission burst of each node is the same. 
However, the optimal duration of transmission burst may widely vary among nodes 
(i.e., a system-wide TXOPLimit is not optimal for all nodes) because the channel 
conditions of each node can drastically vary. We give two examples. First, assume 
that the transmission rate used by a node is low such that it can only transmit at 
most one frame during TXOPLimit. As demonstrated in earlier work [69, 70, 731, 
the optimal frame size varies with the channel bit error rate. Therefore, it may be 
more efficient for a node to use smaller frames instead of the maximum sized frames 
allowed under TXOPLimit . 
Second, when a node is allowed to transmit multiple frames in each TXOP, it 
should avoid wasting capacity by stopping its transmissions when it detects that the 
earlier frame transmissions have failed. This way, a node avoids transmitting frames 
that are highly likely to fail when it is i) experiencing time-correlated channel errors 
and ii) involved in a collision. The detection mechanism can be implemented by hav- 
ing the receiver reply with an ack after receiving each data frame in the transmission 
burst. The next section discusses fairness related issues in the presence of diverse 
channel bit error rates. 
2.2.5 Fair Share Guarantees and Compensation 
A fundamental issue related to the previous discussion on fairness is how best to 
provide fairness in the presence of i) location-dependent errors and ii) time-correlated 
errors. DCF and most existing distributed protocols do not deal with these issues 
[70, 29, 40, 82, 87, 1021. Under these protocols, fairness is achieved in a "best-effort" 
or use-it-or-lose-it manner. That is if a node does not transmit when it has a chance 
(i.e., when it wins the contention), it will forever lose its transmission opportunity. 
However, in the presence of time-correlated errors, it might be more efficient for a 
node to intentionally delay its transmission and to allow other nodes with better 
channel conditions to proceed, thereby improving the overall efficiency. However, a 
rational node will not give up its TXOP if it is going to lose it forever. We argue that 
a reasonable compensation mechanism should be implemented at the MAC layer so 
that each rational node will employ the most efficient transmission strategy, so that 
aggregate throughput is maximized with respect to a particular fairness notion. 
Similarly, the most efficient transmission strategy for a node may be to transmit 
at a frame size smaller than the maximum size allowed but in the presence of competi- 
tion, it may not do so if it does not receive any compensation for the lost transmission 
time for using smaller frames than other nodes. A compensation mechanism can en- 
courage rational nodes to only use the most efficient transmission strategy. 
In the context of centralized scheduling, Lu e t  al. explores the idea of compen- 
sating for flows that decline to send packets intentionally because of perceived poor 
channel conditions [64]. Under their approach, a link-layer centralized scheduling 
scheme at the AP attempts to avoid time-correlated errors by dictating frame trans- 
missions at the AP and clients [64]. 
We agree with the authors that the link layer should provide a compensation mech- 
anism. We provide a similar but more general notion of compensation, in which each 
competing entity is: i) allocated its fair channel time share in the long-term and ii) 
compensated in the future for "lost" channel time up-to a maximum pre-configured 
amount. In contrast to their centralized approach, we provide a distributed fair- 
ness mechanism as part of TES that provides long-term time share guarantees with- 
out requiring any explicit coordination. Our fairness mechanism is flexible and can 
work with any burst loss avoidance scheme, including DCF-like exponential backoff 
schemes. We describe TES's distributed fairness mechanism in detail in Chapter 5 
and show that it can provide fair time share guarantees as well as encourage ratio- 
nal nodes to employ efficient transmission strategies, thereby improving the overall 
network efficiency. 
2.2.6 Throughput, Delay and Equilibrium Analyses 
In this section, we discuss related work in the areas of analyzing throughput, delay 
and equilibrium analyses. 
Throughput Analysis 
The capacity of 802.11-based networks has been analyzed in [lo, 15, 54, 971. We 
build on the approximate throughput analysis in [97] and show that the amount of 
idle time between transmission events that maximizes the aggregate throughput is 
roughly independent of the number of contenders. 
Recently, Heusse et al. showed through simulations and experiments that perfor- 
mance degradation occurs when two nodes are sending at different data rates [39]. 
Through analysis, the authors show that the node sending at a lower data rate will 
achieve the same throughput as other nodes sending at  higher data rate, leading to 
the low aggregate throughput. The authors do not suggest any mechanism to mitigate 
this effects. 
We make similar observation. But unlike previous work, we provide a simple, 
organized framework that allows us to conduct analysis on achieved throughput, 
session delay and equilibrium situations for different fairness notions. Using our 
analytical framework, we conduct analyses that clearly show the impact of various 
fairness notions including frame-based fairness and time-based fairness on achieved 
throughput and delay. 
Delay Analysis 
It is well known that a scheduling policy can significantly affect the delays experienced 
by tasks of various sizes. In the absence of job size information, many scheduling 
schemes that do not use task size information such as First-in-First-Out (FIFO) and 
Last-in-First-Out (LIFO) can lead to high average delays. The main problem with 
any of these schemes is that the small job that arrives behind large jobs has to wait 
a long time to receive the service (generally known as the slow truck effect). The 
average delay under such a scheduling scheme increases with the variation in service 
time, more precisely with the second moment of the service time [56]. 
The average delay under processor sharing does not depend on the service time 
distribution. Under the processor sharing policy, each task is allocated an equal 
amount of processing units. Thus, processor sharing eliminates the slow truck effect: 
small jobs that arrive after large jobs will also get serviced right away. Therefore, the 
average delay under process sharing does not depend on the service time distribution 
but only on the mean service time and the arrival rate of the system. Processor 
sharing, FIFO and LIFO are all work conserving in that the system is idle if and only 
if there is no outstanding job in the system. 
Several years ago, the notion of generalized processor sharing (GPS) or fair queu- 
ing (FQ) (see Section 2.1.9) was introduced and its implications and performance 
extensively investigated. Under GPS, the processing time for each outstanding job 
in the system is allocated not equally but according to a pre-determined fair share. 
GPS provides a flexible mechanism to treat jobs differently during busy or congested 
periods. Of course, processor sharing is just a simple case of GPS in which each 
outstanding task receives an equal share the system's capacity. Another dimension 
to the scheduling problem is that jobs can belong to different classes with different 
service time distributions and arrival rates. 
The problem of scheduling packets of various traffic flows with different priorities 
in virtual circuit, connection-based wired packet networks has been modeled as a 
GPS problem [79, 781. Although delay results related to process sharing are well 
known [57], the average delay for each class of node in GPS systems (that allows for 
arbitrary weights) is not easy to analyze. The authors in [79, 781 prove the delay 
bounds of both single-server and multi-server GPS systems for networks, in which 
the maximum amount of data each source can transmit within any given interval is 
limited by a set of parameters. 
There has not been much work in approximating GPS systems either. The authors 
of [14] develop a numerical approximation of the performance of a M/M/l/oo queue 
with GPS scheduling. They use hyper-exponential queues (M/Hi/l) to approximate 
average delay. However, the results are complex, require a lot of computation, and 
do not seem to lead to intuitive understanding. 
As far as we know, there is no known general closed-form results for average delay, 
not conditional to service time, even for a single-server GPS system such as the one 
we are describing. There does exist an elegant closed-form solution when there are 
only two competing sessions and the service time distribution is exponential [30]. 
We do not present any new analytical delay results. However, we present a system 
description of wireless communication sessions within a GPS setting. We also derive 
worst-case relative ratios of session delay when there are only two entities competing 
for channel access. 
Equilibrium Analysis 
Little work has been done within a game theoretic framework to analyze the compe- 
tition of channel access by rational nodes. Mangold conducts an extensive analysis 
on the application of game models to support QoS in situations in which two nearby 
802.1 le-based WLANs share a common channel [65]. It has been shown that the QoS 
mechanism specified in the 802.lle draft specification [44] is not effective in many 
cases especially when multiple APs share a common channel [66, 651. In particular, 
the authors points out that the polling scheme specified as part of the centralized 
coordination scheme in the draft specification may not be able to poll client stations 
on time. Mangold shows that each node may benefit from a dynamic interaction, 
by adapting its behavior to the environment and the behaviors of other nodes [65]. 
Mangold also proposes strategies to be used by each 802.lle node so that the QoS 
for each node can be supported in the presence of competing 802.lle-based WLANs. 
Unlike previous work, we develop a simple game theoretic model solely to examine 
the impact of fairness notions on achieving efficient equilibria under DCF and EDCF. 
The model and results are presented in [93,95]. The context and goals of our analysis 
are very different from those of [65]. Using this model, we show how frame-based and 
bit-based fairness notions can lead rational nodes to use inefficient strategies to im- 
prove their own throughputs at the expense of degrading the aggregate throughputs. 
We demonstrate through analysis and simulation that a time-based fairness notion 
with a reasonable compensation model can force rational nodes to arrive at efficient 
equilibriums while providing flexibility in scheduling transmissions to further improve 
aggregate performance. 
2.2.7 Other Related Work 
In AP-based WLANs, there is often an asymmetry in channel contention. The AP 
needs to access the channel to transmit data to multiple clients (downstream trans- 
missions) whereas each client transmits data only to its associated AP (upstream 
transmission). Thus, the AP may need to contend for the channel more than each 
client. Bharghavan et al. proposes per-stream fairness as an alternative to per-node 
fairness [9]. The authors suggest that the number of backoff instance running at  each 
node should be proportional to the number of flows. Our definition of per-link fairness 
is essentially the same as per-stream fairness. We use a similar approach to provide 
per-link fairness in AP-based WLANs. 
Implementing any distributed MAC-layer protocol requires changes to proprietary 
firmware or hardware, where DCF is typically implemented. Thus, the implementa- 
tion of a more robust and efficient solution (than DCF) is not a viable option for 
administrators who want to realize the benefits of time-based fairness in DCF-based 
networks. 
In 1941, we propose TBR, a link-layer scheduler that achieves a time-based, per-link 
fairness notion. TBR runs at the AP, works in conjunction with DCF, and requires 
no modifications to clients nor to DCF. We implemented TBR in the HostAP [50] 
driver and evaluated it on an 802.1 IbJLinux testbed. Based on a series of experiments 
reflecting realistic scenarios, we find that TBR is effective in allocating channel time 
equally among clients in the long-term. However, since TBR requires coordination 
between the AP and clients within each cell, TBR is not effective when nearby non- 
cooperative nodes fall under different administrative domains. We discuss TBR in 
detail in Chapter 6. 
Under some conditions, some radios can correctly lock onto a stronger signal 
and receive a frame transmission despite interference from other frame transmissions. 
This effect is known as the capture effect [85] and it has been modeled and studied for 
many wireless networks including 802.1 1 networks [49, 85, 105). The capture effect 
improves network efficiency since collisions do not necessarily lead to wasted capac- 
ity. However, under feedback based MAC protocols like 802.11, the capture effect 
can lead to a few nodes grabbing larger shares of channel capacity because of their 
successful transmissions during collisions, resulting in drastically unfair allocations of 
channel capacity. Unlike DCF and many existing MAC protocols, TES can provide 
fair allocations of capacity in the presence of capture effects. 
Balachandran et al. propose that APs perform admission control and that users 
choose the access point with the least amount of load upon entering the network [6]. 
In their scheme, each mobile node explicitly expresses its lower and upper bounds of 
desired bandwidth. The admission control decision is made by a centralized admission 
control server that maintains the load information of all the APs,chooses the AP with 
the most available capacity, and suggests that nodes associate with it. Their work 
focuses on the system architecture for load balancing and admission control. 
In [92], we address various challenges that need to be addressed to maximize 
the overall system throughput while maintaining high degree of fairness especially in 
the presence of communications among wireless clients in the same WLANs. The 
algorithm described in [92] determines how best to associate each client with an AP 
and how much channel capacity to allocate to each flow. Schemes described in both [6] 
and [92] rely on each AP being able to have the perfect knowledge of the load of each 
client. In the absence of such information, however, TES's accurate estimation of 
the degree of contention in each cell could potentially help the AP in estimating the 
overall load and average load at  each client. 
Chapter 3 
Analytical Model and Results 
In this section, we identify and define various fairness notions, develop an analytical 
framework to understand the impact of each fairness notion on throughput and delay, 
and present results. 
Specifically, we: 
1. Develop a framework to compute the achieved throughput of each compet- 
ing entity under different notions of fairness including time-based fairness and 
frame-based fairness, 
2. Present a system description of wireless communication sessions within a GPS 
(Generalized Process Sharing) system model, through which average session 
wait time is derived for various fairness notions, and 
3. Develop a game theoretic model to examine the impact of fairness notions on 
achieving efficient equilibria. Using that model, we prove that 
0 DCF can lead rational nodes to inefficient equilibria, and 
A MAC protocol that provides long-term time share guarantees can lead 
rational nodes to more efficient equilibria than DCF. 
The next section examines various fairness notions. Sections 3.2-3.4 describe 
throughput analysis, wait time analysis and equilibrium analysis respectively. Chap- 
ter 4 compares the advantage and disadvantages of various fairness notions using 
throughput and delay results described in this chapter. 
3.1 Fairness Notions for WLANs 
In this section, we re-examine, in the context of wireless communication systems, 
the age-old problem of fair resource allocation among competing entities with equal 
priorities. We assume that all competing entities have equal priorities and defer our 
discussion on entities with different priorities until Section 3.2.3. 
A resource allocation is fair if each entity that shares the resource receives an equal 
number of fairness units over a time interval, in which each entity is attempting to 
use the resource. Although the resource is typically not open to interpretation, one 
fairness notion differs from another in its specifications of entities and fairness units. 
Fairness units include transmitted bits, transmitted frames, received bits, received 
frames, data transmission time units, etc. 
In wireline systems, the capacity of the shared channel is fixed. So, a transmis- 
sion schedule, produced by a fair queuing scheme, that allows each backlogged flow 
to transmit the same amount of bits always leads to equal divisions of the available 
channel capacity among competing flows, i .e., transmitted bits and transmission time 
units are equivalent. An alternation notion of fairness units could have been suc- 
cessfully received bits, which correspond closely to the utility of many applications. 
However, because of very low bit error rates on wired links (1013), each transmitted 
bit is almost always received successfully. Therefore, in the context of wire-line fair 
queuing, even under various definitions, achieving one fairness unit generally corre- 
sponds to using one resource unit. 
In contrast, in multi-rate wireless communication systems, various notions of fair- 
ness units lead to different allocations of resource units among competing entities for 
the following reasons: 
The maximum achievable aggregate throughput of the shared channel varies 
depending on a particular allocation of transmission time among competing 
nodes transmitting at different data rates, 
Frame loss rates are relatively high because the wireless channel bit error rate 
(e.g. l o 5 )  is much higher than in wired networks; loss rates are even higher be- 
cause of collisions when nodes compete for channel access in a non-deterministic 
fashion (especially in CSMA systems), and 
Competing nodes often experience different loss rates because of location de- 
pendent channel errors. 
Different fairness notions in WLANs often lead to different allocations of the 
underlying resource, resulting in different aggregate throughputs. The next three 
subsections discuss the resource, the entities and the fairness units respectively. 
3.1.1 Resource 
Unlike fairness notions, the shared resource is not open to value judgment or inter- 
pretation. In all wireless communication systems, competing nearby users are sharing 
the bandwidth of a common channel for a certain amount of time. 
In FDMA systems, each user is assigned a fraction of the available channel band- 
width and not allowed to use the rest of the channel bandwidth. Thus, the resource 
that is being shared in FDMA systems is frequencies. 
In TDMA and CSMA systems, users share a common channel with all the available 
bandwidth. Overlapping frame transmissions lead to collisions, resulting in wasted 
throughput. Therefore, only one nearby node should transmit at a time. The resource 
that is shared among users is channel occupancy time, the time available to transfer 
data. 
Many wireless communication systems use hybrid approaches. For example, Blue- 
tooth [ll] uses both an FDMA technique and an TDMA technique by allocating a 
separate channel for each pair of users. The pair shares a common channel on a time- 
division basis. The 802.11 technologies also divide the available channel bandwidth 
into several orthogonal channels, each of which occupies a fraction of the available 
channel bandwidth. For example, there are 3 orthogonal channels for 802.llb and 
802.1 l g  devices to share. However, unlike true frequency-division systems like Blue- 
tooth or cellular telephony systems, the 802.11 devices are not restricted to using 
only a single channel. 1.e.) each 802.1 l b  or 802.1 l g  device can exchange data in all 
three channels simultaneously. In practice, most 802.11 devices only communicate in 
a single channel at  a time. This limitation is because of their simple single radio im- 
plementations. Recently, some vendors are beginning to produce more complex radio 
implementations that allow a device to transmit data across all three channels [27]. 
Our work focuses on issues only related to multiple users sharing a common chan- 
nel by multiplexing channel occupancy time. Therefore, it applies to both TDMA 
and CSMA systems alike but does not apply to FDMA or CDMA systems. 
3.1.2 Entities 
An entity that shares the resource can be a link, a duplink or a node. A link is 
denoted by a pair of nodes, the sender and the receiver; frames are transmitted only 
from the sender to the receiver. A duplink (for duplex-link) is denoted by a pair of 
nodes that exchange frames in either direction. A node is denoted by an AP, a relay 
node or a client node that transmits frames to other nodes. 
In AP-based cells, under per-link fairness, each client node will have an upstream 
link (to the AP) and/or a downstream link (from the AP). The AP can be associated 
with at most 2N links, where N is the number of client nodes. Each link is entitled to 
get the same number of fairness units. Thus, each client node in the same cell will get 
the same number of fairness units to transmit to the associated AP and the AP will 
also get that same amount to transmit to each client. So, if a client node transmits 
data to the AP as well as receives data from the AP, the total number of fairness units 
allocated to that client node for communications (in both upstream and downstream 
directions) can be twice as much as the number of fairness units alloted to a client 
that only communicates in one direction. Notice that, under per-link fairness, the 
AP is entitled to a larger share of the fairness units than each client node. 
Under per-duplink fairness, a node with multiple duplinks can obtain a larger 
share of fairness units than a node with a smaller number of duplinks. In AP-based 
cells, such a fairness notion allows the AP to obtain fairness units proportional to the 
number of the AP's downstream clients. Thus, each backlogged client is entitled to 
an equal share of the shared fairness units to exchange frames with the AP in both 
upstream and downstream directions. Thus, per-duplink fairness can also be called 
per-client fairness in AP-based WLANs. 
Under per-node fairness, each node will get the same number of fairness units 
to transmit data (to any other nodes). In AP-based cells, the AP will get the same 
number of fairness units to transmit (to all clients) as each client node gets to transmit 
to the AP, leading to biases against clients that mainly have downstream traffic. 
3.1.3 Fairness Units 
The main fairness goal of a MAC layer is to allocate equal shares of fairness units 
among competing entities. Fairness units can be transmitted frames (frame-based), 
transmitted bits (bit- based), received bits (received- bit- based) or channel occupancy 
time for transmissions (time-based). Although these notions of fairness units are 
roughly equivalent in the context of fair queuing in wired networks, they differ signif- 
icantly in the context of WLANs in how they allocate the shared resource (channel 
occupancy time) among competing nodes 
Firame-based fairness and bit-based fairness are only equivalent when all entities 
use the same frame size. Transmitted bits and received bits are equivalent only if 
competing entities observe zero loss rates. Under time-based fairness, fairness units 
are equivalent to the underlying resource units. Under typical channel conditions and 
in the presence of rate diversity, each of these notions lead to different allocations of 
channel occupancy time. 
For the rest of this chapter, when we say bit-based fairness, we mean MAC-layer 
payload bits, that exclude the MAC layer header and and physical layer header. Under 
time-based fairness, the channel occupancy time allocated for a frame transmission is 
the total amount of time needed to transfer a MAC layer frame, including the amount 
of time necessary to transmit the MAC layer header as well as physical layer header 
and preamble. 
3.2 Throughput Analysis 
In this section, we examine the impact of the choice of fairness units on achieved 
throughput. Most of the results in this section appear in [94]. We validate our 
analysis through simulation in Section 4.3. 
Let: 
I: be the set of competing entities contending for channel access. Under per-node 
fairness, I represents the set of competing nodes, and under per-link fairness, I 
represents the set of competing transmitter and receiver pairs. 
r: be the duration, in seconds, during which all competing entities continuously wish 
to send data. 
For each competing entity z E I, we define the following terms that characterize 
its communication process during r: 
ri: the data transmission rate (in bps) used by z; dmax and dmin are the maximum 
and minimum data rates allowed respectively, 
sf: the MAC-layer per-frame payload size (in bits) used by i; smax is the maximum 
frame size allowed, 
ti: the channel occupancy time (in seconds) allocated to z during r .  The channel oc- 
cupancy time necessary to transmit each data frame includes i) the transmission 
time of the data frame, ii) the transmission time of a synchronous MAC-layer 
ack, which is transmitted by the receiver some microseconds (10 under DCF) 
after successfully receiving the data frame and iii) the propagation delays. Each 
transmitted frame adds to the channel occupancy time used, irrespective of the 
failure or success of the transmission, 
gi = (r,, si): the transmission strategy, the pair (ri, s,), used by i, and 
Ctj(gi, I): the overall success rate observed as a fraction of the total number of trans- 
mitted bits. It is a function of the data rate and frame size used, and the level 
of contention and channel conditions experienced. Generally, losses caused by 
channel errors decrease with reduction in frame size or data rate. Losses caused 
by collisions decrease with decreased level of contention. 
For simplicity, we assume that ri and si are fixed for the duration of r. However, 
the analysis we show in this section can be extended to cases where the data rate and 
frame size of an entity vary during T. 
In WLANs, an important time component is idle time. A typical CSMA MAC 
protocol requires competing entities to remain idle for randomized intervals to reduce 
collisions, as explained in Section 2.1.8. Therefore, each transmission event is typically 
preceded by an idle period. The idle time is not considered as a component of the 
channel occupancy time. For many CSMA protocols, the average amount of idle time 
preceding transmissions mainly depend on i) the number of entities and ii) their frame 
loss rates. Let 
GI: be the vector of transmission strategies used by entities during T, i.e., gi E GI is 
the transmission strategy used by node i, 
o.1: be the vector of the success rates of all competing entities, 
fchan(GI, a/): be the fraction of channel occupancy time relative to T when each 
entity i uses transmission strategy gi E GI and experiences success rate 0.1 E a / .  
fchan(GI, Q\ is MAC-specific since the idle time overhead varies with MAC 
protocol. 
3.2.1 Assumptions 
We make the following assumptions to simplify our analysis. 
Assumption 1. The channel is lossy but the error rate is bounded, i.e., a, > 0 for 
any interval r .  
Assumption 2. Frame losses on the wireless channel are caused only by channel 
errors and/or collisions. 
Assumption 3. When multiple nearby nodes compete for channel access, at most 
one successful reception can be made among nodes that are within interference range. 

of the frame transmission of each node 2 involved in the collision is accounted for in 
ti. For these reasons, f ^ " (GI, a,) # 1. 
We now define 'ftheo (gi), the theoretically achievable throughput as follows: 
where si is the payload size, byh the bit overhead and t p  the time overhead per 
frame. The bit overhead represents the fixed number of bits that are required in each 
frame (but are not payload bits, such as the MAC layer header). Generally, by is the 
same for data frames of various sizes. The time overhead is the combined time nec- 
essary to transmit a physical layer preamble, physical layer-header, the synchronous 
acknowledgment and the interframe space time between the data and ack frames. We 
separate these two overhead components because the MAC layer header is transmit- 
ted at the same rate as the MAC layer payload, but the physical layer header and 
preamble are often transmitted at a pre-defined data rate that could be different from 
the one used to transmit MAC layer data. 
For a given transmission strategy, gi = (ri, si), 'YtheO(ri, si) denotes the upper 
bound for the achieved throughput of entity 2 and can be computed for a given set of 
MAC layer parameters. Entity 2's achieved throughput will be less than 7the0 (ri, si) 
because of idle periods and frame losses. 
We define fdGI) as the fraction of channel time achieved by entity z relative to 
the total amount of channel time achieved by all entities. That is 
We now derive the 
entity 2 6 I employing 
other entities during T .  
'Yi (GI) 
achieved steady-state MAC-layer throughput of a wireless 
strategy g, = (ri, si) when competing against one or more 
The achieved throughput %(GI) of entity 2 is: 
= ai (gi, I )  * * 
Substituting Equation 3.1 
Substituting Equation 3.3 
= ai(gi,I) * F ( g i )  * f c h a n ( ~ ~ ,  a,) * fi(GI) 
We define the practically achievable throughput, y, as the product of the first 
three terms: 
(GI, w, f ^ ) = (gi, I )  * 7the0 (gi) * f (GI, aI )  (3.5) 
if"" is what entity 2 could practically achieve if it were granted 100% of the channel 
occpancy time (allocated to all competing entities), provided that i) the fraction of 
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idle time relative to the elapsed time remained unchanged and ii) the success rate 
remained unchanged. For convenience, we will use the following short-form notations: 
ai (g,) for a, (gi, I) and r ( g i )  for ^^(GI, a/, f than). 
The aggregate network throughput is simply: 
3.2.3 Representing Fairness Not ions 
The shares of fairness units of competing nodes, specified by a fairness notion, can be 
translated to a desired fair share vector or a weight vector <t> , in which <t>, denotes the 
share of the underlying resource units (not fairness units) that each entity z should 
achieve. Under this model, the ratio of the number of resource units allocated to 
entity z during interval T to that allocated to entity j should be t. 
In the context of WLANs, each type of fairness notion that we have described 
in this chapter can be captured with a corresponding fair share vector describing 
the desired allocation of channel occupancy time. Again, the choice of fairness units 
varies with each fairness notion. Therefore, <t> can be used to provide a mapping in 
terms of how each unit of fairness unit maps to units of channel occupancy time. 
Under frame-based fairness, each entity z is allocated the same number of frame 
transmissions. Therefore, the fair share of channel occupancy time allocated to each 
entity z is simply the amount of channel time required by entity z to transfer one 
fairness unit (a frame). 
Under bit-based fairness, each entity i gets to transmit the same number of payload 
bits, irrespective of its frame size. Thus, (l>BF is simply the amount of channel time 
required to transmit one payload bit. 
(l>BF is inversely proportional to the per-frame payload size (see Equation 3.2). That 
is if entity z and entity j uses the same data rate but different payload sizes, say 
si > Sj, then iff < ififF. More channel time needs to be given to entity z, which 
incurs more MAC and physical layer overheads per payload bit. 
Under time-based fairness, each entity z achieves the same amount of channel 
occupancy time. The fairness units and the resource units are equivalent. 
<t>TF does not depend on gi or anything else. 
The fraction of channel occupancy time allocated to each entity z can also be 
represented as a function of 4 as: 
3.2.4 Achieved MAC-layer Throughput Under Various Fair- 
ness Notions 
In this section, we describe the fraction of channel time allocated to entity z, the 
achieved throughput of entity z and the total achieved throughput under each fairness 
notion, using equations described earlier. 
We can re-state Equations 3.4, 3.6 and 3.10 for each fairness notion. Under 
frame-based fairness, we have: 
Under bit-based fairness, we have: 
And, under time-based fairness, we have: 
Observe that, under F F  and BF, the achieved throughput of each entity z is 
dependent on the theoretically achievable throughputs of all entities (i.e., the de- 
nominator), which in turn depends on their data rates and frame sizes. However, 
the achieved throughput of each entity z under T F  depends only on its practically 
achievable throughput not on the transmission strategies of other entities. 
That is only T F  has the following property: 
Independence Property The long-term throughput of an entity (node) competing 
against any number of entities (nodes) running at  different speeds is equal to 
the throughput that the node would achieve in an existing single-rate 802.11 
WLAN in which all competing entities (nodes) were running at its rate. 
We validate our throughput analysis through simulation and provide a comparison 
among various fairness notions in the next chapter. 
3.3 Delay Analysis 
In this section, we present a system description of wireless communication sessions 
within an established GPS (Generalized Process Sharing) system model [58]. Much 
previous work analyzed GPS systems in the context of sharing CPU cycles among 
jobs [14,30,58] and in the context of leaky bucket constrained wired networks [79,78]. 
We do not present new delay results but show how to apply known results that are 
relevant within the context of our system description. 
We also derive worst-case relative ratios of session delay when there are only two 
entities competing for channel access. The next section describes how we model 
communication sessions with a GPS framework. The following section describes our 
derivations of worst-case relative ratios of session delay. 
3.3.1 Average Wait Time under Various Fairness Notions 
We model a single-AP multi-rate WLAN with one or more competing communication 
sessions as a GPS system serving one or more tasks. A communication session of an 
entity requiring wireless channel time can be considered as a task requiring CPU 
cycles of the GPS system. In a traditional GPS system, the processor capacity is 
allocated among multiple tasks according to their fair shares or weights. Similarly, 
competing communication sessions will achieve the amounts of channel occupancy 
time according to their fair shares or weight vector. 
Each communication session is associated with an entity and there is at most one 
session associated with each entity. The entity transmits and/or receives multiple 
frames during each session, depending on the definition of entities. If entities are 
nodes, in each session, its associated entity (either the AP or a client) transmits data. 
If entities are links, in each session, the source node of its associated link transfers 
data to the destination node. If entities are duplinks, in each session, the end nodes 
of its associated duplink exchange data. 
Let: 
0: be the set of communication sessions, 
C: be the set of ordered priority classes to which communication sessions belong, 
li: be the length or the amount of data to be transferred in session i in bits; session 
2 ends when 1, has been transferred, and 
ci: be the priority class that session z belongs to, 
di: be the wait time or delay of session 2, i.e., the duration between the time the first 
data bit is transmitted and the time the last data bit is transmitted, 
xi: be the service time or the minimum amount of time required to complete session 
z if it were given 100% of the channel time, 
nc: be the number of class c sessions, and 
pc: be the mean service time of class c sessions 
We will also use the notations defined in earlier sections: 4, for the fair share of 
channel occupancy time of session z, g, = (r,, s,) for the transmission strategy of 
session z, and a, for the success rate of session z. 
Our goal is to understand the impact of fairness notions on the average wait time, 
E\d\. Different notions of fairness units lead to different fair shares of channel time 
allocation (4) among competing entities, leading to different average session wait 
time. 
For each session z during a congested interval, the minimum amount of time 
required to transfer 1, can be computed as a function of yf"", the practically achievable 
throughput of session z if it were granted 100% of the channel occpancy time. Thus, 
we have: 
k - x .  - - 
- 
4 
- fac 
a, * ytheO(g,) * f chan(GI, a,) (3.14) 
Note that d, < xi. 
Many communication sessions will have similar characteristics of g, and a,. For 
instance, two nearby 802.llb devices that are both close to the AP may experience 
similar low loss rates and use the maximum data rate of 11 Mbps. Therefore, we 
consider sessions with similar characteristics as one class, whose arrival process and 
service time distributions are modeled collectively. For a class, c, we can describe its 
session characteristics using E[xc], the expected service time of class c sessions, and 
4>c the (average) fair share of channel occupancy time of class c sessions. As shown 
in Equation 3.14, E [xc] can be computed using ac 
success rate and transmission strategy of class c 
session completion rate), pc, of class c sessions is: 
1 
P -- 
- E[xc] 
and gc, representing the (average) 
sessions. The departure rate (or 
Each class c 6 C session among the set of competing sessions, 0, is guaranteed to 
achieve the following fraction of channel occupancy time: 
where n k  is the number of competing sessions belonging to class k .  Note that 101 = 
\c\ 
n k .  A class c session is being serviced (in terms of channel occupancy time units) 
c=k 
at  a rate no smaller than fc. 
We consider a GPS system with a Poisson arrival process at  each session class c 
with the mean arrival rate Ac, and an exponential service time distribution with the 
mean service time of k. We are not aware of closed-form solutions to compute the 
expected wait time E [dc] of class c sessions under this system for a C > 2. 
Let there be two classes of sessions: z and j. Let A be a fairness notion, under 
which the fair share of channel occupancy time of class z and class j are <Ai > 0 and 
A, > 0 respectively. The expected wait time of class z sessions and that of class j 
sessions under the exponential service time distribution with means pi and p j  and 
the Poisson arrival processes with rates A, and \, are as follows 1301: 
A where Pi = 2 and p = pi + pj . p is the total channel utilization. p must be less than 
1 for the system to be stable, i.e., so that the expected delay does not go to oo. 
As shown in the equations, the expected wait time of class z sessions depends 
on its fair share of channel occupancy time, <&, and that of the competing class. 
In Section 3.2.3, we showed <c for various notions of fairness, including time-based 
fairness and bit-based fairness. Using these results, we will compare the expected 
wait time under various fairness notions in the next chapter. 
3.3.2 Worst-case Relative Ratio of Wait Time in a Two- 
Entity Competition 
In this subsection, we analyze the impact of different time share allocations on user 
wait time in terms of worst-case and best-case schedules (produced under one fairness 
notion relative to another) when the system only has two sessions, z and j belonging 
to two different classes. For convenience, we will use the same identifiers z and j to 
denote the corresponding classes as well. Assume that ri > rj and that "/"'"(gi) > 
"^(Sf}- Furthermore, assume that both sessions are started at the same time, t = 0. 
Therefore, the wait time or delay of each session is the same as its completion time. 
Our goal is to understand for any two fairness notions, what the worst-case relative 
ratios of individual and aggregate wait times for any L, the vector of session size. The 
simple analysis described in this section is intended to provide additional insights that 
complement the findings in the previous section. 
Worst-case Relative Wait Time Ratio 
The worst-case (maximum) ratio of the wait time of a session under the schedule 
produced by a GPS server under policy A and that of the same session under policy 
B for any mix of session sizes (L) is: 
We first examine the completion time of each session under a particular fair al- 
location. Let + be the fair share vector. Depending on If and I,, either session z or 
session j can complete first. When session i completes first, the wait time of each 
session is as follows: 
where 
We use z = f i r s t  to denote that session z completes first. dfinal is the time the last 
session is completed and is the same under any policy so long as the system is work 
conserving. In other words, the total amount of time required to transfer all data (or 
the time the last session completes) under any work-conserving policy is the same. 
However, both the individual wait time for the first session to complete and average 
wait time vary from policy to policy. 
Let Fz and Fj be two different fairness notions. Under policy Fz (for favor z), 
session z is allocated a higher time share than that allocated under policy Fj, i.e., 
ipf' > @. It follows that #? < 41.3. Again, under both policies the completion time 
of the last session is the same, since both policies are work conserving. 
Clearly, under any fairness notion A, df > xi. Under SRPT, a session with the 
smallest dreq will be always given 100% of the time, minimizing the average wait time. 
However, in our model, 1, and I, are unknown. Therefore, neither Fz nor Fj will be 
able to minimizing the average wait time for any pair of 1, and I,. xi and xj  along 
with # '^ and li)Fj will determine the wait time of 2 and j .  
There are four scenarios under which the aggregate wait time under Fz is different 
from that under Fj, depending on which session completes first under each fairness 
notion. 
First, session z may complete earlier than session j under both policies. In this 
case, the wait time of session z under Fz will be smaller than that under Fj, since 
if' > df1, whereas the wait time of session j is the same under both policies. We 
label this situation Case- 1. 
Second, session z may complete earlier under Fz but may not so under F j .  There 
are two sub-cases. In the first sub-case (called Case-2a), the wait time of session z 
under Fi (d$= first) is smaller than the wait time of session j under Fj (d$ first). 
In the second sub-case (called Case-2b), d$= first > d$= irst. 
Third, session j may complete earlier than session z under both policies. In this 
case (called Case-3), it is clear that the wait time of session j under Fz is larger than 
that under Fj since 6' < 4.j .  
Finally, session j may complete earlier than session z under Fz but may not under 
F j .  However, this scenario is not possible. Since, 07 < 4.3, if session j completes 
first under Fz, it must be that session j also completes first (not last) under Fj. 
Using Equations 3.20 and 3.21, we derive the necessary relationship between xi 
and x j  for each of the four cases mentioned, Case-1, Case-2a, Case-2b and Case-3. 
1 Case 1 Wait Time Relationship 
w 
Necessary Condition 
Table 3.1: Comparison of the wait time of a session that completes no later than 
another session under F2 and that under F j .  
Table 3.1 describes each case and the necessary condition for that case. 
Under Case-1, the wait time of any session under Fz is no greater than or equal 
to that of the same session under Fj. Therefore, Case-1 is not of interest to us in 
finding the worst-case relative wait time ratio. 
F3 Under Case-2a and Case-2b, dgZfM >. diljcfirst. Thus, worst-case relative ratio 
of session wait time under Fz to that under Fj is: 
- max pf;} worst~ndzv ~ a t i o ~ ~ y ~ ~  (FZ, F j )  - 
d:j=fimt 
- max 
Thus, WorstIndiv Ratio(Fi, F j) is maximized when 2 is maximized. However, this 
J 
ratio cannot be arbitrarily large. Under Case-2a and Case-2b, 2 <: $. Therefore, 
Under Case-3, 
max wors t~ndiv  ~ a t i o ~  (Fi, F j )  = 
- 
max 
L 
- 
max 
L 
Thus, for all three cases, 
^ 
WorstIndivRatio(Fi, Fj) = - 
Observe that WorstIndivRatio(Fi, F j )  only depend on fair shares under Fi and Fj 
and does not depend on li, I,, gi, gj, etc. 
The analysis presented in this and the previous sections allow us to evaluate the 
impact of fairness notions on achieved throughput and session wait time. Using the 
results described in these sections, we quantify the advantages and disadvantages that 
one fairness notion has over another in the next chapter. 
3.4 Equilibrium Analysis 
In this section, we develop a game theoretic model to examine the impact of fairness 
notions on achieving efficient equilibria by rational players in non-cooperative envi- 
ronments. In non-cooperative environments, nodes (players) will attempt to maximize 
their own utility without cooperating with other players. For example, neighboring 
wireless networks that share a common channel are often managed by different ad- 
ministrative authorities (e.g. WLANs operated by neighboring small enterprises in a 
multi-floor commercial building) and thus centralized coordination and allocation of 
resources in these systems is impractical. This is a major reason why 802.11-based 
WLANs run a distributed MAC protocol. 
In many non-cooperative environments, nodes may attempt to choose a transmis- 
sion strategy in a rational manner. A rational node: i) evaluates its potential utilities 
when competing against other rational nodes, ii) chooses a transmission strategy that 
yields the highest utility given the transmission strategies used by other nodes. 
Each rational node can strategically choose i) the data rate and ii) the frame size 
of each frame transmission to maximize its utility. 802.11 specification allows flexi- 
ble use of these two MAC-layer parameters. Most manufacturers of 802.11 wireless 
interface cards include proprietary data rate protocols to adaptively select the data 
transmission rate based on observed channel conditions, with the goal of reducing 
frame loss rates and/or maximizing aggregate throughput [22, 26, 75, 231, but not 
necessarily on maximizing the achieved throughput of an individual node. However, 
a user can disable these protocols and implement its own rational, non-cooperative 
rate adaptation scheme. In principle, a manufacturer may also have an incentive to 
implement a rational non-cooperative rate adaptation scheme so that its device gains 
higher achieved throughput when competing against devices from other manufactur- 
ers. 
Unfortunately, as we demonstrate in this thesis using our game theoretical model 
and simulation results, the popular 802.11 MAC protocol DCF and its enhanced 
version EDCF lead to significantly degraded performance in the presence of rational, 
non-cooper at ive competition for channel access. 
For simplicity, in this section we conduct our analysis on UDP flows. We note that 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between a UDP packet and a MAC layer frame. 
TCP complicates the analysis since we need to take into account frame loss rates 
in both directions, one for TCP data packets and the other for TCP ack packets. 
However, our simulation results in Section 3.4.7 show that the end results of our 
theorems also hold for TCP flows. Most of the results in this section appears in [93, 
951. 
3.4.1 Game Model 
In this section, we model two rational, non-cooperative nodes, z and j, each sending 
UDP data to a receiver as two players playing a finitely repeated non-cooperative 
game. In each stage, stagegame Gm is played as follows. The first node (say z) 
transmits a burst of bi < ni frames successively. Following that, the second node 
transmits a burst of up-to nj frames successively. This model is a more general model 
than the one we assumed in earlier sections in which each node can only transmit 
one frame in each transmission opportunity (see Assumption 6 in Section 3.2.4). 
This extension is necessary to model EDCF-like protocols. Recall that EDCF is an 
enhanced cousin of DCF as specified in the 802.lle draft specification [44]. 
For simplicity, we still assume that the amount of idle time required by the MAC 
protocol as a fraction of the total amount of channel occupancy time remains un- 
changed under different fairness notions so long as the loss rates experienced remains 
unchanged. That is f depends only on the number of nodes. Again, this as- 
sumption simplifies the analysis but does not undermine the results presented in this 
chapter . 
Under our assumption that nodes are always backlogged, each node will attempt 
to transmit the maximum numbers of frames allowed. However, the actual number 
of frames transmitted (bi) may be less than the maximum allowed depending on the 
backoff technique used by the MAC protocol. 
A stagegame may last no more than T seconds. At the beginning of each stagegame, 
with probability p node z communicates first and with probability 1 - p node j com- 
municates first. For the rest of this chapter, we assume that p = 0.5 and consider a 
K-repeated game Gm(K)  in which the stagegame Gm is played K times and K is 
even. The values of n, m and T are dictated by the underlying MAC protocol. 
The utility of each player is its achieved UDP throughput over T * K seconds. 
At each stagegame, the available actions of each player, or the strategy space, are to 
set its data rate and to set its frame size. The goal of each competing player is to 
employ the strategy g* = (r*, s*) that maximizes its achieved throughput given the 
other player's best transmission strategy. Therefore, the strategy space for players is 
the set of possible data rate and frame size pairs. We do not consider other possible 
strategies such as transmit power. 
3.4.2 Nash and Subgame Perfect Equilibriums 
In each stagegame Gm, nodes are in a Nash Equilibrium (NE) if neither node has 
incentive to deviate from its current strategy of using a specific combination of data 
rate and frame size. There could be more than one NE in each stagegame. 
An outcome of a K-repeated game Gm(K) is the achieved throughputs of the two 
nodes given their strategies over all K stagegames. To simplify our analysis, we as- 
sume that the overall channel conditions remain relatively unchanged. In other words, 
for a given data rate and frame size, the success probability of frame transmission 
observed by a node over each interval of T seconds in each stagegame is similar. While 
this assumption is typically valid for relatively static environments where channel er- 
rors occur randomly, it is not valid for mobile environments in which a moving sender 
or receiver can lead to correlated frame losses on a short timescale [71, 87, 831. That 
is channel conditions of some stagegames may drastically differ from that of other 
stagegames in mobile environments. We will deal with this issue in Section 3.4.6. 
A subgame beginning at stage k + 1 of Gm(K) is the repeated game in which 
stagegame Gm is played K - k times and is denoted Gm(K - k}. An outcome of a 
K-repeated game (Gm(K)) is considered subgame perfect if in each subgame, only NE 
strategies are played. In general, there could be many subgame perfect equilibriums 
(SPEs) for a K-repeated game since there could be more than one NE. However, if 
stagegame Gm has a unique NE, then the finitely repeated game Gm(K) also has a 
unique SPE, in which the unique NE of Gm is played at every stagegame [35]. 
Ideally, each node should use a strategy that yields the maximum practically 
achievable throughput, leading to the maximum aggregate achieved throughput with 
respect to the particular channel time allocation. Therefore, an outcome in which each 
node employs a strategy yielding the maximum achievable throughput is considered 
desirable. A NE is considered desirable if its outcome is desirable and otherwise 
is considered undesirable. Similarly, a SPE of a K-repeated game is desirable if a 
desirable NE is played at  each subgame and otherwise undesirable. 
In non-cooperative environments, a rational player may use a strategy that yields 
non-optimal practically achievable throughput but achieves a higher time share (Frat,), 
thereby, achieving higher throughput for that node. As a result, one or more unde- 
sirable NEs may exist in the stagegame. Nonetheless, when there exists a t  least 
one desirable NE in the stagegame, a desirable SPE (for the K-repeated game) can 
still be reached since rational nodes can use threats of retaliation to force a desirable 
SPE [35]. However, when the stagegame has a unique NE and that NE is undesirable, 
the resulting unique SPE of the K-repeated game is also undesirable. 
The rest of this section shows that DCF, in many situations, and EDCF, in some 
situations, lead rational nodes to arrive at undesirable unique NEs (and thus un- 
desirable unique SPEs). Naturally, one might ask whether it is possible to design 
the MAC protocol so that it can always lead to desirable SPEs in non-cooperative 
environments. We show in Sections 3.4.5 and 3.4.7 that this indeed is possible. 
3.4.3 Error Model 
The analyses conducted in earlier sections are concerned only with long-term success 
rate. The long-term success rate of entity z using gi is represented as a fraction of 
the total number of bits transmitted as ai(gi). We now look at the impact of two 
different patterns of loss. 
For the rest of this chapter, we assume that each entity z uses the same frame 
size for each transmission. We begin with a simple error model under which each 
transmitted frame can be lost due to channel errors with a certain probability and 
independently of whether other transmitted frames have errors. In Section 3.4.6, we 
will extend this model to capture channel conditions that are time-correlated on short 
time scales and thus the lost probability of successive frames is not independent. 
Furthermore, we assume that each collision event is independent of another. 
Therefore, when only one frame is transmitted in each burst, we can assume that 
frames of entity z are lost with a probability of (1 - ai(gi)) due to channel errors 
and/or collisions and independently of whether other transmitted frames of z are lost. 
We note that when i transmits a number of successive frames during a transmission 
event and a collision happens, the lost probability of subsequent frame transmissions 
is not independent of that of the first frame involved in the collision. However, in 
our example, we are only focusing on two-node competitions and thus the typical loss 
rate due to collisions is relatively smaller compared to high frame loss rates due to 
channel errors. Therefore, for the first half of our discussion, we ignore this effect and 
assume that frame losses of entity z are independent of each other. We will consider 
an extended loss model under which this assumption is not true in Section 3.4.6. 
3.4.4 Analysis of DCF 
The achieved steady-state UDP throughput of a wireless node z employing strategy 
gi = (Q, si) when competing against node j employing gj = (rj, sj) during interval r 
is given in Equation 3.4 in Section 3.2 but restated here for convenience. 
where ti is the amount of channel occupancy time allocated to node z during r. 
DCF gives an equal long-term channel access probability to each contender with 
similar channel conditions [59, 971. However, when two nodes experiencing different 
loss rates compete, the long-term channel access probability of the node with the 
higher loss rate will be lower. This is caused by the backoff algorithm that forces 
a node to backoff longer whenever it experiences a failed transmission. Our results 
for DCF hold regardless of the existence of such a design. For simplicity, we ignore 
this effect. Thus, we assume that under DCF, competing nodes sending data frames 
over the same time interval will be able to transmit approximately equal numbers of 
frames irrespective of their frame loss rates. Furthermore, we assume that when nodes 
z and j are competing for channel access under DCF, every even frame transmission 
burst is transmitted by either node z or node j with 0.5 probability and every odd 
frame transmission burst is transmitted by a node that is different from the node 
which transmitted the previous transmission burst. Of course, in general, under 
DCF, frame transmissions on the short-term scale will not be as deterministic as our 
assumption. Nonetheless, with these simplifying assumptions, we have captured the 
long-term fair channel time allocation of DCF as well as a degree of randomness in 
the schedule. We call our DCF version sDCF (for simplified DCF). 
Note that sDCF only allows a single frame to be transmitted during each trans- 
mission opportunity. Therefore, when nodes use sDCF, we can specify the game as 
follows: b, = bj = n, = n j  = 1. 
In the rest of this section, we prove theorems and claims using concrete examples 
and intuitions. More rigorous and formal arguments for these claims and theorems 
can be found in Appendix A. 
Lemma 3.4.1. Under sDCF, the amount of channel occupancy time each node achieves 
during each stagegame is the amount of time required to transmit its data frame using 
s j  its t ransmi~sion strategy. I.e., ti = $i^  and t j  = thee(, . 
Proof. Since each node only gets to transmit one frame each in a stagegame (6, = 
bj = I), the claim is self-evident. 
0 
The achieved throughput of node z under sDCF (given frame-based fairness) is: 
Definition 3.4.2. Let G be the set of all available transmission strategies. Let g,* be 
the maximally efficient strategy that node z would use if it alone occupies the channel, 
i.e., Vg E G, * a,(g;) 2 7the0(g) * ai(g). Let g, and gj be the strategies of 
nodes z and j a t  a NE. g, is undesirable if fac(gt) > Cac(g;).  And thus, the NE is 
also undesirable. 
Theorem 3.4.3. Under certain channel conditions, there exist undesirable unique 
SPEs under sDCF. 
Proof by construction. Assume that there are two data rates rl and r2 and that 
rl > 7-2. Also, assume that each node uses maximum-sized frames and thus there 
are only two viable strategies that each node can choose: gl = (ri, smax) and 3 2  = 
- 1472 bytes of UDP payload (the maximum MAC-layer frame size ( r  ,smax) . smax 
of 1500 bytes minus 28 bytes for IP and UDP headers) and f ^ "(G~, a:) = 0.75 
(the proof works with any value of fchan(GI, a/).) Table 3.2 lists the theoretically 
achievable UDP throughputs under all four possible 802.11 b data rates. 
Table 3.2: Theoretically achievable UDP throughputs under all possible 802.11 b data 
rates. 
Strategy 
g11 
g5.5 
92 
91 
Furthermore, assume that frame success rates of node z and j at different data 
rates are as shown in Table 3.3. According to the table, node j suffers little loss at 
any data rate. However, node z experiences a high loss rate when 011 is used and very 
low loss rates with the rest of the strategies. We focus on the strategies using the top 
two data rates (on, and g5.5) since frame loss rates do not change much even when 
92 and gl are used. 
Table 3.3: F'rame success rates and corresponding practically achievable throughputs 
of node z and j at  all possible transmission strategies. 
d (Mbps) 
11.0 
5.5 
2.0 
1 .O 
Based on the equation stated in Section 3.4.4, we can compute pairs of the channel 
time fractions and the achieved throughputs of node z and node j for each possible 
combination of each node using gll or 05.5. This is shown in Table 3.4. Each pair 
in either the third or fourth row represents the fraction of channel occupancy time 
allocated to node z and that allocated to node j. Similarly, each pair in either the 
sixth or seventh row represents denotes the achieved throughputs of node z and node 
j. For instance, the pair in the third column of the sixth row, (1.56,2.46), denotes 
that the achieved throughputs of nodes z and j are 1.56 and 2.46 Mbps respectively 
when node z uses 011 and node j uses 05.5. 
Based on the achieved throughput pairs, there exists a unique NE in which node 
z plays strategy 95.5 and node j plays strategy gll. However, this unique NE is 
undesirable. It is easy to see that if node z is the only one transmitting, the most 
efficient strategy is clearly gll, i.e., 'y^aÂ¡(gll > F ( g 5 . 5 ) .  Similarly, gll is the 
most efficient strategy for node j. Unfortunately, at the unique NE, node z uses 
s (bytes) 
1472 
1472 
1472 
1472 
a less efficient strategy 35.5. As a result, the aggregate throughput at equilibrium 
(2.36 + 2.46 = 4.82) is less than the aggregate throughput of (2.20 + 3.46 = 5.76) 
Â¥y  ^
8.76 
4.711 
1.840 
0.915 
ytheO * f 
6.991 
3.863 
1.509 
0.750 
Table 3.4: Fractions of channel occupancy time and achieved throughputs of node 2 
and j when each node is using either gn  or 05.5. The unique NE strategies for 2 and 
j are 35.5 and 011 respectively. 
when both nodes use their most efficient strategies and each is given 50% of the 
channel occupancy time. 
Since the stagegame has a unique NE, the finitely repeated game also has a unique 
SPE [35]. Also observe that there are many sets of channel conditions that can lead 
to undesirable unique NEs. For instance, if a1(g2) = 0.92, an undesirable unique 
SPE will ensue. In Section 3.4.7, we show that these situations are common using a 
realistic channel model for mobile environments. 
A non-constructive proof of this theorem that gives insights on necessary condi- 
tions leading to undesirable SPEs under sDCF can be found in Appendix A.I.I. 
The fundamental problem is that providing fixed long-term channel access prob- 
abilities while allowing variable channel time per transmission opportunity (as DCF 
does) leads rational nodes to use inefficient transmission strategies since they can 
increase their channel time shares by doing so. 
3.4.5 Analysis ofEDCF 
In an attempt to provide QoS support for 802.11-based WLANs, an IEEE working 
group is drafting the 802.lle standard that specifies a distributed channel access 
protocol, EDCF, an enhancement to DCF. Unlike DCF, EDCF allows a node that 
wins the contention to transmit for a bounded interval of time Pax, irrespective of 
the frame size and data rate used. It appears that the main reason for limiting the 
duration of each TXOP is the predictability of the maximum frame transmission time, 
which is necessary to meet QoS guarantees. This limit also significantly affects the 
nature of competition. 
EDCF, unlike DCF, allows bursts of frames to be transmitted. The maximum 
burst length depends on the data rate used. For instance, for tmax = 7.35 ms, at  
least five 1500-byte frames can be successively transmitted at  11 Mbps. However, at  
5.5 Mbps, only about three 1500-byte frames can be transmitted. Like DCF, EDCF 
gives an equal long-term channel access probability (i.e., equal number of TXOPs) to 
competing nodes that have the same priority. However, the actual average number of 
frames transmitted by a node in a transmission opportunity depends in part on the 
backoff scheme. 
Distributed MAC protocols like DCF and EDCF employ a backoff scheme to 
resolve contention. Under DCF, after each frame transmission, a node picks a random 
number of 20-ps time slots between 0 and the contention window, CW, and remains 
idle during that backoff period. This allows another contender with a smaller backoff 
period to access the channel. Inevitably, frames sometimes collide and the number of 
collisions increases rapidly with the number of contenders. Like DCF, EDCF, uses 
an exponential backoff technique in which the contention window size is doubled for 
each failed frame transmission. If the previous frame transmission is successful, CW 
is set to a pre-determined minimum value, CWmin. 
Under EDCF, a node can transmit multiple frames per transmission opportunity 
and any of those frames can be lost. The time at which a node backs off can affect 
the amount of channel time it gets. There are two major ways in which this can be 
done. 
First, a node can stop transmitting subsequent frames as soon as it detects a 
failed transmission within the burst. We call this technique BFL (for Backoff upon 
First Loss). Since the wireless channel is lossy, the average of number of frames 
transmitted per transmission opportunity typically will be lower than the maximum 
allowed. Subsequently, the average channel time used per stagegame will be less than 
the maximum allowed, i.e., ti < tmax. 
Second, a node can transmit the maximum number of frames allowed regardless 
of failures, and back off only after the last frame transmission. We call this technique 
BEB (for Backoff at End of Burst). Under BEB, the average number of frames 
transmitted per transmission opportunity will be equivalent to the maximum allowed, 
i.e., ti = tmax. 
There are advantages and disadvantages to each technique. When there is only a 
single node transmitting, it is better to employ BEB since it increases the achieved 
throughput by reducing the total amount of backoff (idle) time. But, the backoff 
time cannot be reduced to zero since doing so will lead to a series of collisions when 
another nearby node arrives. Again, under CSMA, each node is required to listen 
to the channel and the probability of transmission of a node in each idle time slot is 
less than 1, leading to a positive amount of idle time between transmission events on 
average. 
When multiple nodes are competing for channel access and losses are bursty, BFL 
is more desirable than BEB. In indoor mobile environments, channel conditions are 
time-correlated on short time scales because of multipath and mobility [83], and 
thus, whenever a frame transmission fails because of channel errors, it is likely that 
successive frame transmissions will also fail. Thus, under BFL, a node will avoid likely 
failed transmissions by backing off as soon as it experiences a frame loss. Meanwhile, 
a competing node with better channel conditions can transmit, improving the overall 
efficiency. It has been observed that the channel qualities of different transmission 
paths are often independent and thus losses on a single path are often bursty in 
mobile environments [71, 871. As we explain shortly, EDCF with BFL leads rational 
nodes to use inefficient equilibrium strategies but EDCF with BEB does not. Again, 
because we make the same simplifying assumptions for EDCF as we did for DCF (see 
Section 3.4.4), we call our EDCF version of sEDCF. 
bj * ~ j  Lemma 3.4.4. Under sEDCF, ti = +t",, and t j  = +,,,  . 
Proof. The channel time allocated to node z under sEDCF during each stagegame is 
simply the amount of channel occupancy time needed to transmit the average number 
of frames (6,) transmitted in each stagegame. 
Theorem 3.4.5. Under sEDCF with BFL, there exists undesirable unique SPEs. 
Proof by  construction. We assume the same set of channel conditions for two 
nodes z and j as the one we use in Table 3.3. Again, gll and 05.5 are the only two 
interesting data rates since the success rates of node j drastically differs under them. 
Assume that tmax = 12.3 ms. Thus, each node can transmit a maximum of 9 frames 
using 911 and a maximum of 5 frames using 95.5, i.e., ni (gll) = 9 and ndg5.5) = 5. 
Table 3.5: Frame success rates and corresponding practically achievable throughputs 
of node z and j a t  all possible transmission strategies under sEDCF with BFL. 
Under sEDCF with BFL, bi is the expected number of transmissions in each 
stagegame and depends on the transmission strategy used and the channel conditions 
experienced. bi(ga.) can also be computed from the overall frame success rate, a, 
provided that frame losses are uncorrelated (as we have assumed). Let pi{k) be the 
probability of node z transmitting exactly k frames (i.e., the first k - 1 frames are 
successful and the last frame was a loss) in each stagegame where 0 < k < n, and 
n, > 1. 
p@) = Q(,ls-l'l * (1 - a,) 
Note that pi(ni) = since the n p  frame will be transmitted so long as the 
preceding ni - 1 frames were successful. 
Using p,(k) we can compute b, as follows: 
bi = y>, (k) * k) 
Table 3.5 lists b, and bj when each node is using either gll or 55.5. 
Based on Lemma 3.4.4 and Equations 3.5, 3.4 and 3.3, we can compute all possible 
outcomes of each stagegame in Table 3.6. We make two observations. First, there 
exists a unique NE in which node z plays strategy 95.5 and node j plays strategy gn ;  
this unique NE is undesirable since Tyac(gll) > "f(g5.5). Second, except when both 
Table 3.6: Reactions of channel occupancy time and achieved throughputs of node z 
and j when each node is using either 011 or 05.5. The unique NE strategies for z and 
j are 05.5 and gll respectively. 
nodes are using 55.5 the amount of channel occupancy time allocated to each node 
is unequal. Therefore, under sEDCF with BFL, there exists undesirable NEs and 
time-based fairness is not achieved at NEs under certain conditions. 
A non-constructive proof of this theorem that gives insights on necessary condi- 
tions leading to undesirable SPEs under sEDCF can be found in Appendix A. 1.2. 
Theorem 3.4.6. Let g,* and g; be the strategies of nodes z and j at a NE. Under 
sEDCF with BEB, g,* and g; are desirable strategies. I.e., any NE arrived under 
sEDCF with B E B  is desirable. Since any N E  is desirable, any SPE will also be 
desirable. 
Intuitively, the theorem states that if the system allocates the same amount of 
channel time regardless of the strategy used, each node at equilibrium will always use 
the strategy that yields the maximum practically achievable throughput. 
Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose that there exists a strategy, gi # gl, such 
that 7Prac(g,') > 7prac(g,"). Since tz = tmax, t< < ti. Thus, according to Equation 3.4, 
1i(.gi, g]) > yi (gl , gf}- But this contradicts the fact that g," is the optimal equilibrium 
strategy for node z, given that node j uses g;. A similar argument can be made for 
g p e i n g  a desirable strategy. 
Though the equilibrium is desirable, sEDCF with BEB can lead to higher overall 
frame loss rates than sEDCF with BFL. In other words, the aggregate throughputs 
achieved in a SPE can be improved if the MAC protocol provides flexibility. This is 
the topic of the next subsection. 
3.4.6 Providing Flexibility at the MAC Layer Improves Per- 
formance 
In this section, we demonstrate that the MAC layer can help rational nodes achieve 
more efficient equilibriums than those achieved under sEDCF with BEB, in the pres- 
ence of time-correlated channel errors. 
We now extend our error model. Let K be the number of stage games. For the rest 
of this section, we assume that fhan  = 1. Then, we have 2K burst transmission slots 
(BTSs), each of which lasts for tmax. Each node will be given K TXOPs to transmit 
in K BTSs. BTSs are numbered from 1 to 2K. We represent the channel state of 
node z a t  the kth BTS with a function cs.(k, g), where 1 $ k $ 2K. csi(k, g) = 1 
if all frame transmissions during the kth BTS using transmission strategy g will be 
successful and csi(k, g) = 0 otherwise. Although in practice, a partial number of 
frame transmissions may fail or succeed within each BTS, for simplicity, we make an 
assumption that all fail or succeed with each BTS. The results in this subsection can 
be extended for cases when this assumption does not hold. 
In the previous section, losses are random. Therefore, the best strategy for a node 
is to use the transmission rate that maximizes the practically achievable throughput 
(yprac) given the steady-state bit success rate. Here, we assume that it is common 
knowledge that losses occur in bursts. That is if csi(k, g) = 0, then it is highly likely 
that csi(k + 1, g) = 0. Therefore, each rational node will attempt to estimate the 
channel conditions and choose an appropriate transmission strategy for each BTS. 
Under the game model presented in Section 3.4.1, each node must transmit in the 
BTS granted to it. We now describe a new MAC protocol called Flex - 1. For the rest 
of this subsection, we assume that Flex-1 uses BEB. Flex-1 provides a replacement 
BTS to a node that intentionally gives up its BTS. Specifically, we model Flex by 
extending our game model as follows. Therefore, in some cases, a node may decide to 
exchange its BTS for another node's BTS in the future. We redefine a transmission 
strategy gi of node i as a triplet (ri, si, tx(k)), where tx(k) is a function that maps 
to 1 if node i's transmission is highly likely to be successful in the k t  BTS and 0 
otherwise. 
As before, at  the beginning each stage game, with probability p = 0.5 node z is 
designated to communicate first and with probability 1 - p node j is designated to 
communicate first. However, under Flex-1, the actual order of transmissions may 
change. Without loss of generality, assume that node i is selected to transmit at  the 
beginning of a stage game at the kth BTS. Flex-1 operates as follows during the stage 
game: 
1. If node z transmits in the kth BTS, Flex-1 will designate node j to transmit in 
the k + lth BTS, 
2. If node z decides not to transmit, Flex-1 will designate node j to transmit in 
the kth BTS, 
(a) If node j declines to transmit in the kth slot, Flex-1 will again designate 
node z to transmit in that BTS and irrespective of node 2's decision, Flex-1 
will designate k + lth BTS to node j, and 
(b) If node j transmits in the kth BTS, then Flex-1 will designate node 2 to 
transmit in the k + lth BTS. 
For example, assume that node j transmitted in the k - 2th BTS and node z 
transmitted in the k - lth slot. Now, node z is assigned to transmit in the kth BTS. 
Xth Slot 
not xmit a: C 
"* I 
not xmitk 
K+Vh Slot 
Figure 3-1: Decision tree of a stage game under Flex-1. Node i may choose not to 
transmit in which case node j may transmit. If node j does transmit, node i then 
transmits in node j's turn. 
Figure 3-1 describes a complete game decision tree involving a stage game starting at 
the kth BTS when z and 
properties of Flex- 1. 
Definition 3.4.7. Poor 
ditions remain relatively 
z using gi = (ri, si) fail 
j are employing g," and g', respectively. We now prove the 
channel conditions are coherent for T seconds if such con- 
unchanged for that duration. I.e, if transmissions of node 
in the kth BTS, transmissions of z using the same gi will 
be highly likely to fail in the k + lth BTS. However, the success probability of 2's 
transmissions during the k + 2th BTS is independent of that during the kth BTS. 
single Theorem 3.4.8. Let gi and gsingle 3 be the maximally efficient strategies that nodes 
z and j will be using if they alone occupy the channel. Let g," and g; the strategies 
of nodes z and j at a NE under Flex-1 with BEB. g," and g; are no less (sometimes 
more) desirable than gFgle and gsingle 3 . given that channel conditions are coherent for 
2 * tmax seconds. 
single single Proof. Let tx, and txj be the functions that z and j use when they alone 
occupy the channel. Clearly, when a node is alone, it will always transmit at its 
assigned BTS. Therefore, txYie(k)  = 1 and txSingze(k) 3 = 1 for any k. 
We now prove by constructing g,*. Let & = (rFngZe, sFngze, (xi). For every kth BTS 
allocated to z by Flex-1, txi(ffc operates as follows. t may delay its transmission if i) 
it has transmitted in the k - lth BTS, ii) transmissions failed during the k - lth BTS, 
and iii) node j will transmit in this kth BTS. Otherwise, node 2 transmits in the kth 
BTS. g', can be constructed in the same manner. 
When all three conditions are not met, node z will always transmit in its designated 
single single slot using ri and sPgze.  Therefore, g,* = gi in those BTSs. 
If all three conditions are met, node z will delay its designated TXOP at the kth 
BTS and transmit in the k + lth BTS (allocated to it by Flex-1). For each instance 
in which all three conditions are met, node z will be able to transmit bi frames in the 
k + lth BTS. The failure probability of transmissions during the k + lth BTS equals 
the steady state loss probability and is less than that during the kth BTS. 
Also, node j had last transmitted in the k - 2th BTS, exactly 2 BTSs ago (since 
node i had transmitted in the k - lth BTS). According to our assumed common 
knowledge on the loss process, irrespective of successes of failures of j 's transmissions 
during the k - 2th BTS, the failure probability of j 's transmissions in the kth BTS is 
exactly the steady-state loss rate. In other words, by exchanging BTS with j, z has 
increased its success probability without increasing the failure probability of node j. 
In Figure 3-1, the sequence a, b, e will denote the resulting actions of equilibrium 
strategies for the stage game, provided that i 's transmissions in the k - lth BTS 
failed. 
Flex-1 is a special case of Flex-k, a MAC protocol that allows a designated node to 
defer up to k transmission opportunities without losing them. We call k the degree of 
scheduling flexibility. If a rational node chooses not to transmit in more than k BTSs, 
it will not be offered a replacement BTS. Otherwise, the node can swap its BTS with 
another node. In practice, it is hard to keep track of the history of BTS usage of 
each node and designate BTSs according to each node's desire to transmit. However, 
a protocol like Flex-1 can be implemented in a distributed fashion by adaptively 
adjusting transmission probability of each node depending on i) how much channel 
occupancy time it used in the past and ii) its desired share of channel occupancy time. 
We describe such a practical and effective protocol in Chapter 5. The next section 
shows through simulation that under DCF, rational nodes can employ inefficient 
transmission strategies. 
3.4.7 Evidence of Inefficient Equilibria Through Simulations 
We conduct simulation runs in ns [76] relaxing some of the simplifying assumptions 
made in our analytical model. 
Environments 
We use a Rayleigh fast-fading model [80, 831 to capture the short time-scale fading 
phenomenon that arises because of objects moving along the transmission path be- 
tween a transmitter and a receiver, which may also be moving. The received power 
thresholds for various data rates are based on the Orinoco 802.llb Gold Card data 
sheet. 
Unlike in the previous section, we use TCP instead of UDP, to demonstrate that 
our results apply to TCP. In our analytical model, we also assumed that the channel 
conditions in each subgame are constant, leading to each node transmitting at  the 
most appropriate transmission rate for the entire duration, given that all other nodes 
choose their best transmission rates. In practice, channel conditions vary and wireless 
card vendors employ proprietary auto-rate adaptation schemes that adjust the data 
transmission rate (on a frame-by-frame basis) based on estimated channel conditions. 
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Figure 3-2: TCP throughput achieved when using various fixed data rates and RBAR, 
an auto-rate protocol. Regions (A) and (B) are where rational nodes under DCF may 
use inefficient strategies when competing against nodes with lower loss rates (smaller 
transmission distances) . 
(no) - - - - b  @ 
Figure 3-3: no and n l  transmit to mO and ml  respectively. 
Our simulation takes into account auto-rate protocols. Our analytical results agree 
with the simulation results despite the differences. 
For concreteness in our examples, we use the Receiver-based Auto-rate protocol 
(RBAR) [42]. An REAR receiver informs a sender of channel conditions before the 
sender transmits a data frame. In particular, the sender sends an RTS (request to 
transmit) frame and the receiver reports the received signal strength of the RTS frame 
in a replying CTS (clear to transmit) frame. The RTSICTS scheme is typically used 
to reduce collisions as a result of frame transmissions by hidden nodes. Compared 
to data frames, the RTS and CTS frames are very small and are transmitted at 
2 Mbps making them robust against channel errors. Based on the signal strength 
information, the sender then chooses the highest transmission rate at which successful 
frame transmission is highly likely, under the assumption that the channel conditions 
will remain unchanged for the transmission period. Figure 3-2 shows that in most 
cases RBAR performs well as it adapts the transmission rate based on observed 
Distance between no and mO (meters) 
Figure 3-4: TCP throughput achieved by nl and the aggregate achieved throughputs 
under two pairs of strategies as a function of the distance between no and m0. (R, 2) 
denotes that no uses RBAR and nl transmits at a fixed data rate of 2 Mbps. Tot(R, 2) 
plots the aggregate throughputs. However, the most efficient strategy for nl is to 
transmit at 5.5 Mbps, which is what RBAR running at nl would do. Thus, (R, R) 
denotes the most efficient strategy pair which may not be used at equilibriums. 
channel conditions. 
However, a rational node may not choose its transmission strategy solely based 
on its channel conditions. A rational node should periodically evaluate its achieved 
throughput, channel conditions, observed channel time usage and average frame loss 
rate to determine the best strategy for transmitting data frames. As evident in our 
analyses in the previous sections and this section, the transmission strategy that 
maximizes the achieved throughput of an individual node is not necessarily the most 
efficient one. 
Results 
We ran experiments using the setup shown in Figure 3-3. There are two TCP flows, 
one from no to mO and the other from nl to ml. mO and ml also send TCP ac- 
knowledgment packets to no and nl respectively. The positions of no, ml, and nl 
were fixed whereas that of mO was varied. ml was 130 m away from nl (i.e., xl = 70 
m), and the distance between no and mO was varied from 10 to 130 m. All nodes are 
within radio transmission range of each other. 
We also ran a set of experiments using UDP flows. The results were similar in 
nature and since TCP is more widely used, we only include the results for TCP 
experiments. 
When both nodes used RBAR, nl achieved lower throughput than no when its 
distance from ml was farther than that between no and mO. The most efficient data 
rate for n l  would be 5.5 Mbps if n l  had the channel all to itself (see Figure 3-2). 
This was what RBAR did most of the time. However, in the presence of a competing 
flow, n l  could achieve higher throughput by transmitting at 2 Mbps. This behavior is 
evident in Figure 3-4 which shows the achieved throughputs of n l  and the aggregate 
throughputs as a function of the distance between no and mO. For example, when 
m0 is 10 m away from no, n l  can achieve an 11% increase in throughput by always 
transmitting a t  a lower data rate instead of using RBAR. However, as a result of n l  
using this inefficient strategy, the achieved throughput of no (not shown in the figure) 
and the aggregate throughput would decrease by 53% and 34% respectively. 
In Figure 3-4, n l  only gains an 11% increase in throughput by transmitting at 
a less efficient rate of 2 Mbps instead of transmitting at 5.5 Mbps. However, the 
figure only shows an example scenario illuminating the impact of arriving at ineffi- 
cient equilibriums under DCF. There are certainly cases where n l  could gain much 
higher throughputs by transmitting a t  inefficient data rates at  the expense of reducing 
aggregate throughputs. 
We ran numerous experiments to determine the regions in which rational nodes 
could benefit by transmitting at  an inefficient data rate. In Figure 3-2, a node in 
region A or B can achieve higher throughput by choosing a data rate lower than 
the most efficient data rate, whenever it competes against node that experiences a 
lower loss rate. The wide ranges of regions A and B highlight the importance of 
incorporating mechanisms to reduce inefficiencies as a result of competition among 
rational nodes in non-cooperative environments. 
The simulation results (not shown here) for EDCF with FLB are similar to those 
described here although the regions where rational nodes may use inefficient strategies 
under EDCF are smaller than those under DCF. 
3.4.8 Discussion 
In this section, we discuss the relevance of our analysis in today's world of 802.11 
WLANs. For each 802.11 wireless interface card, there are two functional compo- 
nents: standard-compliant and customizable. The standard-compliant component in- 
cludes implementations (usually in firmware) of MAC and physical layers that are 
compliant with IEEE 802.11 specification. Thus, parameters such as CW should 
be set according to the specification. In practice, each 802.11 product undergoes a 
certification process administered by the Wi-Fi Alliance, a nonprofit international as- 
sociation formed in 1999 to certify interoperability of WLAN products based on IEEE 
802.11 specification [lO3]. Presumably, the certification process will verify whether a 
product is compliant with the specification. Assuming that 802.11 wireless interface 
manufacturers want a wide-acceptance of their products by being standard-compliant 
and certified products, there is little incentive for them to improve performance of 
their products in a way that violates the specification. For instance, in theory, a node 
may opt to  transmit frames without backing off, i.e., set CW = 0 or set it to  a small 
value. But a rational manufacturer may not do that with for fear its products not 
being certified. 
On the other hand, each manufacturer or even user can customize MAC layer 
related parameters that are left unspecified by the standard. Data rate and frame 
size as part of the customizable component since 802.11 specification does not limit 
how such parameters are used. In practice, each card manufacturer often has its 
own proprietary auto-rate protocol to choose an appropriate data rate for each frame 
transmission, as we mentioned before. Furthermore, users can also adjust those pa- 
rameters by modifying publicly available software drivers that act as the interface 
between the private firmware implementation of the MAC protocol and the network- 
ing stack of the operating system. As we have demonstrated throughout this section, 
enhancements to the 802.11 MAC protocol is necessary to prevent rational nodes from 
arriving at inefficient equilibriums by modifying customizable parameters such as data 
rate. Chapter 5 describes a new distributed MAC protocol that provides long-term 
time share guarantees, thereby leading rational nodes to efficient equilibria. 

Chapter 4 
Comparison of Fairness Notions 
In this section, we describe various measures for comparing pairs of fairness notions 
and use them to compare various fairness notions, including T F  and BF. We also 
report on simulations that validate our analysis. 
Let A and B be two fairness notions. Assume that both fairness notions share a 
common definition of entities. So, A and B only differ on their definitions of fairness 
units. Let: 
ui: the utility function of entity z. 
ui maps to a non-negative number. For example, the utility of z could be its achieved 
throughput or average task wait time. We will use UF to denote the vector of achieved 
utilities under F, where uf E U F  is the achieved utility of entity z under F.  
4.1 Measuring Differences in Performance 
We define AggrDz f f (A, B) as the aggregate utility gain or loss achieved under fair- 
ness notion A over that achieved under fairness notion B,  as a fraction of the aggregate 
utility achieved under B: 
AggrDi f f (A, B) = 2â‚ I Dfl 
i d  
AggrDzf f (A, B) > 0 if there is a gain in aggregate utility under A over under B. 
Similarly, AggrDiff(A, B) < 0 if there is a loss in aggregate utility under A over 
under B. 
4.2 Comparing Trade-offs between Performance and 
Relative Fairness 
Fairness is a subjective notion. At the same time, we cannot ignore the performance 
impact of each fairness notion. It is often useful to understand how one fairness notion 
differs from another in terms of the degree of "relative unfairness" and the aggregate 
achieved utility. In that aspect, we describe a quantitative measure, the PF ratio, 
that at  tempts to reflect the advantages and disadvantages. 
Our goal is not to get into a philosophical argument on which fairness notion is 
"fairer". We also set aside the questions we raised in an earlier chapter: what are 
the fairness units and what are the entities. Instead, we solely focus on the achieved 
utilities of entities under a pair of fairness notions and attempt to develop a measure 
that will capture the differences in the aggregate utility and the utility of each entity 
under one fairness notion from the other. 
Traditional fairness measures such as Jain's fairness index [46] only quantify how 
far a particular allocation is from the desired one and not address the relations be- 
tween relative fairness and performance. 
We begin with a simple example to illustrate the difficulties in developing such a 
measure that captures the trade-offs between relative fairness and performance. Our 
discussion is this section solely focuses on the achieved utilities of entities (not fairness 
units) under each fairness notion considered. 
Let U* = {0.5,2} and uB = {0.4,1.2} be the utilities achieved by entity z and 
entity j under a fairness notion, A, and a fairness notion, B respectively. From the 
performance standpoint, notion A leads to a higher aggregate utility than notion B. 
AggrDif f ( A ,  B) = 0.56. Specifically, compared to B, A leads to increased utility for 
all entities. In this particular case, most, if not all, system designers and users would 
prefer A over B. We believe that if the performance of every entity is no less under 
A than under B,  it is not meaningful to even talk about relative fairness since every 
entity under A achieves at least the utility that it would achieve under B. 
Similarly, we are also not interested in comparing fairness notions when the aggre- 
gate utility under both notions is the same (but the utility of each entity under one 
notion may differ from that under another notion). In such a case, the advantages 
and disadvantages of that one fairness notion has over another cannot be discussed 
in the context of aggregate utility (which is the same). 
We are, however, interested in understanding relative fairness and its relationship 
to aggregate utility gain when i) only some entities (not all) achieve higher utilities 
under one notion than the other and ii) the aggregate utility is higher under one 
notion. Let U' = {0.2,2} be the utilities achieved by entity z and entity j under 
C. Now, compared to B ,  entity z achieves less utility under C but entity j achieves 
a higher utility. Observe that the total achieved utility of 2.2 is higher under C. 
Thus, we can say that C yields higher performance than B but some entities under 
C achieve less utility than they would achieve under B. In our opinion, relative 
unfairness between two fairness notions can be captured with relative loss of utility. 
We present an intuitive way to quantify the relationship between relative fairness 
and relative performance of two different fairness notions. Let T a r  (for target) and 
Ref (for reference) be two fairness notions and UTar and uRef be the utility vectors 
under Tar and Ref respectively. We require that the aggregate utility under T a r  is 
different from that under Ref. 
We define the relative performance to fairness ratio (or PI?) of notion T a r  over 
reference notion Ref as: 
Difference in the a gre ate utilit under T a r  over that under Ref pF(Tar) Ref) = Aggregate utiity k s s  unde:notion T a r  over notion Ref 
U y - u y f  
- 
i?l 
max(0,uFef -upr) 
i e l  
The numerator quantifies the total performance gain of using notion Tar  over notion 
Ref. The denominator quantifies the relative unfairness, of using Tar  over Ref. 
In the previous example, the PF of notion C over notion B is: PF (C, B) = 
0.2-0.4+2-1.4 - 2 0 
0.4-0.2 - . ne way to interpret this result is that for every unit of utility lost 
by some entity under notion C, there are two units of net aggregate utility gained by 
other entities under notion C. 
4.3 Throughput Comparison 
In this section, we compare achieved throughput under different notions of fairness 
based on the analysis presented in Section 3.2 and through simulation. Although 
our throughput analysis in Section 4.3 is for raw MAC-layer achieved throughput, we 
can easily adapt it to understand the impact of MAC-layer fairness notions on both 
achieved UDP and TCP throughput. For the rest of this chapter, we consider that 
competing entities are links (not nodes). 
We assume that each UDP packet will fit in a single MAC-layer frame. The 
achieved UDP throughput of each node under a fairness notion A can be computed 
as: 
where s, - bUdpovh represents the UDP payload bits per frame, budpoUh is the combined 
size of UDP and IP headers in bits (224 bits), and $ is given in Section 3.2.4. 
We can also compute achieved TCP throughput in a similar manner. We assume 
that each TCP data packet will fit in a single MAC-layer frame. Under per-link, bit- 
based fairness, each client exchanging TCP data packets will be able to transmit an 
equal number of TCP data bits. Similarly, under per-link, time-based fairness, each 
client exchanging TCP data packets will be able to transmit for an equal amount of 
channel occupancy time. Unlike UDP flows, TCP data flows have corresponding TCP 
ack flows in opposite directions. Therefore, when computing achieved TCP through- 
put, we must consider the overhead incurred by TCP ack packets. The achieved TCP 
throughput of entity z under fairness notion A can be computed as follows: 
where btCpovh is the combined size of TCP and IP  headers in bits (320 bits), $ is 
given in Section 3.2.4, and pack is the fraction of channel occupancy time used 
for transmitting TCP ack packets relative to the total amount of channel occupancy 
time. 
Table 4.1: The theoretically achievable MAC-layer throughput (in Mbps) and the fair 
share of channel occupancy time of an entity (4) running at  each of the four possible 
802.1 l b  data rates (in Mbps). 
Data Rate 
11 
5.5 
For the rest of this chapter, we will compare the throughput and delay achieved 
under T F  and BF. BF allocates a lesser share of channel occupancy time to a faster 
node than a relatively slower node (see Equation 3.12). T F  allocates equal shares 
of channel occupancy time among nodes 3.13. Naturally, this raises a question of 
potential fairness notions that allocate a bigger share of channel occupancy time to 
a faster node than a relatively slower node. We will discuss such fairness notions in 
Section 4.7. Until then, we focus on comparing BF and TF. 
Table 4.1 lists the theoretically achievable MAC-layer throughput and fair share 
of channel occupancy time of an entity at each of the four possible 802.11b data 
rates under T F  and BF. We examine a simple scenario, in which two nodes, 11 and 1, 
which transmit UDP data packets at  11 and 1 Mbps respectively to different receivers. 
Unless otherwise noted, for the rest of this chapter, we assume that no frames are lost 
because of channel errors. We run ns-2 simulations to obtain the achieved throughput 
of each node under both BF and TF, in the absence of channel errors. Since both 
nodes use the same frame size, BF and FF, achieved by DCF, are equivalent. To 
achieve TF, we manually configure the contention window of each node so that the 
amount of channel occupancy time allocated to each node is equal. We also disabled 
DCF's exponential backoff algorithm to ensure fairness. For each experiment, we 
obtained the overall success rates of competing nodes, all and on. We also obtained 
fchan, the fraction of channel occupancy time required for all frame transmissions 
relative to the duration of the competing period. 
Table 4.2 lists the simulation results under T F  and BF using the modified DCF. 
Under BF, all = a1 since the fraction of frame transmissions that are involved in 
collisions is the same for both nodes. Similarly, the achieved UDP throughput of each 
node is equal. The achieved UDP throughput obtained through simulation and the 
analytical results using Equation 3.1 1 are identical. These equations contain variables 
that are not derived: all, a1 and fchn. For those variables, we substitute the values 
obtained from the simulation in Equation 3.11. The values of these variables are 
MAC-protocol specific and in Chapter 5, we derive these values analytically for our 
proposed MAC protocol, TES. 
Under TF, all is significantly higher than al. This is because under TF, node 
1 transmits about 9 times fewer frames than node 11. Therefore, the frequency of 
A"' 
0.25 
0.25 
F0 
8.7625 
4.8377 
P" 
0.06034 
0.1093 
Table 4.2: Simulation results and analytically derived UDP throughputs of an exper- 
iment in which node 11 sends UDP data packets at 11 and node 1 at 1 Mbps. 
Notion 
BF 
T F  
node 1 frames colliding with another node sending more frames (node 11) than it is 
higher than that node. So, node 1 suffers a significantly higher loss rate attributable 
collisions than node 11. Again, the achieved UDP throughput of each node under 
simulation and analysis is nearly identical. 
We now compare T F  and BF using the measures developed in the previous section. 
Using Equation 4.1, we can compute the fraction of the difference in aggregate utility 
under fairness notion A to that achieved under B as: 
AggrDi f f (A, B) = ^+^-(^+1?) 
7fi + 7; 
Similarly, using Equation 4.2, we can compute the PF ratio, PF ( A ,  B), as follows: 
all 
(sim) 
0.9376 
0.9664 
- - -- 
Table 4.3: AggrDif f and PF ratios for UDP experiments. 
f than 
(aim) 
0.9774 
0.9761 
Ql 
(sim) 
0.9376 
0.6937 
Table 4.3 describes AggrDif f and PF of (TF, BF). As shown in the table, T F  
improves aggregate UDP throughput over BF by 180%. 
The ratio, PF(TF,BF), is high suggesting that a significant improvement in ag- 
gregate throughput can be realized under TF  over BF. For example, for each unit of 
UDP throughput lost by node 1 under T F  (compared to under BF), node 11 gains 
that unit plus an additional 6.12 units of throughput. 
We also examine a scenario, in which two nodes send TCP data packets to different 
receivers. Node 11 transmits TCP data packets at 11 Mbps and its receiver also 
transmits TCP ack packets at 11 Mbps. Similarly, both node 1 and its receiver 
transmit TCP data and ack packets at 1 Mbps. Table 4.4 shows the simulation 
results along with analytically derived TCP throughputs. (1 - f tcpck) * f is larger 
under BF than under TF. This is because the fraction of channel occupancy time 
needed to transfer TCP ack packets is higher for the faster TCP flow than the slower 
d h  si-b" Si 
(sim) 
0.9813 
0.9813 
7^ 
(sim 1 theo) 
0.779 1 0.779 
4.056 1 4.055 
TYDP 
(sim 1 theo) 
0.779 1 0.779 
0.319 1 0.319 
TCP flow; the transmission time of a TCP ack packet, irrespective of the data rate 
used, is dominated by a fixed amount of time required to transmit the physical layer 
preamble and header. Table 4.5 shows the A g g r D i  f f and PF values for the T F  and 
BF pair. The results are similar to those observed in UDP experiments. As a result 
of a higher fraction of TCP ack overhead for the faster TCP flow, A g g r D i f  f of a 
particular pair of fairness notion is smaller for the TCP experiment than the UDP 
experiment. 
Table 4.4: Simulation results and analytically derived TCP throughputs of an exper- 
iment in which node 11 exchanges TCP data with a receiver at 11 Mbps and node 1 
exchanges TCP data with another receiver at 1 Mbps. 
Notion 
BF 
T F  
b 
Measure (TF,BF) Fl
Table 4.5: AggrDiff and PF ratios between T F  and BF for TCP experiments. 
all 
(sim) 
0.8243 
0.8224 
4.4 Delay Comparison 
In practice, many WLANs experience congested periods interspersed with non-congested 
periods in which traffic loads do not exceed the channel capacity, as evident in our 
trace-driven analysis in Section 4.5. Session wait time of WLANs is a meaningful 
measure during congested periods when the wireless channel is the bottleneck for 
many flows. 
Q  ^
(sim) 
0.8267 
0.7038 
In this section, we compare various pairs of fairness notions for two session classes, 
class 11, whose sessions are exchanging data at 11 Mbps and class 1, whose sessions 
are exchanging data at 1 Mbps. Both session classes have the same arrival process, 
whose inter-arrival time distribution is exponential with parameter A. In the previous 
section, we analyze the impact of fairness notions on throughput in the context of all 
competing entities continuously sending data for the entire duration of the simulation 
period, i.e., the start and finish times of each entity are the same. However, in this 
section, each session only transfers a fixed amount of data. We only consider TCP 
sessions since most file transfer and web applications, whose utilities depend on session 
delay, use TCP. 
(1 _ ftcpacls\ * j -~han  
(sim) 
0.9100 
0.8392 
cCP  
(sim 1 theo) 
0.630 1 0.633 
2.938 1 2.943 
g . _ K t C P O v h  
Si 
(sim) 
0.9733 
0.9733 
?rcp 
(sim 1 theo) 
0.635 1 0.634 
0.277 1 0.276 
Table 4.6: The practically achievable TCP throughput and the mean service rate, 
based on average session size of 294 KB, at  each of the four possible 802.llb data 
rates. We assume that 7Prac7tcP only depends on data rate, i.e., it remains the same 
under any fairness notion and any diverse mixes of data rate. We compute 'yPracltcP(d) 
by multiplying Yhe0(d) with 0.65, i.e., the combined collision, idle time and TCP ack 
is assumed to be 35% of the run time. 
Session Class 
11 
We will make two simplifying assumptions in comparing the impact of various 
fairness notions on session delay when TCP is used: i) average loss rate (because of 
collisions) of each session remains the same, and ii) the term, (1 - f tc~ack) * f than, re- 
mains the same under various fairness notions. Our simulation results in the previous 
section showed that both assumptions are not true in some cases under a DCF-like 
MAC protocol, i.e., when TCP is used, the MAC-layer overhead, the combination of 
collision and idle time overhead, varies with fairness notion. However, the impact of 
differing collision rates and f on achieved throughput and delay is less noticeable 
when compared to the impact of differing channel occupancy time allocation among 
nodes competing at  different data rates. Therefore, for clarity and simplicity, we only 
examine the sole impact of various channel occupancy time allocations on session 
delay, with the assumption that the MAC-layer overhead remains the same under 
various fairness notions. Based on this assumption, the achieved TCP throughput of 
entity i under fairness notion A is: 
prac,tcp where 7, is the practically achievable throughput that remains the same under 
different fairness notions. The middle column of Table 4.6 lists 7Prac7tcp for sessions 
running at  four possible 802.llb data rates. 
7v^-fcP (Mbps) 
5.696 
The service time distribution of each node depends on its session size distribution 
as well as the maximum achievable throughput. We assume that each class c session 
has the exponential session size distribution with mean session size of Zc bits. Thus, 
p (sessions per second) 
2.422 
the service time distribution of class c sessions will also be exponential with pc = 
a. Based on our trace analysis of wireless network traces collected at  Dartmouth 
7 c  
College [60], we find that an average session size is 294 KB. Table 4.6 shows the 
mean departure rate, p, in terms of sessions per second of four types of sessions, each 
running at  one of four possible 802.1 l b  data rates. 
Let d",: be the maximum of the aggregate delay of competing nodes achieved 
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Figure 41: The improvement in aggregate expected wait time of all sessions achieved 
under T F  over BF (AggrDz f f (TF, BF)) and the P F  ratio of TF  and BF. 
under fairness notions that are being considered. I.e., 
Let the utility of entity z under A be: 
That is the higher the delay, the lesser the utility. This notion will also lead to an 
intuitive result when used with AggrDiff, as we explain shortly. 
Using Equations 4.1, 4.2 and 3.23, we now state the relative gain in aggregate 
utility, relative performance to fairness ratio and worst-case relative ratio of wait 
time of (A, B), assuming that under A, node 11 is allocated more channel time than 
it would under B. 
Figure 4-1(a) plots AggrDiff of the expected delay of TF  over BF, as a function 
of channel utilization (p). T F  can reduce expected wait time of sessions by as much 
as 39% over BF. 
Figure 4-1 (b) plots three P F  ratios. PF(TF,BF) increases with p at an increasing 
rate. In other words, when the load is high, the expected wait time of slower sessions 
under T F  is not much worse than that under BF while the net improvement of delay 
that TF has over BF is quite significant. 
We also examine the relative worst-case wait time ratio, WorstIndivRatio (see 
Equation 3.23). 
WorstIndivRatio(TF, BF)  = &90 = 1.8 
WorstIndivRatio(BF, T F )  = @ = 5 
Worst Indiv Ratio(T F, B F )  is much lower than Worst Indiv Ratio(B F, T F )  . Based 
on the equation, it should be clear that under TF, WorstIndivRatio < 2, compared 
to any fairness notion. In general, under TF, WorstIndivRatio $ n, where n is the 
number of competing sessions. However, the lesser the fraction of channel occupancy 
time allocated to the slowest node, the larger WorstIndivRatio. This is a strong rea- 
son why slower sessions should not be given much lesser shares of channel occupancy 
time than faster sessions, since doing so can lead to a large (unbounded) degree of 
unfairness. We will elaborate on this issue in Section 4.6. Allocating slower sessions 
much grater shares of channel occupancy time than slower sessions also leads to large 
WorstIndivRatio. The worst case relative wait time ratio of BF to T F  (5) is much 
worse than that of TF to BF (1.8). 
Number of Nodes 
Figure 42:  CDF of number of nodes during congested periods. 
Trace-driven Analysis of Wait Time 
In this section, we evaluate various channel time allocation policies on actual traffic 
loads. The results in the previous section predict that the higher the channel time 
allocated to faster nodes, the smaller the average aggregate wait time. In this section, 
we examine and answer two questions: i) how significant is the performance gain and 
ii) what is the penalty paid by slower nodes. 
We analyzed wireless tcpdump trace of Whittemore, a residential facility in the 
Dartmouth business school where students were required to own laptops. This data 
was collected by Kotz et at. over the spring semester of 2002 [60] and was made 
publicly available. More than 90% of the bytes exchanged were TCP traffic. Unfor- 
tunately, the trace data does not contain the data transmission rate used for each 
frame transmission. Therefore we use the trace data to get actual distributions of 
session sizes and number of active nodes during periods of congestion, and then run 
a series of simulations using hypothetical distributions of transmission rates. 
We define congested intervals as intervals in which the total data throughput at 
the AP exceeds 4 Mbps. This is 80% of the commonly observed TCP saturation 
throughput when nodes transmit at the maximum data rate and experience a loss 
rate of 1% to 2%. We identified congested periods in 300-ms windows. During each 
congested period, we identify the release time and size of each session. We then 
evaluate the wait time achieved by each session during each congested period for 
different channel time allocation policies. Each session is associated with a client 
exchanging data with another node. We assume that the same data rate is used in 
both directions. 
We conducted 50 runs each with a different random seed to obtain a meaningful 
comparisons of various allocation policies. The results in this section are based on 
the data of all 50 runs, consisting of 175,900 sessions in 37,650 busy periods. 
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Figure 4-3: CDFs of session size and inter-arrival time of actual trace and other traffic 
distributions using the same mean values obtained from the trace. 
4.5.1 Workload Characteristics 
We present our results based on the trace collected on April 8, 2002 from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Figure 43(a) shows the cumulative fractions (CDFs) of session size from actual 
workload as well as the exponential and bounded pareto distributions, derived using 
the mean parameters obtained from the trace. As shown in the figure, 85% of the 
sessions are less than 170 KB (or 1.4 Mb). However, the largest 5% of the sessions 
are greater than 560 KB. The actual size distribution seems to have the shape of an 
exponential size distribution. Similar statements can be said for inter-arrival times 
of sessions (see Figure 4-3(b)). 
Figure 4 2  shows the CDF of number of active nodes during congested periods. 
The median number of nodes is 4. The size of each session in each congested period 
widely varies. 
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Figure 4-4: Distributions of wait time of 11 Mbps and 1 Mbps sessions. The data rate 
used by each session in this experiment is uniformly distributed among four 802.11b 
data rates. 
4.5.2 Impact of Allocation Strategy on Wait Time 
Since the trace data does not contain the data transmission rate used for each frame 
transmission, we consider three different possible distributions of transmission rates: 
i) a uniform distribution in which each frame is transmitted at a data rate among all 
possible rates with equal probabilities, ii) a distribution in which frames are mostly 
transmitted at the fastest speed, and iii) a distribution in which frames are mostly 
transmitted at the slowest speed. 
We consider only 802.llb networks in which four different data rates are possible: 
11, 5.5, 2 and I Mbps. The maximum achievable TCP throughputs using these data 
rates are 5, 3.3, 1.5 and 0.8 Mbps respectively. We examined sessions that are at 
least 100 KB in size ( 12,749 sessions) and sessions that are at least 1 MByte in size 
(897 sessions). The results in both cases are similar and we only report the results 
for sessions that are at least 1 MByte in size. 
Figure 4-4 shows various subsets of the wait time distributions under the uniform 
distribution of 802.1 l b  transmission speeds. Figure 44(a) shows the distribution of 
wait time for sessions that are at least as large as 1 MByte and use the fastest data 
rate of 11 Mbps. As expected, the observed wait time decreases with the increased 
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Figure 4-5: Distributions of wait time of all sessions. The data rate used by each 
session in this experiment is uniformly distributed among four 802.llb data rates. 
allocation of channel time to the fastest nodes. The median wait time of nodes with 
the fastest speed under T F  is 8.3% smaller than that that achieved under BF. Observe 
that the improvement is more significant at very large session sizes. For instance, the 
90-percentile wait time of the sessions using the fastest data rate is 42.4% lower under 
T F  than BE'. 
Figure 44(b) shows the distribution of session wait time for sessions that are at 
least as large as 1 MByte and use the slowest data rate of 1 Mbps. Here the median 
wait time of the slowest nodes is nearly identical for both fairness notions. The 90- 
percentile wait time under BF is only about 1.9% smaller than that achieved under 
TF. Why is this? When there are multiple outstanding sessions with different speeds, 
the nodes with the slowest speed will, on average, complete last. Therefore, when 
more channel time is allocated to faster nodes, their wait time on average improves 
without significantly decreasing the wait time of slower sessions, which are highly 
likely to complete last under any work conserving policy. The phenomenon is more 
pronounced as the session size gets larger since a large session using the slowest speed 
is highly likely to complete last. 
Figure 4-5 shows the distribution of wait time for all sessions. The figures do not 
give as much information as the previous figures since they include all the instances 
in which the wait time under each fairness notion is nearly the same. The median 
wait time under T F  is 26.5% smaller than that under BF. However, the 90-percentile 
wait times under T F  only improve over BF by 15.5%. This is because the slowest 
sessions with large amount of data to transfer will mostly be the ones that require 
a long time to complete and finish last under both fairness notions. Therefore, the 
impact of fairness notion on the expected wait time of all sessions at the tail of the 
distribution is less pronounced. 
Figures 4-6(a) and 46(b) show CDFs of wait time similar to Figure 44(a) but 
for two different speed distributions, one in which most sessions (85%) use the fastest 
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Figure 4-6: CDF of wait time of sessions as large as 1 MByte for two different distri- 
butions of 802.1 1 b transmission speeds. 
speed and the other in which most sessions use the slowest speed. As shown in the 
figures, the improvement in wait time is most pronounced when the traffic is largely 
dominated by nodes using slower speeds. 
To summarize, favoring slower nodes in allocating channel time, as BF does, leads 
to significantly high average session wait time of faster nodes. Giving equal fractions 
of channel occupancy time to both slower and faster nodes reduce the expected session 
wait time of faster nodes with little impact on the average wait time of relatively lower 
nodes. 
Impact of Greedy Channel Occupancy Time 
Allocations 
The previous sections showed that compared to BF, T F  leads to better performance 
in terms of aggregate throughput and average session wait time. This is because BF 
allocates lesser fractions of channel occupancy time to slower nodes. What happens 
if we allocate almost all of the channel occupancy time to the fastest node? In this 
section, we examine the performance impact of a greedy fairness notion (GF), under 
which the fair share of an entity transmitting at 11 is 0.99 and at 1 Mbps is 0.01. We 
compare GF against T F  and BF. 
Based on our throughput analysis (see Section 4.3), it should be clear that GF 
will achieve significantly higher aggregate throughput under our analysis model. The 
aggregate throughput under GF will approach what the faster node would achieve if 
it alone occupied the channel (since the slower node hardly get to transmit). 
However, GF does not achieve similar improvements in session wait time. Fig- 
ure 47(a) plots the aggregate expected wait time under all three fairness notions as 
a function of channel utilization, under the same model presented in Section 4.4. Al- 
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Figure 4-7: The improvement in aggregate expected wait time of all sessions achieved 
under T F  over BF (AggrDi f f (TF, BF)) and the PF ratio of three pairs of fairness 
not ions. 
though GF achieves improve aggregate expected wait time over the other two notions, 
the magnitude of improvement that it has over T F  is relatively small (less than 9.5% 
in any case). Similarly, the PF ratio between GF and TF  is a slowly increasing linear 
function of p as evident in Figure 4-7(b). Put it another way, GF does not yield much 
more additional utility improvement per amount of unfairness over T F  than does TF  
over BF. This is because under GF, faster sessions achieve very high utility gain (i.e., 
reduction in delay). At the same time, slower sessions suffer significant utility loss as 
they get stuck behind faster sessions. Therefore, slower sessions that would otherwise 
have completed under TF, experience significantly higher delay under GF. 
Finally, compared to TF, GF can lead to significantly larger relative worst-case 
wait time ratio in two-node competition:. 
WorstIndivRatio(GF, T F )  = = 50 8% WorstIndivRatio(TF, GF)  = = 1.98 
That is, the wait time of any individual session under T F  cannot be larger than 1.98 
times the wait time that it would observe under GF. However, the wait time of an 
individual session under GF can be as large as 50 times the wait time that it would 
achieve under TF. 
Summary and Discussion 
In this chapter, we developed measures to compare relative fairness and performance 
for two fairness notions. Using these measures, we evaluated various fairness notions 
including T F  and BF, based on the analysis developed in the previous chapter as 
well as through trace-driven simulation. In the presence of rate diversity in 802.llb 
networks, we showed that: 
In the context of two competing links, one exchanging data at  11 Mbps and the 
other at  1 Mbps, 
- The aggregate throughput under T F  can be as much as 180% higher than 
that under BF, and 
- The PF(TF,BF) of achieved throughput is about 6.2, showing that the 
achieved throughput of a slower node is not significantly smaller under 
T F  than under BF, whereas the achieved throughput of a relatively faster 
node is much higher under T F  than under BF. 
In the context of two classes of sessions, one exchanging data at  11 Mbps and 
the other at  1 Mbps, with an exponential arrival process and an exponential 
service time distribution, 
- The expected wait time under T F  is 34% less than that under BF, when 
the channel utilization is 90%, and 
- The worst-case relative wait time ratio of T F  to BF is about 1.8, showing 
that in the worst-case, a session under T F  will take 80% longer to complete 
than it would under BF; however, the worst-case relative wait time ratio 
of BF to T F  is 5. 
Using a trace-driven simulation in which the data rates used by competing 
sessions are uniformly distributed across four 802.llb data rates, 
- The median and 90-percentile wait time of all sessions under T F  can be as 
much as 26.5% and 15.5% lower than that under BF, and 
- The median and 90-percentile wait time of sessions that are at  least as 
large as 1 MByte can be as much as 8.3% and 42.4% lower under T F  than 
under BF. 
We also compared Greedy Fairness, which allocates a significantly higher fraction 
(99%) of channel occupancy time to faster nodes, against T F  and BF. The results 
show that: 
GF can achieve higher aggregate throughput and lower expected delay than T F  
and BF. 
In the context of two classes of sessions, one exchanging data at  11 Mbps and 
the other at 1 Mbps, with an exponential arrival process and an exponential 
service time distribution, 
- The worst-case relative wait time ratio of T F  to GF is about 1.98 whereas 
the same ratio of GF to T F  is about 50, and 
- The wait time improvement of GF over T F  is relatively small (less than 
9.5%), in the context of an exponetial arrival process. 
If achieving the highest possible aggregate utility is the only criteria, a MAC pro- 
tocol should give large fractions of channel occupancy time to faster nodes (sessions) 
while starving slower nodes (sessions), under the following assumptions: i) when the 
nodes are always backlogged, ii) only UDP is used, and iii) the distribution of the 
amount of data to transfer does not depend on the data rate. Therefore the aggre- 
gate UDP throughput and wait time under GF will be better than those under both 
T F  and BF. 
However, by starving slower nodes, GF can adversely affect TCP flows a t  slower 
nodes. Large per-packet delay can lead to adverse reactions from TCP, namely unnec- 
essary TCP retransmissions because of timeouts and duplzcate-acks etc. Unnecessary 
retransmissions lead to higher session wait time and wasted capacity. 
Even without such implications, we show in the previous section that in the worst- 
case, GF can lead to significantly large wait time of sessions (much larger than they 
would under T F  and BF) that use the lowest data rate. 
Qualitatively, GF is not a "fair" notion if competing entities are considered to 
have equal priorities. On the other hand, T F  provides equal divisions of the fun- 
damental shared resource among competing entities, irrespective of the transmission 
method that they use, which is a reasonable and to us desirable fairness notion. TF 
significantly improves performance over traditionally accepted fairness notions like 
BF yet the worst-case relative performance such as the relative worst-case wait time 
ratio of T F  to BF is relatively small. 
Chapter 5 
Distributed TES MAC Protocol 
In this chapter, we describe TES (Time-fair, Efficient and Scalable MAC protocol), 
a distributed MAC protocol that: 
Achieves time-based, per-link fairness, and 
Provides long-term time-share guarantees among competing links, 
These properties allow TES to: 
Improve throughput significantly relative to DCF in rate-diverse environments, 
Scale well, i.e., the aggregate throughput is sustained with increased load, and 
Improve the overall network efficiency without sacrificing fairness in the presence 
of channel errors, by encouraging nodes to employ link-layer burst loss avoidance 
schemes. 
TES differs significantly from most existing MAC protocols in the way it adjusts 
the contention window of each competing node. Most MAC protocols adjust the CW 
of each transmitting node based on a feedback mechanism that informs (sometimes 
inaccurately) the transmitter whether its frame transmission is successful or failed 
because of collision. In contrast, TES sets the CW of each node based on its observed 
idle time preceding transmission events. Through an analysis in Section 5.2, we show 
that i) there exists an optimal amount of idle time preceding transmission events that 
maximizes aggregate throughput and ii) that optimal idle time varies little with the 
number of contenders. Each node running TES pre-computes the optimal idle time 
and adjust its CW dynamically so that its observed idle time equals the target idle 
time. Specifically, each node increases(decreases) its contention window size when 
its observed idle time preceding transmission events is smaller(1arger) than the pre- 
computed target idle time. This mechanism allows TES to achieve and sustains a 
high collision-free channel utilization independent of the number of contenders. 
Furthermore, unlike most MAC protocols, TES provides long-term fair channel 
occupancy time allocations among competing entities through a novel fairness con- 
troller. TES's fairness controller dynamically allocates TXOPs among contenders 
based on their usages of channel occupancy time in the past. The next section de- 
fines terms that will be used throughout the chapter. Section 5.2 describes an analysis 
that leads to aforementioned key observations in achieving scalability. The rest of this 
chapter describes TES's operations in detail. 
5.1 Definitions 
Node A is within the carrier-sense range of node B if A can sense carrier most of 
the time when B transmits. Node A is within the receive range of node B if A 
can successfully decode the physical and MAC-layer headers of most of the frames 
transmitted by node B. In general, the carrier-sense range is at least as large as the 
receive range. 
We define contending as the act of an entity competing for channel access against 
other entities, through a distributed channel access mechanism. We call nodes that 
are simultaneously contending contenders. In practice, the number of contenders is 
time-varying . 
In the rest of this chapter, we assume that each node can transmit one frame within 
each TXOP. We postpone discussions on multiple frame transmissions in a burst 
until Section 5.7. A transmission event is a contiguous block of one or more frame 
transmissions that overlap. There are two types of transmission events: collision-free 
transmission events and collided transmission events. Each collision-free transmission 
involves exactly one frame transmission. A collided transmission event or collision 
event involves overlapping frame transmissions from two or more nodes. The duration 
of a collision event is the interval between the beginning of the earliest transmission 
and the end of the latest transmission involved in the collision. In Figure 5-1, there 
are a total of 3 frame transmissions but only 2 transmission events, one successful 
one and the other, a collision event. 
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Figure 5-1: An example illustrating two different types of transmission events: a 
successful transmission event and a collision event. There are 3 frame transmissions 
but only 2 transmission events. 
5.2 Analysis on Achieving Optimal Utilization 
In this section, we conduct an average case analysis on achieving the optimal channel 
utilization when the underlying MAC protocol employs a contention window (CW) 
based channel access mechanism. We re-state the steps (mentioned in Section 2.1.8) 
that each node takes in contending for a transmission opportunity using a C W  
based mechanism: 
1. Sets a backoff counter to a random integer from a uniform distribution between 
0 and CWi 
2. Decreases the counter for each time slot in which the channel is sensed idle, 
3. Transmits a frame (a new frame or a retransmission) at  the end of the idle slot 
when the backoff counter reaches 0, 
DCF, TES, and many other protocols use this basic access method. Most protocols 
supplement it with stabilization techniques, such as exponential backoff, so that CWi 
is dynamically adjusted based on observed load. 
A major goal of a MAC protocol is to ensure that each contender z sets CWi such 
that the collision-free channel utilization is maximized. The collision-free channel 
utilization is the fraction of channel occupancy time used for transmitting data frames 
without collisions. Achieving this goal requires balancing the average amount of idle 
time preceding transmission events and the collision rate, both of which are the causes 
of wasted capacity. 
The analysis in this section is restricted to the case where each node z uses the 
same CW. We show a more general analysis in which nodes use different contention 
windows in Section B. I ,  which also validates our analytical results through simulation. 
Let there be Ncont contenders. Let Tzdle be the average amount of idle time 
preceding transmission events. Furthermore, let Pcol be the collision probability, i.e., 
the expected ratio of the number of transmissions of each node i that are involved 
in collisions to the total number of transmissions of z. Again, since each contender 
uses the same CW, Pcol is the same for all contenders in steady state. C W  affects 
both Tzdle and Pcol. Specifically, the larger CW, the larger Tzdle but the smaller 
Pcol. Therefore, a MAC protocol must strike a balance between Tzdle and Pcol to 
maximize the collision-free channel utilization. 
In this section, we show that: 
0 There exists a target collision probability, TarPcol, and the corresponding tar- 
get idle time, TarIdle, t hat maximize the collision-free channel utilization, in- 
dependent of Ncont, 
0 For a given number of contenders, Ncont, and a desired collision probability, 
TarPcol, we can compute C W  so that the expected collision probability is close 
to TarPcol, and 
TarIdle can be pre-computed for a specific set of MAC-layer parameters. 
I l l  
Figure 5-2: Node B observes node A's frame transmission every C W r g  idle timeslots. 
Shaded slots represent the slots in which node B senses the busy channel. 
Computing CW to Achieve a Desired Collision Rate 
We start with a simple scenario in which node A and node B contend for channel 
access through a randomized CW-based backoff scheme as described earlier. Assume 
that the CWs of the two nodes are CWA and CWB respectively. 
While listening to the channel, each node observes every transmission event. Fig- 
ure 5-2 shows the idle-busy timeslot timeline of node B corresponding to node A's 
transmission events. From node B's perspective, on average it observes a transmission 
event (from another node) after every CWyg idle timeslots. CW? is the average 
number of idle time slots preceding A's transmission event. Since the backoff interval 
is randomly chosen over a uniform distribution, 
Node A's transmission can be represented with a single busy slot on node B's idle- 
busy timeline. 
Since node B also selects a random number of backoff slots from a uniform dis- 
tribution of 0 to CW, it has an equal probability to transmit at each timeslot in 
the idle-busy timeline. This is a correct assumption in all practical cases. However, 
there are corner cases where this assumption may not hold and we will discuss the 
limitations in Appendix B.I. Therefore, the probability of a node B's transmission 
colliding with that of node A is: 
In other words, the probability of a node colliding with another node can be solely 
computed as a function of other nodes' average contention window size. This line 
of reasoning was proposed in [97]. We note that under their model, PcolB is given 
as Ã£ which is not accurate when CWÂ¡f is very small, but has no significant 
cwÂ¡ 
differences with our PcolB when CWÂ¡f is reasonably large (which is the case in 
practice). 
Our analysis focuses on the basic CW-based channel access mechanism. We de- 
rive Tidle and establish relationships among Tidle, CW and Ncont. By extending 
Equation 5.2, we can compute the probability of contender i's transmission not being 
involved in collisions, when there are Ncont > 1 contenders, each of which uses the 
same C W  and thus has the same average number of backoff time slots, CWavg: 
The probability of contender 2's transmission colliding with another contender's 
transmission is: 
P C O ~  = 1 - Pnocol (5.4) 
Based on Equation 5.3, we can find out what CWavg should be in order to achieve a 
particular collision rate Pcol: 
So, for each contender z to  achieve the desired collision rate TarPcol, each must 
set their C W  to 2 * CWavg, since CWavg is the mean of a sequence between 1 and 
c w .  
-(Ncont - 1) 
ln(1 - TarPcol) - I) 
Therefore, if each node z is aware of the number of contenders Ncont, it can set C W  
using the above equation so that Pcol - TarPcol. 
5.2.2 Relationships among Tzdle, CW and Ncont 
In this section, we analyze the relationships among Tzdle, C W  and Ncont. We first 
derive, Ftxev, the expected ratio of the number of transmission events to the number 
of transmissions (initiated by all contenders). When there are collisions, this ratio is 
less than 1. 
Since each node observes the same Pcol, the expected ratio of the number of frame 
transmissions involved in collisions to the total number of frame transmissions by all 
nodes, P c ~ l ~ ~ ~  is also Pcol. When each contender sets its C W  using Equation 5.6, 
Pcol = Tar  Pcol. 
Let Ntxpercol be the average number of frame transmissions involved in each colli- 
sion event. Note that Ntxpercol >: 2. For each collision event, there are Ntxpercol- 1 
additional frame transmissions, which should not be counted as transmission events. 
Therefore, the fraction of the transmissions that cannot be counted as transmission 
events is: Ntx~ercot-1 
Ntxpercol * PcOlaii. Thus, 
Ntxpercol- 1 
Ftxev = - ( ~ t x p e r c o ~  * Pcolall) 
Based on Pcolal1 and Ftxev, we can compute P c o ~ ~ v ~ ~ ~ ,  the expected ratio of the 
number of collision events to the total number of transmission events, as: 
Pcolal~ 
p c ~ ~ e v u l l  = Ntx~ercO1 - Pcolal 1 Ftxev - Ntxperwl* Ftxev 
We will now compute the average backoff delay, Tidle, preceding a transmission 
event. We provide our reasoning by examining the outcome of Ncont nodes competing 
from 0 to T seconds, where T is a reasonably long period. Let ni denote the number 
of frame transmissions initiated by each contender z during T seconds. Since each 
node uses the same CW, at steady state, each node will be able to transmit the 
same number of frames. I.e., ni = n. Let nalltx and nalltxev be the total number 
Ncont 
of transmissions and transmission events respectively. Note that natltx = n~ = 
z= 1 
n * Ncont. Note also that Ftxev = n;:y. 
For each contender z, total amount of idle time, Tzdle * na~~txevi is CWavg * n * 
SlotTime, where SlotTime is the duration of each time slot in seconds. This is 
because, as shown in Figure 5-2, each idle slot on contender i's idle-busy timeline is 
counted towards the backoff slots required for 2's transmissions. Dividing both sides 
with the total number of transmission events (observed by contender z), Tzdle = 
CWavg * SlotTime * A. Since nulltx = n * Ncont and Ftxev = :;":, 
nalltxev 
we have: 
CWav9 * SlotTime Tzdle = Ncont * Ftxev 
Therefore, substituting Equations 5.6 and 5.7 in Equation 5.9 and using Ntxpercol = 
2, 
- 
-Nwnt+l-ln(1-TurPcol) * SloVTime 
Ncont ln(1-~ar~col)*(l- -) 
We will show in Section B.1 that for any reasonable collision rate (i.e., Pcolaii < 50%), 
Ntxpercol is very close to 2. 
For Ncont larger than a dozen or so, Tidle is roughly constant: 
-SlotTime lim Tidle = 
Nwnt+oo TurPwl ln(1 - TarPcol) * (1 - Ã‘,Ã 
To sum up, the average amount of idle time preceding transmission event is roughly 
constant if the C W  of each contender is set so that the expected collision rate is 
Tar  Pcol. 
5.2.3 Maximizing Collision-free Channel Utilization 
We now derive the collision-free channel utilization as a function of TarPcol and 
Tzdle. Let Tpayload be the average amount of channel occupancy time required 
to transmit payload. Let Ttxev  by the average amount of channel occupancy time 
required to transmit a frame. That is Ttxev  is the sum of Tpayload and the overhead 
channel occupancy time required by the MAC and physical layers, namely the channel 
occupancy time necessary to transmit a physical layer preamble, the synchronous 
acknowledgment and the interframe space time between the data and ack frames and 
between data frames. Then, the aggregate collision-free channel utilization Futzl can 
be computed as: 
(1- Pcoleval1)*Tpayload 
Futzl = Tpayload+Tovh+Tidle 
Substituting Equations 5.7, 5.8 and 5.11 
We can then find TarPcol that maximizes Futzl. 
Tpayload depends on average frame size used and average data rate used. The 
overhead channel occupancy time largely depends on standard-specific parameters 
and SlotTzme is a standard-specific parameter. For example, for 802.1 l b  devices 
that mainly transmit maximum-sized frames at  11 Mbps, Tpayload = 1061.8 ps and 
Ttxev  = 1369.3 ps and SlotTzme = 20 ps. Futzl reaches its maximum value of 
0.6287 when TarPcol = 0.1430 ( P c o l e ~ ~ ~ ~  = 0.077). For smaller values of TarPcol,  
the wasted capacity due to larger idle timeslots is more than the increased capacity 
due to reduced collision rate, thus reducing channel utilization. Similarly, larger values 
of TarPcol degrade channel utilization since the wasted capacity due to collisions is 
more than the increased capacity due to reduced idle timeslots. 
The optimal pre-computed TarPcol can be used in computing C W  for each con- 
tender so that Pcolal1 - TarPcol (see Equation 5.6) if each contender knows Ncont. 
Estimating Ncont is challenging for two main reasons: i) the number of contending 
nodes varies with time, and ii) the number of contenders can be drastically different 
from the number of nodes. The latter arises especially when the total load of the 
system is less than the capacity. In this case, the number of nodes competing for 
channel access at any moment will be less than the total number of nodes. 
However, explicit estimation of Ncont is not necessary. Based on our knowledge 
of ideal TarPcol, we can design a feedback based distributed protocol that will dy- 
namically adjust CWi  of each node z according to observed Pcoli. We will now use 
subscripts since both C W  and Pcol are time-varying and for any two contenders 2 
and j, CWi and Pcol, may not be identical to C W j  and Pcolj at  any given point 
in time. However, an effective backoff mechanism will ensure that the steady state 
values of the two contenders are similar. 
C Wi should be increased (decreased) if Pcoli is less(greater) 
approach, however, requires that each node z can observe Pcoli 
nately, unlike in wired networks, Pcoli is not easily observable 
since failed frame transmissions due to collisions are not easily 
than TarPcol. This 
accurately. Un fort u- 
in wireless networks 
distinguishable from 
failed frame transmissions due to channel errors. 
Unlike PcoZ~, Tidle. can be observed accurately. The optimal idle time, TarTidle, 
can be computed from TarPcol, independent of Ncont, as shown in Equation 5.11. 
We can then adjust CWi based on pre-configured TarIdle and observed Tzdlei. 
Specifically, C Wi should be increased (decreased) if Tzdl ei is less (greater) than TarTzdl e. 
When all nodes are listening to the channel all the time, Vz, Tidlei - TarTzdle in the 
steady state. 
Our observation that TarTWe can be obtained independent of Ncont and thus 
can be used a reliable feedback for adjusting CW is the key in making our TES 
protocol more efficient than most existing protocols. The rest of this chapter describes 
TES's operations in detail. 
5.3 Overview of TES 
TES differs from existing MAC protocols in two major observable aspects. 
High Utilization TES achieves and sustains a high collision-free channel utilization 
independent of the number of contenders through an effective link-layer collision 
control mechanism that is based on observed idle time, and 
Fairness TES provides long-term fair channel occupancy time allocations through a 
fairness controller that dynamically allocates TXOPs among contenders based 
on their usages of channel occupancy time in the past. 
In TES, both efficiency and fairness mechanisms are implemented in a backoff 
instance that is responsible for dictating when to transmit a frame. Each backoff 
instance is associated with a single outgoing link (defined by an AP-client pair). Since 
a client only associates with a single AP in typical 802.11 networks, TES running at 
the client will only have one backoff instance. However, the AP may have multiple 
backoff instances, one for each outgoing link to a client. Therefore, TES achieves 
per-link fairness by ensuring that each backoff instance will get an equal fraction of 
channel occupancy time in the long-term. 
In a typical configuration, there will be a link-layer queue associated with each 
TES backoff instance. One attractive feature of TES is that it can achieve time-based, 
per-link fairness with a simple link layer queuing mechanism such as FIFO. Whenever 
there is a backlogged frame, the queuing mechanism will signal the associated TES 
backoff instance; the backoff instance will decide when to transmit that frame. 
Like DCF, TES is a contention window based protocol. Under TES, each backoff 
instance z operates as follows: 
1. Contends for a TXOP as follows: 
(a) Sets a backoff counter to a random integer from a uniform distribution 
between 0 and CWi, 
(b) Decreases the counter for each time slot in which the channel is sensed 
idle, and 


This ideal amount of idle time is roughly constant when Ncont > 10. 
k Specifically, CW/" is set to a value based on CK , the moving average of 
the contention windows that were previously computed by COMPUTECWFOREF- 
k FICIENCY. CW?~ will be larger (smaller) than CW, when  idler is smaller (greater) 
than TarTidle. We use the moving average of the contention window instead of the 
the contention window computed at the end of the previous round, since doing so 
could lead to wider fluctuations in the computation of C W ~ .  C W ~  will further 
be updated in the procedure UPDATECWFORFAIRNESS to ensure that each backoff 
instance achieves its long-term fair share of channel occupancy time. Notice that 
k+1 
the moving average, CW, , is updated before C W ~  is adjusted by the procedure 
UPDATEC WFORFAIRNESS. Doing so decouples the adjustment of CW for efficiency 
from the adjustment of CW for fairness. 
The manner in which COMPUTECWFOREFFICIENCY computes C W ~  for each 
backoff instance z ensures that: 
The observed amount of idle time preceding transmission events is similar to 
the ideal pre-computed value, TarTzdle, 
Each (continuously) competing instance will converge to similar CW values, 
irrespective of their initial CW values, and 
The settling time, the time required for competing backoff instances to converge, 
is a small number of rounds. To converge is to reach the the state a t  which the 
average of the CW values of each backoff instance is roughly the ideal CW. 
We first focus on the core CW control mechanism of TES, which fulfills these 
properties in most cases, and then discuss an optimization that improves the settling 
time when the number of nodes is high and most nodes start with incorrect values 
of CW. We explain the challenges in achieving the aforementioned goals by using an 
example involving two competing nodes, z and j, that are continuously backlogged. 
Since both nodes are continuously monitoring the channel, the average amount of 
idle time observed by each node will approach the same value in a few rounds. Let's 
assume that this condition is met a t  the end of the kth round. At this point, there 
are two distinct possibilities: CWf - CW* or CWf > C W ~ .  
In the first case, a sensible approach is to compute C W ~  and CW? by setting 
k 
them to values larger or smaller than CW, by multiplying or dividing by a constant 
factor, depending on whether the observed idle time is smaller or greater than the 
ideal amount. Such a mechanism will ensure that CW, and CWj will be increased 
and decreased in lock steps and that they will oscillate around the ideal CW value 
in future rounds. 
Unfortunately, such a simple mechanism is not desirable when C Wf > CWf, 
since doing so would constantly lead to C W ~ "  > CWT" for any n > 1, resulting 
in unfair allocations of transmission opportunities. To ensure convergence to the 
ideal CW value, the gap between CW, and CWj must be reduced over time. That 

the square root function, we scale CWi in the range of 3.16 and 107 as opposed to 
the range of 100 to 11450 if the square root function were not used. A smaller range 
of multipliers or divisors is desirable since the sensitivity of the C W  adjustment does 
not vary greatly with C W  values (i.e., the number of contenders). In general, instead 
of the square root, we could have chosen any function of the form cW', where p < 1. 
Both increase and decrease functions of TES meet the following requirements 
cwy cw^  
when C W ~  > C W ~ :  cwt+l < T. In other words, each increase or decrease 
operation makes C Wi and closer to one another. The key here is that the scaling 
factors for both increasing and decreasing the C W  vary depending on the value of 
the CW. Specifically, when increasing the CW, the zncrease factor, (Khse + A), 
is less than (Kbase + &) whenever CW: > c ~ f .  Similarly, the decrease factor, Jew1;. 
1 is greater than 1 whenever CW,* > CW!. As we show 
 base +K& d- ' it-base +A-A.~ i/CTt,*' 
through simulation in Section 5.7, this mechanism for increasing and decreasing C W  
works well across a wide range of initial values. 
Constant Kbase is the minimum factor that multiplies or divides CW, independent 
of the value of the CW. We set Kbase > 1 so that the C W  at  each round will be 
increased or decreased by at  least a fixed amount, independent of the value of the C W. 
This is because in our core control mechanism, the increase factor decreases with the 
C W  while the decrease factor increases with the CW. Therefore, at  relatively small 
C W  values, the increase factor can be much larger than the decrease factor, leading 
to a high settling time whenever there is an overshoot. Similarly, at  high C W  values, 
the increase factor can be much smaller than the increase factor, leading to a high 
settling time whenever there is an undershoot. By setting KhSe > 1, TES ensures 
that C W  will be decreased and increased at  the end of each round. 
Constants Kdec and Kine allow trade-offs between settling time and short-term 
unfairness. The larger these constants the faster it is for each node's average C W  
value approaches the ideal CW. However, larger values lead to larger fluctuations in 
the C W  values of competing nodes. Wide fluctuations in C W  values in turn lead to 
a higher degree of short-term unfairness since two nodes on short timescales can have 
C W  values that are far apart (until they converge). 
We now describe an optimization technique to improve the settling time in some 
cases. When a large number of nodes starts competing for channel access around 
the same time (e.g. large conferences where participants arrive at  about the same 
time or in event-driven sensor networks [48]), the settling time under the core control 
mechanism may be relatively large, leading to low aggregate throughput (since the 
CWs of nodes are consistently smaller than the ideal value) and short-term unfairness 
among competing nodes. We optimize for this situation by speeding up the increase 
process of the C W  when the observed amount of idle time is significantly smaller 
than the ideal amount of idle time. In this case, the increase factor is much larger 
than the one used in the core control mechanism, i.e., Kbasehi > Kbase- Note that 
Kdiff 2 1. 
Why doesn't our CW increaseldecrease mechanism adjust the CW as a function 
of the difference between the ideal and the observed idle time preceding transmission 
events? We choose not to do that because that will ultimately make CW, too sensitive 
to its observed idle time, leading to unfair allocations in channel occupancy time 
among nodes that may persistently observe (slightly) different amounts of idle time. 
The amounts of idle time observed by competing nodes may vary slightly because of 
physical hardware implementations. For example, wireless cards with slightly different 
carrier sense thresholds may detect (slightly) varying amounts of idle time. Our 
algorithm is immune to such noisy samplings of idle time. 
However, there are times when a node may consistently observe a drastically 
different amount of idle time than other competing nodes, e.g., in the presence of 
hidden terminals. When that happens the CWs, of nodes that observe drastically 
different amounts of idle time will be different. The hidden terminal problem is 
traditionally dealt with by using a floor acquisition mechanism such as the 802.11 
RTSICTS protocol to ensure that only a single node transmits within a radius that 
is twice larger than the receive range. When such protocols are used, each competing 
node within that radius will observe similar amounts of channel idle time. 
Although our algorithm is shown in the context of 802.11-based networks, it's 
scalability and robustness could be highly desirable beyond 802.11-based networks, 
such as sensor networks, where the number of nearby competing devices may number 
from a few dozens to a few hundreds. Unlike many existing MAC protocols [2, 63, 
87, 1021, TES achieves a bounded collision rate and a bounded amount of idle time 
per transmission event. This leads to sustained aggregate throughputs irrespective of 
the number of transmitters and their loads, as we show in Section 5.7. 
5.6 Achieving Long-term Time-based Fairness 
Upon computing CWi as described in the previous section, each backoff instance i 
further updates CWi so that it: 
Achieves its fair time share over a long period irrespective of its transmission 
strategy or that of any other nodes 
TES's fairness control mechanism decouples selection of transmission strategy, i.e., 
when to contend for a transmission opportunity, what data rate and frame size to 
use and how many frames to transmit in a TXOP, from allocation of fair share of 
the channel occupancy time, i-e., how often to transmit. The former is the job of a 
separate link layer mechanism. The latter is carried out by TES based on the past 
usage of channel occupancy time by each link. 
Each backoff instance z keeps track of its lead or lag of channel occupancy time 
above or below its fair share by maintaining Tlag, which reflects its cumulative lead or 
lag. A negative(positive) value of Thgi  denotes that link i has used more(1ess) than 
its fair share over the most recent active period of z. Each link z is considered active 
if it transmits or receives at least one frame transmission during MaxInactTime 
seconds. 
else if (T1agF+' < 0 )  
CW/+' + CW/+' * ( 1  + LeadMult * ~ ~ l a ~ f + ' ~ )  
Figure 5-5: Pseudo-code of backoff instance z that provides long-term fair share guar- 
antees. Figure 5-6 describes PROCEDURE UPDATETLAG. 
Figure 5-5 shows the pseudo-code of TES's fairness mechanism. Procedure UP- 
DATECWFORFAIRNESS updates CW;". The main idea is to update CW/+' in two 
steps: 
1. Increase CW/+' if the average duration of 2's transmissions is relatively large 
and decrease it otherwise. 
2. Increase CW/+' if z is leading in terms of achieved channel occupancy time, 
i.e., ~ l a ~ f ' '  < 0, and decrease CW;" if z is lagging, and 
The first step ensures that the share of transmission opportunities allocated is 
scaled according to the average duration of transmission so that each link achieves 
its fair share of channel occupancy time, irrespective of the average duration of its 
transmissions. The second step ensures that a link lagging behind another link will 
achieve a higher (expected) share of transmission opportunities in the future. 
UPDATECWFORFAIRNESS scales CW/+' according to the average duration of 2's 
transmissions so that a link, 2, that has a smaller average duration of transmissions 
than another link, j, will be allocated a higher (expected) number of transmission 
opportunities in the ratio of the average channel occupancy time of 2's transmissions 
to constant Ktxev. We set Ktxev to the expected amount of channel occupancy 
time required to transmit a maximum-sized frame at 11 Mbps. In general, each node 
observe similar values of the average channel occupancy time of all transmissions. 
Therefore, in steady state, for any two links z and j that have similar lags or leads: 
However, each backoff instance may not be achieving its fair share of channel 
occupancy time for two main reasons: i) packets arrive in bursts, ii) the date rate and 
frame size used for each transmission may differ widely and on short timescales, and 
iii) nodes may delay transmissions to avoid time-correlated losses because of channel 
errors. In all cases, a backoff instance may have "missed" transmission opportunities, 
leading to unfair channel occupancy time allocation. TES attempts to provide long- 
term time share guarantees under those conditions by ensuring that a link that is 
lagging in channel occupancy time catches up with another link that is leading. 
We now explain how TES adjusts the CW of each leading and lagging link. At the 
end of the kth round, TES updates T1agF+' by adding to it the difference between the 
target (or desired) amount of channel occupancy time of link z in the kth round and 
the actual amount of channel occupancy time, Ttxev;. The former is the product of 
the desired fair share of channel occupancy time, c,hi, and the total amount of channel 
occupancy time of transmission events during the kth round, Ttottxevt. 
If there are n active links with equal priorities, the fair share of each link z, q5i, 
will be :. TES can also achieve weighted fairness, in which competing links have 
differing priorities and thus differing fair shares. The next subsection discusses how 
to configure q5i in detail. 
TES ensures that T1agf+' is always bounded. That is - MaxLagLead 5 TlagF+' 5 
MaxLagLead, where MaxLagLead is a positive constant. This is achieved through 
Procedure UPDATETLAG, which we discuss in Section 5.6.2. 
As shown in UPDATECWFORFAIRNESS, CW/+' is increased with increase in 
ITlagf+' 1. LeadMult and LagMult are positive constants. Notice that if   la^!+' is 
unbounded, CW/+' can potentially grow without bounds. This is undesirable since a 
link with a large Tlag may have to wait for a long time before it can transmit. When 
most competing links have large Tlag, this leads to wasted capacity. When there are 
many long-lived links, all competing links could have large opponent leads for reasons 
explained in Section 5.6.2. 
Finally, CW/+' is bounded by MznCW and MaxCW. MznCW equals one-half 
of the ideal C W  value that maximizes the collision-free channel utilization when there 
are two contenders. MaxCW is the ideal CW value that maximizes the collision-free 
channel utilization when there are 2000 contenders. 
To summarize, our method of adjusting CW/+' allows each link to achieve its 
long-term fair channel time share, independently of i) the duration of its transmission 
and those of its competing links, and ii) how often a link contended the channel in 
the past. 
5.6.1 Configuring a Desired Fair Channel Time Share 
In the procedure UPDATECWFORFAIRNESS, the desired amount of channel occu- 
pancy time of link 2 in each round is computed according to its fair share, q&. In 
general, TES can achieve any value of q5i, as long as q5i = 1. In AP-based WLANs, 
i 4i of each active link (or client) z can be propagated by the AP to each of its clients. 
Each link z only needs to know its fair share and nothing else. This can be accom- 
plished in two ways. First, the AP can explicitly inform each client of its fair share 
by i) including q5a in the header of a frame transmission to client z, or ii) listing q5i for 
all ii in beacon control fiames that the AP periodically transmit to advertise its data 
rate and other capabilities. 
When there are Nlink active links that have equal priorities, #a for each link i is 
It is important to note that Nlznk is merely the number of active links, each Nlink ' 
of which may not be contending all the time. For instance if there are two clients, z 
and j, each with a low-bandwidth (UDP) audio streams and two clients, k and Z ,  that 
are continuously sending UDP data packets, Nlznk is 4 and q5i = 4j = 4k = +l = i. 
Over time, the two links with audio streams will be lagging and the two backlogged 
links will be leading. TES ensures that link i and link j will be lagging at  the 
same rate. That is at steady state, CWi CWj. Similarly, CWk - CWl. And, 
CWi, C Wj < C Wk , CWl while the average idle time preceding transmissions is close 
to TarTidle. 
5* 6* 2 Maintaining Fairness for Long-lived Active Links 
The fairness mechanism described earlier provides time-based per-link fairness so 
long as -MaxLagLead 5  lag:+^ 5 MaxLagLead, i.e., the lead or lag accumulated 
so far has not reached its maximum value (in absolute terms). Unfortunately, this 
condition may not be met when competing links are active for a long time When there 
are n competing links that are continuously backlogged, over time, for each link 2, 
Tlagf < 0, i.e. each link will think it's leading. This is because Ttxev: < ETtxevF 
a 
in each round k in which there is any collision event, since two or more links involved 
in a collision event will be observing the transmission time of that collision event as its 
transmission time. Therefore, over time, Tlag of each contending link will be negative 
and decreasing. This is not a problem if each competing link is leading by roughly the 
same amount all the time and Tlagf > -MaxLagLead (ITlagf 1 < 1 MaxLagLeadl). 
However, ~ l a g f  will reach its minimum value, -MaxLagLead, if link z is active 
for a long enough interval. Resetting Tlagf to 0 may lead to unfair allocations of 
channel occupancy time among competing links. To see this, consider two uplink 
clients, link 2 and link j, that become active at the same time and are continuously 
backlogged. Because of collision events, in the long-term, both nodes will be leading, 
i.e., Tlagf < 0 and Tlag; < 0. Without loss of generality, assume that at the end of 
the kth round ITlagfI 2 MaxLagLead while 1Tlag;I < MaxLagLead, i.e., link z is 
leading more than link j .  If Tlagf were reset to 0, it would appear that at the end 
of each future round, link j may be leading much more than link z and CW may be 
wrongly adjusted. For example, in the k + lth round, since ~ T l a g ~ + ~  1 < 1TlagF1 1, 
CW/+' > CW;? It is possible that in each round subsequent to the kth round, 
link 2 will be allocated more and more channel time than link j, allowing  lag^^^ to 
increase at a much more rapid pace than I ~ l a g < ~ l .  Therefore, in a future round m, 
Tlagy TZagT. By that time, link z has been allocated IMaxLagLeadI amount of 
channel time more than link j. 
There are also scenarios where some long-lived links may be leading all the time 
while others may be lagging all the time. One example is a TCP flow between two 
nodes. Assume that node z is sending TCP data packets to node j, which in turn 
send a TCP ack packet to node z for each TCP data packet received. Although the 
numbers of frame transmissions of the two nodes are similar, the total amount of 
channel occupancy time of node 2's transmissions is much higher than that of node 
j .  Therefore, node z will always be leading and node j will always be lagging. 
if (Tlag? < 0 and ITlag; 1.2 M i x ~ a g ~ e a d )  
/* i has been leading for a while */ 
Tl agf" Tlag; - MaxLigLed (1 - ~leadadv;+') ' 
Tlag:+' + rnax(T1ag;+', MaxLagLead) 
else if (Tlag? > 0 and Tlag? 2 MaxLagLead) 
/* i has been lagging for a while */ 
ITzagl+ k i 1 R1a9advi+k,i ~ t x e v ~ + i , ~  
~lagadv;+' -+ E W M A ( R Z ~ ~ ~ ~ V ~ + ~ , ~ ,  lagadv1,i) 
T1agf+' + lag; - MaxLagLd(l 2 - ~lagadv;+') 
T1agf+' + min(T1agf+', MaxLagLead) 
Figure 5-6: Pseudo-code of backoff instance z that concerns with fairness. 
TES: 
Provides fair allocations of channel occupancy time among all leading links (that 
are backlogged), and 
Provides fair allocations of channel occupancy time among all lagging links (that 
are backlogged). 
Procedure UPDATECLAGLEAD in Figure 5-6 is critical in achieving these prop- 
erties for long-lived links. The main idea behind UPDATECLAGLEAD is to reduce 
T1ug~+' by an amount, called lead or lag advance, that depends on the rate of lead or 
lag advance of link z. The rate of lead or lag advance of link z, s, is the absolute 
change in lead or lag accumulated by link z over the total amount of time required to 
transmit frames. Specifically, T1ug;+' is updated whenever it reaches the maximum 
value in such a way that 
0 Each leading link achieves an equal rate of advance in lead, and 
Kdif f 
Ta r  Ntxev 
Table 5.1: Configurable TES parameters and their default settings. 
LeadMult 
Max LagLead 
Each lagging link achieves an equal rate of advance in lag, 
0.75 
0.3 second 
When ~lagf ' l  < 0 and ~ ~ l a g f + ~ ~  2 MaxLagLead, the procedure UPDATECLA- 
GLEAD first computes R l e a d a d ~ ~ + ~ , ~ )  the (absolute) rate of lead advance of link z 
since the last time Tlag was updated a t  the end of the 1 - lth round. Based on 
R Z e a d a d ~ ~ + ~ , ~ ,  its moving average, ~ l e a d a d v f + ~ )  is updated. UPDATECLAGLEAD 
then updates ~ l a g f ' ~  by subtracting by an amount that depends on ~ l e a d a d v f ' ~  
so that ~ l a g f ' ~  5 MaxLagLead. T1agf+l decreases with increase in ~leadadvf?  
k+l - MaxLagLead When ~ l e a d a d v f + ~  reaches it maximum possible value of 1, Tlagi - 2 
Therefore) the larger the rate of lead advance of link 2 ,  the larger Tlag. Recall that 
in the procedure UPDATECLAGLEAD, the more negative Tlag is, the larger C W  
is. Thus, a link with a higher lead advance rate will be allocated a relatively lower 
amount of channel occupancy time (through a relatively larger CW) than the link 
with a lower lead advance rate. 
Similarly, when link z is lagging for a long time and ~ l a g f + l  2 MaxLagLead, UP- 
DATECLAGLEAD computes R l a g a d ~ ~ + ~ , ~ ,  the average rate of lag advance from round 
1 through round k, and reduce ~ l a g f + l  proportional to (1 - R l e a d a d ~ ~ + ~ , ~ ) .  Therefore) 
a link with a higher lag advance rate will be allocated a relatively higher amount of 
channel occupancy time than the link with a lower lag advance rate. 
5.7 Evaluation 
In this section) we evaluate TES using the 723-2 simulator [76]. We compare the 
performance of TES against DCF) the standard 802.11 MAC protocol, and IDS (for 
Idlesense), a recently proposed idle time based channel access protocol [40]. Each 
data point is an average of ten runs of simulation. Unless otherwise noted) each 
simulation run lasted for about 100 seconds and competing nodes are 802.llb-based. 
We compute the pair of collision rate and idle time that maximizes the aggregate 
throughput when frames are transmitted at  11 Mbps based on the analysis in Sec- 
tion 5.2.3. We find that the target fraction of collision events relative to the total 
number of transmission events ( P C O Z ~ V ~ ~ ~ )  should be about 8.7%. The corresponding 
ideal amount of idle time is about 125 ps. DCF requires that each frame transmission 
be preceded by an idle interval of 50 ps in addition to a randomized backoff delay. 
For a fair comparison among all three protocols, each node under both TES and IDS 
only initiates backoff after a 50 ps of idle period. Both IDS and TES use the same 
target idle time. 
For IDS, we use the default parameters for adjusting CW as suggested in [40]. 
Table 5.1 lists the default parameters of TES. We achieve these by conducting several 
simulations. 
Under DCF, the CW is lower-bounded at 31 and upper-bounded at 1024 as spec- 
ified in the 802.11 specification [2]. IDS did not propose that the CW is upper- 
bounded [40]. Although we propose that the CW is upper-bounded under TES, for 
a fair comparison between IDS and TES, we ran both TES and IDS without upper- 
bounding the CW. The CW is also lower-bounded at 6 under both TES and IDS. 
We first examine the benefits of TES without the fairness mechanism described 
in Section 5.6. We evaluate TES with its fairness mechanism in Section 5.7.6 and 
beyond. 
l l b - l a  l l b - l b  
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(b) TCP 
Figure 5-7: Aggregate UDP and TCP throughputs achieved in either the uplink 
direction (1 lb- la) or downlink direction (1 lb-lb) by four competing 802.llb clients, 
two sending at 11 Mbps and the other two at 1 Mbps. 
Benefits of Time-based Fairness 
We ran experiments to show that TES achieves time-based fairness, leading to in- 
creased aggregate throughput relative to DCF in rate diverse environments. Figure 5- 
7 shows the aggregate UDP and TCP throughputs achieved by two nodes exchanging 
data with the AP at 11 Mbps and two other exchanging data with the AP at 1 Mbps. 
In l lb-la,  all flows are in the downstream direction and in llb-la, all are in the 
upstream direction. 
TES achieves time-based fairness and as a result, the aggregate UDP throughput 
in each scenario improves by 173%. Under both schemes, the channel occupancy time 
1 lb-lc llb-ld 
(a) UDP 
l lb-lc llb-ld 
(b) TCP 
Figure 5-8: Aggregate UDP and TCP throughputs achieved by four competing 
802.llb clients, each exchanging data at 11 Mbps. In llb-lc, there are 2 uplink 
and 2 downlink clients. In llb-ld, there are 1 uplink client and 3 downlink clients. 
Although the aggregate throughput is roughly the same for both scenarios, fairness 
is affected (see Figure 5-9) 
achieved by each link is no more than 2% of that of another link (not shown in the 
figure). 
IDS can also achieve time-based fairness for these scenarios scenarios. However, 
IDS, as proposed in [40], will not achieve time-based fairness in many practical sce- 
narios. To achieve time-based fairness, IDS attempts to scale transmission probability 
based on the data transmission rate. This leads to time-based fairness if the data 
transmission rate is the only factor that can influence the transmission time of each 
frame, which is not typically the case. For example, if the transmission probability 
of each node is only scaled according to its data rate, competing nodes using dif- 
ferent frame sizes but the same data rate will not achieve equal amounts of channel 
occupancy time. 
5.7.2 Benefits of Per-link Fairness 
In this section, we show that TES provides per-link fairness. Figure 5-8 shows the 
aggregate UDP and TCP throughputs achieved by four competing 802.11b clients 
in two scenarios. All clients exchange data with the AP at 11 Mbps. In llb-lc, 
there are 2 upstream clients and 2 downstream clients whereas in llb-ld, there are 3 
downstream clients and only 1 upstream client. As expected, the achieved aggregate 
throughputs under two different schemes are very similar for each scenario (since all 
nodes use the same data rate). 
However, the amount of channel occupancy time allocated to each link is different. 
Figure 5-9(a) shows the ratio of the maximum amount of channel occupancy time 
achieved by a link to the minimum amount achieved by a link. All flows are UDP 
flows. In scenario llb-lc, the maximin ratio of channel occupancy time is roughly 1 
1 lb-lc llb-ld 
(a) Max/Min Time Ratio 
llb-lc llb-ld 
(b) Fairness Index 
Figure 5-9: Max/min ratio and time fairness index of two scenarios with UDP-only 
flows. In each scenario, TES achieves a very high degree of fairness, with both the 
max/min ratio and fairness index close to 1. DCF allocates less channel occupancy 
time to downstream links, leading to much higher degrees of unfairness among com- 
peting links. 
under TES but 2 under DCF. This is because the two downstream links are allocated 
the same amount of channel occupancy time as each upstream link. Similarly, in 
scenario llb-ld, the max/min ratio of channel occupancy time under DCF is 3. 
Figure 5-9(b) shows the fairness index [46] of channel occupancy time allocated 
to links. A fairness index of 1 indicates that each link achieves an equal amount 
of channel occupancy time. Again, TES achieve fairness induces close to 1 for each 
scenario. The differences in fairness index under DCF and TEA are not as dramatic 
as the max/min ratios because the fairness index computes the "average" deviation 
of each node's allocated share of resource from its fair share. 
Variations in Frame Size 
Figure 5-10 shows the aggregate UDP throughput and max/min ratio of channel 
occupancy time under each of the three MAC protocols, when two nodes use the 
maximum-sized frames and the other two use a payload size 50% smaller than the 
maximum size allowed. The aggregate throughput is roughly equal. However, neither 
IDS nor DCF provide time-based fairness since nodes using the larger payload size get 
a higher share of channel occupancy time than those using the smaller payload size. 
In contrast, TES achieves time-based fairness, irrespective of the frame size. Note 
that the max/min time ratio under both IDS and DCF is about 1.67 and not 2. This 
is because of a constant per-frame MAC and physical layer overhead independent of 
the payload size. 
(a) Throughput (b) Max/Min Time Ratio 
Figure 5-10: Aggregate UDP and max/min time ratios when there are four competing 
802.11b clients, with two using a payload size twice that of the other two. 
Number of Node* 
(a) 2 > N > 20 
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( b ) 2 > N > 2 0 0  
Figure 5-11: Aggregate UDP Throughput as a Function of the Number of Contenders. 
5.7.4 Achieving Scalability 
In this section, we show how TES sustains aggregate throughput independent of 
load. We ran a number of experiments involving various numbers of continuously 
backlogged nodes. Figures 5- 1 1 (a) and 5-1 1 (b) plots the aggregate UDP throughput 
achieved under each scheme as a function of the number of backlogged nodes, which 
are all sending UDP data packets to a common AP using a data rate of 11 Mbps. 
Each simulation run lasted about 300 seconds. The aggregate throughput for all three 
schemes, DCF, IDS and TES, are comparable when the number of nodes is small. 
When the number of nodes is 10, TES achieves 5.8% higher aggregate throughput 
than DCF. The throughput gain increases to 13.5%, 28.3% and 71%, when the number 
of nodes is 20, 50 and 200 respectively. TES achieves slightly higher aggregate UDP 
throughput than IDS in each case. 
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Figure 5-12: Measures related to efficiency and fairness when different numbers of 
backlogged nodes are sending UDP data packets to a common AP. 
The performance gain achieved by TES and IDS over DCF can be explained by 
Figure 5-12(a), which plots the average amount of observed idle time preceding trans- 
mission events, and Figure 5- 12 (b) , which plots the ratios of collision events to trans- 
mission events. The amount of idle time that maximizes the aggregate throughput 
according to the analysis in Section 5.2.3 is about 175ps. As shown in Figure 5-12(a), 
the observed idle time under TES tracks most closely to this number and as a result 
the aggregate throughput under TES is superior to the other two schemes. 
TES also achieves a much higher degree of fairness than both DCF and IDS. 
Figure 5-12(c) compares the max/min ratios of channel occupancy time achieved 
under all three schemes. TES achieves max/min ratios close to 1. Similarly TES 
achieves better max/min ratios of received UDP packets than the other two schemes, 
as shown in Figure 5-12(d). 
To summarize: 
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Figure 5-13: Evolutions of various measures over the first 19 second since 10 nodes 
simultaneously compted for channel access. 
The aggregate throughput under DCF: 
- Is signficantly less than those under both IDS and TES when the number 
of competing nodes is more than a dozen, and 
- Decreases rapidly with the number of contenders whereas those under IDS 
and TES remain relatively unchanged with incrased number of contenders, 
and 
TES is much fairer than DCF in all the cases examined and than IDS when the 
number of nodes is large. The relative improvement in fairness that TES has 
over both DCF and IDS increases with the number of nodes. 
5.7.5 Convergence To Fairness 
In this section, we explore how quickly each scheme reaches i) the state a t  which the 
amount of observed idle time approaches the ideal amount and remains that way, and 
ii) the state at  which the CWs of the competing nodes are similar and oscillate around 
the ideal value. The experiments were similar to the scalability experiments except 
that they were run at  much shorter time scales. The four sub-figures of Figure 5-13 
plot the evolutions of various measures achieved under the three schemes when there 
are 10 contenders sending data at  the same time at  a data rate of 11 Mbps. As shown 
in Figure 5-13(a), it took about 2 to 3 seconds for TES and DCF to reach the state at 
which the aggregate throughput remains roughly unchanged with further increase in 
elapsed time. IDS took about 5 seconds to reach that state. Figure 5-13(b) plots the 
percentage of nodes, that could not successfully transfer even a single UDP packet to 
the AP. Even within the first second, the percentage was zero under all three schemes, 
i.e., all nodes were able to successfully transfer at  least one UDP packet to the AP. 
The maximin ratios of channel occupancy time and received packets at  smaller 
amounts of elapsed time were significantly higher under DCF than under the other 
two schemes. This is because the CWs of the competing nodes often vary widely at 
the beginning. Under the exponential backoff scheme used by DCF, a few unfortunate 
nodes that experience successive losses because of collisions will have relatively large 
CWs. Since both IDS and TES do not react to frame losses, they are immune to 
fluctuations in frame loss rates. Hence, the maximin ratios under IDS and TES are 
superior to those under DCF. 
DCF's inability to quickly converge to the state at which each competing node 
achieves roughly an equal amount of channel occupancy time, is more pronounced 
with increased number of nodes. As shown in Figure 5-14(c), when there are 50 
contenders, the maximin ratio of channel occupancy time under DCF is as high as 9 
whereas those of IDS and TES remain below 3. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5- 
14(b), the AP did not receive any packets from 7.5% of nodes during the first second. 
TES consistently achieves lower maximin ratios than IDS. The advantage of TES 
over IDS becomes more pronounced with increased number of nodes. Figures 5-15 
and 5-16 plot the same sets of measures for TES and IDS when the number of nodes is 
100 and 200 respectively. We omit DCF from these figures to highlight the differences 
between IDS and TES. The measures under DCF are worse than those under both 
IDS and TES for both 100-node and 200-node competitions. 
As shown in Figure 5-15, when 100 nodes compete for channel access, TES is 
consistently better than IDS under all four measures. The differences in the max/min 
ratios are most pronounced. 
When 200 nodes compete for channel access, the improvements that TES has 
over IDS are drastic especially in fairness related measures. As shown in Figure 5- 
16(b), there were significantly smaller fractions of nodes, from which the AP did not 
successfully receive any UDP packet, under TES than under IDS, for the first 19 
seconds. Figure 5-16(c) shows that the max/min ratio of channel occupancy time 
under IDS was still diverging even after 19 seconds had elapsed. In contrast, the 
maximin ratio of channel occupancy time rapidly converges under TES. Notice that 
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Figure 5-14: Evolutions of various measures over the first 19 second since 50 nodes 
simultaneously competed for channel access. 
during the first three seconds, the max/min ratios under TES are higher than those 
under IDS. This is because during the first few seconds, each node under TES rapidly 
increases CW according to its observed amount of idle time which was constantly 
smaller than the ideal amount at the end of early rounds. 
The max/min ratio increases with increased CW. However, this process of con- 
tinued increase in CW reverses quickly under TES as the observed amount of idle 
time under each node becomes greater than or equal to the ideal amount of idle time. 
This condition is reached in just 2 seconds. At that point, each node under TES be- 
gins to reduce its C W and continues t he increase/decrease process, t hereby lowering 
the max/min ratio. On the other hand, it takes IDS a relatively long time to reach 
the point where the average amounts of idle time observed by nodes reach or exceed 
the ideal amount of idle time. The significant gains achieved by TES over IDS are 
mainly attributable to TES's method of adjusting CW as a function of the difference 
between the ideal and observed amounts of idle time. 
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Figure 5-15: Evolutions of various measures over the first 19 second since 100 nodes 
simultaneously competed for channel access. 
Figure 5-17 plots Jain's fairness index of received UDP packets of all three schemes. 
Jain's fairness index [46] quantifies the aggregate variations between an actual weight 
vector and the desired fair weight vector. In the aforementioned experiments, each 
node should have been able to successfully transmit roughly the same number of UDP 
packets. I.e., the fair weight of each node will be the average number of received UDP 
packets. The fairness index can vary between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating that the two 
vectors are identical. As shown in the figure, TES achieves a higher or equal degree 
of fairness than both IDS and DCF in all cases. 
To summarize: 
0 Both TES and IDS achieve higher aggregate throughput and fairness than DCF, 
TES achieves noticeable gains in aggregate throughput over IDS during the first 
few seconds after nodes began competing for channel access and 
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Figure 5-16: Evolutions of various measures over the first 19 second since 200 nodes 
simultaneously competed for channel access. 
TES achieves significantly higher degrees of fairness than IDS during the first 
several seconds after nodes began competing for channel access, whenever the 
number of contenders is more than a few dozens. 
5.7.6 Random Channel Losses 
We now explore how various MAC protocols react to two types of losses due to 
channel errors: random losses and burst losses. In some environments, channel losses 
appear random, whereas in other environments, especially mobile environments, chan- 
nel losses tend to occur in bursts [73, 71, 831. This subsection explores the impact of 
random losses in detail and the next subsection examines the impact of burst losses. 
The key question in both cases is what to do when losses occur. If the channel 
losses experienced by a node are random, the node is not likely to benefit from delaying 
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Figure 5- 17: Jain's Fairness Index of Received UDP Packets. 
its next transmission. However, if the losses occur in bursts, the node should delay 
its transmissions and let other nodes transmit instead. In practice, a node may not 
know for sure which type of errors it is experiencing. The type of channel errors 
may vary over time depending on the location and the movement of the mobile node. 
Therefore, it is important that any scheme that attempts to avoid burst losses must 
not adversely affect the performance and fairness in the presence of randomized errors. 
This subsection and the next explore four different schemes: DCF, IDS, TES-E and 
TES-FE. 
TES-E is TES with a simple exponential scheme to avoid burst losses, which works 
as follows. Whenever a node encounters a loss and the average fraction of channel 
occupancy time used by the node is less than 75% (i.e., there is active competition for 
channel access), it will add to the normal randomized backoff delay a fixed amount 
of time. This amount is doubled with each successive loss. This exponential scheme 
is similar but not identical to the one used by DCF. TES-FE is TES with the same 
exponential scheme and with the fairness mechanism described in Section 5.6. As 
shown in this section and the next, TES-FE is the only one of the protocols that can 
achieve high aggregate throughput with very little or no unfairness among competing 
links. DCF, IDS and TES-E can only achieve one or the other and seldom both in 
the presence of errors. 
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Figure 5-18: Measures related to efficiency and fairness when nodes experience ran- 
dom losses because of channel errors, under three different scenarios. 
Figure 5- 18 plots various measures under three different scenarios: 11 b- 1 h, 1 lb- l i  
and llb-lj. In scenario llb-lh, there is only a single node transmitting to the AP 
while experiencing a bit error rate of 0.000014 (a roughly 16% frame loss rate, a high 
but realistic loss rate in practice.) In scenario llb-li, there are four nodes sending 
UDP data to a common AP, with each node experiencing a bit error rate of 0.000014. 
In scenario, llb-lj, there are four nodes sending UDP data to a common AP; two 
nodes experience bit error rates of 0.000014 and the other two do not observe channel 
errors. 
As shown in Figure 5-18(a), in llb-lh, the achieved throughputs of the single 
node under TES-E and TES-FE are about 15% higher than that under DCF and the 
achieved throughput under IDS is about 11% higher than under DCF. This is because 
a node under DCF increases its contention window size with each loss encountered 
(even when it is the only node occupying the channel). IDS outperforms DCF since 
nodes under IDS do not react to frame losses. TES-E and TES-FE outperform DCF 
since nodes under both schemes only react to losses when there is at least one other 
node competing for channel access. Note that the reduction in aggregate throughput 
is not limited to  a single node case. Under a MAC protocol such as DCF that has 
a backoff scheme that simply reacts to losses by increasing average backoff delay, 
the aggregate throughput will be reduced whenever one or more nodes experience 
relatively high error rates but no other competing nodes have enough offered load 
to take advantage of additional channel occupancy time left unused by the nodes 
experiencing high loss rates. 
Scenario l lb- l i  examines the situation when all nodes experience similar error 
rates. In this scenario, the aggregate throughputs achieved under all four schemes 
are comparable (see l lb- l i  in Figure 5-18(a)). Similarly, the max/min ratios of under 
all four schemes are also comparable, as shown in Figures 5-18(c) and 5-18(d). 
In 1 lb-l j  (half of the nodes experience high error rates), the aggregate throughputs 
achieved under both DCF and TES-E are slightly higher (3%) than those achieved 
under TES-FE and IDS. This is because under both DCF and TES-E, nodes with 
lower loss rates will achieve higher amount of channel occupancy time. Therefore, the 
overall frame loss rates attributable only to channel errors improve slightly under DCF 
and IDS as shown in Figure 5-18(b). However, Figures 5-18(c) and 5-18 (d) show that 
the max/min ratios under DCF and TES-E are much higher than those under IDS 
and TES-FE. It is easy to see why IDS achieves better max/min ratios since it does 
not react to losses. However, TES-FE achieves similarly good max/min ratios even 
though nodes under TES-FE react to losses in a similar fashion to nodes under DCF 
and TES-E. This is because the fairness mechanism of TES-FE allows nodes that are 
lagging in channel occupancy time to achieve a higher share of channel occupancy 
time in the future. In other words, nodes that intentionally delay their transmissions 
by reacting to frame losses (to avoid potential burst losses) will soon "catch up" 
with other nodes when their observed channel conditions are better, leading to little 
unfairness. 
In summary, in the presence of randomized channel errors: 
All schemes achieve similar aggregate throughput, and 
DCF and TES-E lead to significantly higher max/min ratios of channel occu- 
pancy time and received UDP packets than IDS and TES-FE. 
The aggregate throughput achieved and the max/min ratios under TES-FE are com- 
parable to those under IDS in the presence of random channel errors, even though 
TES-FE has a burst avoid scheme that reacts to losses. 
5.7.7 Burst Losses 
In this section, we explore the impact of losses that occur in bursts. We use a 
Rayleigh fast-fading model [80, 831 to capture the short time-scale fading phenomenon 
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Figure 5-19: Measures related to efficiency and fairness when nodes experience losses 
in bursts because of channel errors, under two different scenarios. 
that arises because of the movements of senders and/or receivers and those of other 
objects along transmission paths between transmitters and receivers. The received 
power thresholds for various data rates are based on the Orinoco 802.llb Gold Card 
data sheet [24]. 
We ran experiments under two scenarios: llb-lk and llb-11. In both scenarios, 
four nodes send UDP data packets to a common AP at 11 Mbps. In scenario llb-lk, 
two nodes are very close to the AP and two other nodes are about 80 and 90 feet 
away from the AP respectively. In scenario llb-11, the four nodes are at 60, 70, 80 
and 90 feet away from the AP respectively. 
As shown in Figure 5-19(a), in both scenarios, the aggregate throughputs achieved 
under IDS is less than those achieved under all other schemes. TES-FE achieves 6% 
and 10% higher in aggregate throughput than IDS under scenarios llb-lk and llb- 
11 respectively. This is because TES-FE reduces the frame loss rate attributable to 
channel errors. As shown in Figure 5-19(b), TES-FE achieves 58% and 56% reductions 
aggregate frame loss rates (due to burst channel errors) over IDS. Specifically, in 
scenario llb-11, the reduction of 10 percentage points in the aggregate frame loss rate 
(from 16% under IDS to about 6% under TES-FE) leads to a similar improvement 
in aggregate throughput. Such significant reductions in frame loss rates can lead to 
relatively more significant improvements in aggregate throughput in many scenarios 
when rate adaption mechanisms are used. Also, the observed collision rates under all 
schemes are similar (around 4.5%) for both scenarios (not shown in the figures). 
Although DCF and TES-E achieve similar improvements in aggregate throughput 
and frame loss rates over IDS, they lead to significantly higher maximin ratios of 
channel occupancy time and received UDP packets than IDS and TES-FE. 
To summarize: 
DCF, TES-E and TES-FE, by virtues of their simple mechanisms to avoid burst 
losses, improve aggregate throughput and significantly reduce overall loss rates 
in the presence of time correlated errors, when compared to IDS, which has no 
such mechanism, 
DCF and TES-E, however, lead to significantly higher maximin ratios of chan- 
nel occupancy time and received UDP packets than either IDS or TES-FE, 
and 
TES-FE is the only scheme that achieves high aggregate throughputs while 
providing little or no unfairness in situations where losses occur in bursts. 
The results in this section and the previous section show that the fairness mech- 
anism of TES, in the presence of any types of errors, can provide a high degree of 
fairness even when burst avoidance schemes are used. 
5.8 Summary 
In this chapter, we described TES, a distributed MAC protocol, that achieves time- 
based, per-link fairness and scales well with the number of contenders. Unlike most 
existing protocols, TES does not rely on a spontaneous loss feedback mechanism, such 
as a stop-and-wait ARQ mechanism, to adjust CW. Instead, TES relies on idle time 
to adjust CW that is appropriate for the current contention level. 
The default configuration of TES, TES-FE, includes a fairness mechanism and a 
simple burst avoidance scheme. TES-FE ensures that each competing entity achieves 
its fair share of channel occupancy time in the long term even in the presence of burst 
loss avoidance schemes, which voluntarily give up transmission opportunities to avoid 
burst losses. 
Through extensive simulations, we showed that compared to DCF and IDS, TES- 
FE achieves high efficiency with little or no unfairness in the presence of rate diversity, 
random channel errors, time-correlated channel errors and many contenders. 
Chapter 6 
Centralized Time-based Regulator 
The previous chapter describes and evaluates TES, a distributed MAC protocol that 
achieves time-based, per-link fairness and scalability. However, TES is not backward- 
compatible in a sense that it cannot be used in existing 802.11 networks that use 
DCF. In this chapter, we describe a backward-compatible link-layer solution that 
can provide the benefits of time-based fairness without requiring modifications a t  the 
MAC layer. Specifically, we: 
Present an effective backward-compatible scheme, TBR (for Time-based Regu- 
lator), for deploying time-based, per-duplink (or per-client) fairness in existing 
AP-based WLANs, irrespective of the MAC protocol used, 
Describe an efficient 802.1 1-based implementation of TBR that requires chang- 
ing only the driver on the access point, and 
Demonstrate that TBR achieves time-based fairness by evaluating it on a Linux- 
based 802.llb testbed. 
We also discuss the limitations of TBR. In particular, our TBR implementation does 
not alleviate many deficiencies of the underlying MAC protocol. For example, even 
with TBR, the collision rate of an 802.llb network will still be high when the number 
of contenders is more than a dozen. Furthermore, unlike TES, TBR requires coordi- 
nation among multiple cells which may not be possible when they fall under different 
administrative domains. TBR is suitable when efficient coordination among multiple 
cells is possible and a backward-compatible solution is necessary. Most of the work 
in this chapter appear in [94]. 
6.1 TBR: Design and Implement at ion 
TBR runs at each AP and provides an equal share of long-term channel occupancy 
time to each competing client node by 
Dictating how frame transmissions are scheduled a t  the AP as well as a t  the 
clients; TBR allows data exchange between the AP and a client only if the 
channel occupancy time allocated in the past few seconds for exchanging data 
is not more than the client's fair, 
Taking into account the channel occupancy time of traffic in both downlink and 
uplink directions, and 
a Taking into account varying traffic conditions, loss rates, data rates, and frame 
sizes. 
TBR is based on a token bucket scheme [B]. Token bucket or leaky bucket based 
approaches are used to shape traffic in wired networks especially in ATM networks [18, 
84, 1041. We develop a practical, adaptive token bucket based approach to provision 
channel occupancy time among competing clients. 
The fundamental unit or token used in the implementation is the channel occu- 
pancy time in micro-seconds. TBR schedules the transmission of a frame destined to 
or originated from a client only if the node has not used up all its available channel 
occupancy time. 
Figure 6-1 shows the pseudo-code of TBR that runs on the AP. TBR is part of a 
link-control sublayer and thus sits between the MAC sublayer and the network layer. 
TBR is implemented in five event handlers, each of which is triggered by the network 
layer, a timer or the MAC layer. 
When a node z associates with the AP (i.e., joins the network), ASSOCIATEEVENT 
is triggered. The procedure i) creates output queue queue, and ii) initializes tokens,, 
the available tokens, to an initial value, TMt. Tina < Bucket. Bucket is a system- 
wide pre-configured parameter that specifies the maximum number of tokens that the 
node can accumulate. rate,, the rate at which tokens, is being re-filled. The idea is 
that TBR will allow data exchange between the AP and client z only if tokens, > 0, 
i.e., the client has not used up all of its fair share of channel occupancy time. Since 
tokens, is filled at rate,, the amount of channel occupancy time allocated to client i 
for communicating with the AP will be capped at rate, in the long-term. 
Whenever the upper layer has a packet p to transmit, it calls APPTXEVENT. 
TBR simply enqueues the packet to queue, where z is the destination of p. 
TBR adjusts tokens,, according to the channel occupancy time of transmitted 
frames originated from or destined to node z. Section 6.1.2 described how TBR com- 
putes the channel occupancy time. Bucket determines the maximum length of the 
burst period in which node z can transmit successively (if no other nodes can trans- 
mit). Bucket can affect the short-term fairness, an issue we discuss in Section 6.2.1. 
TBR sets up a timer that periodically calls FILLEVENT. For each client z, the 
procedure updates tokens, using rate, and the total amount of available channel 
occupancy time time, t, since the last time FILLEVENT was called. Typically, t is 
less than elapsed, the elapsed time, because the channel is not always used for data 
transmissions; transmission events are typically separated by idle time, which should 
not be considered as part of the channel occupancy time. 
n 
ratei is the rate at which tokens are being re-filled. The summation ratei = 1, 
i=l 
where n is the number of active client nodes. In general, rate, can vary among 
client nodes depending on the desired fairness policy. If each competing node should 
receive an equal share of the channel occupancy time, rate, = 1.  In practice, not all 
nodes can consume their available channel occupancy time according to the allocation. 
TBR ensures that the system remains work conserving by adjusting the token rates 
appropriately, as discussed in Section 6.1.3. 
PROCEDURE ASSOCIATE EVENT(^) { 
tokensi +- Tinit 
rate, +-- fair share of channel occupancy time 
initialize queue, 
1 
PROCEDURE APPTXEVENT(~) { 
z + destination of p 
enqueue p to queue, 
1 
PROCEDURE FILLEVENT() { 
elapsed +-- the time elapsed since the last time FILLEVENT was called 
t +-- total amount of channel occupancy time during elapsed 
for each link z 
tokensi +-- min@okens, + t * rate,. Bucket) 
lastclock +-- clock 
} 
PROCEDURE MACTXEVENTQ {
for each link z starting with nextz 
if queue, is not empty and tokens, > 0 
dequeue a packet p from queue, 
ask the MAC to transmit p 
nextz +-- next link after z 
1 
Figure 6-1: Pseudo-code of most of TBR. 
6.1.1 Scheduling Frame Transmissions 
Whenever the MAC layer is ready to accept a new packet for transmission, it calls 
MACTXEVENT. TBR chooses one output queue among all the output queues with 
positive available channel occupancy time (tokens) and dequeues a packet for trans- 
mission. 
The manner in which the output queue is chosen has no impact on the overall 
effectiveness of achieving fair time allocation in the long-term, since only the queues 
with positive tokens are considered. Nonetheless, the order could impact the short- 
term fairness. For simplicity and to alleviate short-term unfairness, TBR chooses the 
output queue among those with positive tokens in a round-robin manner. Short-term 
unfairness can further be reduced by choosing the queue whose head-of-line packet 
has the shortest expected final completion time. 
Once the output queue is chosen, TBR can decide which frame in the queue gets 
transmitted. For TCP, in-order packet delivery is desirable and thus a first-in-first- 
out discipline is preferable. However, if there are time-sensitive packets (used by real- 
time protocols), they should have priority over TCP packets with earlier arrival times. 
The correctness of TBR does not depend on how a packet to dequeue is chosen. We 
also note that TBR works with various buffering schemes (e.g. RED, drop-tail) that 
dictate which packets to drop when the queue is getting full. We distinguish buffering 
schemes from packet scheduling schemes. The former is responsible for deciding which 
packets to drop whereas the latter decides which packet gets transmitted [25]. 
TBR also dictates the scheduling of packet transmissions at the clients. Specifi- 
cally, whenever tokens, $ 0, TBR needs to explicitly inform node z to delay trans- 
mission for a short amount of time. This can be accomplished in two ways. First, 
the TBR agent at the AP can inform the client by sending an explicit notification 
packet or piggybacking such information in a downlink packet. Second, the client can 
monitor the total channel occupancy time of packets transmitted and received, and 
transmit only if there is available channel occupancy time allocated for the node. To 
do so, the client needs to know only rate,. However, as we explain in Section 6.1.3, 
TBR at  the AP may update rate, depending on the overall traffic conditions and 
when that happens, TBR needs to inform the client. In both cases, a client agent 
is necessary at  each client to communicate with TBR at the AP. We uses the first 
method. 
The amount of communication overhead depends on the MAC protocol used. TBR 
requires a single bit in the MAC header of a data frame transmission to notify the 
client to delay its transmission for a pre-determined amount of time. Even in cases 
where there is only uplink traffic, TBR can inform the client to delay its transmission 
with little overhead if the underlying MAC protocol (e.g. DCF) employs a stop-and- 
wait retransmission strategy. A stop-and-wait protocol requires the node receiving a 
data frame to reply with a synchronous acknowledgment, which can carry the TBR 
notification bit. Furthermore, if the underlying MAC protocol employs a polling 
mechanism (such as 802.11's PCF), no explicit communication is necessary since 
TBR can dictate which node gets polled. 
Avoiding the Need for Client Agents 
Although we just described how TBR cooperates with clients through client agents, 
cooperation from each client is only necessary if the client has uplink UDP flows that 
represent a significant fraction of its traffic. That is, client agents are unnecessary 
when TCP dominates WLAN traffic, which is typically the case as indicated by studies 
at university campuses [60, 961 and at a multi-day conference [7]. The studies show 
that TCP accounted for more than 90% of bytes exchanged over the WLANs. 
Irrespective of the direction (uplink or downlink) of a TCP data packet stream of 
a client, regulating only frame transmissions from the AP to the client is sufficient to 
ensure that the client does not achieve more than its fair share of channel occupancy 
time. TCP data packets are paced by TCP ack packets ( "ack clocking" [45]) sent out 
by the receiver. In a typical scenario, all TCP data and ack packets go through the 
same AP. Therefore, delaying TCP data (ack) packets at  the AP (by TBR) has the 
effect of slowing down the sending rates of downlink (uplink) TCP flows. 
Thus, when TCP dominates WLAN traffic, an implementation of TBR that re- 
quires no modification to the underlying MAC protocol and to the drivers of mobile 
clients, is sufficient, thereby allowing incremental deployment and preserving back- 
ward compatibility. Through such a Linux-based implementation, we demonstrate in 
Section 6.2 that TBR without client agents can effectively provide long-term channel 
time guarantees for TCP flows in both directions as well as downlink UDP flows. 
PROCEDURE COMPLETE EVENT(^) { 
t + channel occupancy time of p 
if p was sent by AP 
z + destination of p 
else 
i +- source of p 
tokens-, +- tokens-, - t 
if (actuali = 0) 
start. +- current time 
actual-, +-- actualj + t 
1 
Figure 6-2: Pseudo-code of TBR that keeps track of the channel occupancy time 
allocated to each client. 
6.1.2 Computing Channel Occupancy Time 
Whenever the MAC layer has either finished sending or receiving packet p, it triggers 
COMPLETEEVENT. This procedure subtracts the channel occupancy time of p from 
the tokens associated with the node, 2,  that is the source or destination of p. It also 
modifies actuali, the actual tokens used since start.. We will explain how TBR uses 
actual-, in the next subsection. 
We now describe how to compute the channel occupancy time for packet p. To 
send a packet, multiple frame transmissions (retransmissions) at  the MAC-layer may 
be necessary because of losses. Failed frame transmissions also contribute to the 
channel occupancy time required to send a packet. Therefore the channel occupancy 
time required to send or receive a packet is the sum of the channel occupancy time 
required at the MAC layer for each frame transmission until p has successfully been 
transmitted or dropped as a result of an undeliverable failure. 
Taking into account retransmissions is straight forward in the downlink direction. 
However, in the uplink direction, the AP is not aware of the exact number of retrans- 
mission attempts made by the client stations. Ideally, the underlying MAC protocol 
should include a retry sequence number field in the header to indicate how many re- 
transmissions precede the current packet transmission. However, the existing version 
of the DCF's MAC header only includes a 1-bit retry field to indicate whether the 
frame is a retransmission or not. 
When retransmission information is not available for each packet received and 
the necessary header modification is not an option, the AP needs to estimate the 
information necessary to approximate the channel occupancy time. We distinguish 
two types of losses at  the AP: one detected at the MAC layer (by a CRC check 
failure) and the other at the physical layer. In the former, it is highly likely that 
the MAC header, whose size is relatively much smaller than the typical payload size, 
is not corrupted and thus the AP can determine the source address of the failed 
transmission as well as the transmission rate. The MAC layer header can be made 
robust against channel errors by transmitting at a lower data rate. 
However, if the frame loss is detected at the physical layer, TBR can be aware of 
the loss but may not know the source of the transmission and the link-layer sequence 
number. We believe that heuristics can be developed to estimate the transmission 
information of each loss detected at the physical layer based on i) the number of 
active clients in the last few dozen milliseconds and ii) their steady state loss rates 
at  the downlink direction. We have not developed such a mechanism and we discuss 
the consequences in Section 6.1.4. 
6.1.3 Keeping Channel Utilization High 
When traffic contains a mixture of TCP and UDP flows that have various sending 
rates (and bottleneck link bandwidth), it is important to correctly determine the 
amount of channel occupancy time made available to each node. Specifically, TBR 
needs to adjust rate, to reflect changing traffic conditions. For instance, the system 
will be under-utilized if we give each node i of the available channel occupancy time 
but some nodes cannot consume all of their available time shares whereas others could 
consume more if allowed. 
TBR periodically adjusts rate, associated with each node i so that the channel 
utilization is kept high without violating the max-min fairness constraint [19, 461. 
DCF in conjunction with a simple round-robin queuing scheme at  the AP generally 
achieves the max-min notion of fairness when only TCP flows are involved. Assume 
that there are 3 uplink TCP flows and that one flow can only consume of the channel 
bandwidth (the wireless hop is not its bottleneck link). DCF will allow each of the 
remaining flows to consume $ of channel bandwidth provided that the bottleneck link 
of both flows is the wireless link. 
TBR with any MAC protocol achieves the same fairness criteria provided that 
each client node with data to transmit contends for channel access whenever it has 
data to transmit. Satisfying the max-min fairness criteria does not require that the 
actual demand of each node is known. Rather, one can achieve the fairness goal by 
incrementally giving more channel occupancy time to each competing node that can 
consume all the channel occupancy time made available to it [8] and ensuring that no 
nodes receive more channel occupancy time than they can consume. We implement 
this general idea in TBR. 
PROCEDURE ADJUSTRATEEVENT()  { 
for each node z 
actual 
excess + rat% - n~w_, tart ,  
if (excess 5 R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
if excess < Em&) 
~ m i n  d 
if excess > Emax) 
else 
add z to set I' 
ymin  
~ m i n  + -
2 
for each node j E I' 
~ m i n  
ratej + ratej+ - \I'\ 
?'atem +- ratem - Emzn 
for each node j E I 
actualj + 0 
1 
Figure 6-3: Pseudo-code of the token rate adjustment event 
Initially, each competing node starts with the desired token rate of i. TBR 
schedules a timer event called AD JUSTRATEEVENT that periodically adjusts the 
token rate available to each node. As shown in Figure 6-3, ADJUSTRATEEVENT 
computes the excess capacity of the under-utilized nodes, i.e., nodes for which the 
actual token rate (actuali) is lower than the assigned rate by the threshold R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
It then computes the excess capacity Emin to redistribute equally among nodes (1') 
that have fully utilized the provisioned bandwidth in the previous round. 
The actual method of computing Emin is of little importance for the long-term 
correctness so long as Emin is not too big. However, Emin does affect the respon- 
siveness of TBR to changing traffic conditions in the short-term. Briefly, if Emin is 
too large, the instantaneous throughputs experienced by flows can significantly vary. 
Such behaviors may increase the buffer requirements at  the nodes to avoid TCP ack 
compression that can lead to packet drops. If Emin is too small, it can take a long 
time until a max-min channel occupancy time allocation is reached. Meanwhile, the 
channel may be under-utilized since some nodes that have data to send are not al- 
lowed to transmit even though there is excess channel occupancy time left unused by 
some other nodes. 
Figure 6-3 shows one way of choosing Emzn. We pick, among all under-utilized 
nodes, node m with the maximal excess capacity (the largest difference in actual and 
assigned token rate). Half of Emm is subtracted from TO'S token rate and redistributed 
among nodes that have consumed tokens at  rates close to their assigned rates. In 
Section 6.2, we show that using this mechanism TBR is able to keep the channel 
utilization high in the presence of varying traffic conditions. 
An 802.11-based Implement at ion 
We implemented TBR in the HostAP [SO] driver running on a Linux PC as a proof 
of concept. The HostAP driver implements access point functionality so that PCs 
equipped with a Prism chipset based 802.11 cards can act as APs. We use unique 
6-byte MAC addresses as node identifiers. 
TBR requires APs to set up per-node output queues. However, the total buffer 
space requirement is comparable between a normal AP and an AP with TBR. For 
instance, if an existing AP has the total queue size of x packets than a TBR-equipped 
AP can setup n queues each with packets, where n is the number of competing 
nodes. For ease of implementation, our TBR implementation uses FIFO queues. As 
explained before, TBR can work with any buffering scheme. 
We set up a timer that is invoked every 1 to 2 milliseconds (depending on how 
busy the system is handling hardware interrupts) to call FILLEVENT and ADJUS- 
TRATEEVENT. Also, we set Tinit = 50 ms and Bucket = 100 ms. 
Finally, the current implementation of TBR does not use the retransmission in- 
formation in computing the packet transfer time. Thus, TBR in some cases can cause 
slight biases in granting channel occupancy time to competing nodes. Nonetheless, 
as we show in Section 6.2, it does well in achieving its goal. 
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Figure 6-4: TCP throughputs achieved in either uplink or downlink direction by 
two competing nodes using the same data rate. Exp-DCF and Exp-TBR denote the 
experiments that were run with the AP equipped without or with TBR respectively. 
n i ( l l )  denotes the throughput achieved by node z transmitting at 11 Mbps. 
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Figure 6-5: TCP throughputs achieved in either uplink or downlink direction by 
two competing nodes using different data rates. Exp-DCF and Exp- TBR denote the 
experiments that were run with the AP equipped only with DCF without TBR and 
DCF with TBR respectively. 
Evaluation 
We setup experiments to evaluate the correctness and performance of TBR. We used 
a PIII-7OOMHz Linux laptop equipped with a D-Link DWL-650 card running the 
HostAP driver as the AP and IPAQs equipped with Cisco-350 cards as competing 
nodes. 
For each type of experiment, we ran two different AP configurations: one with 
TBR, Exp-TBR, and one without, Exp-DCF. Each data point is an average of 5 
runs and in each run, each contending node sends about 2000 1500-byte packets. All 
throughputs measured are achieved TCP throughputs. 
When the AP is run under the Exp-DCF configuration, no queue is set up in the 
driver. Instead, the kernel interface queue (with the maximum size of 110) is used 
to store packets. When the AP is run with TBR, n queues each with the maximum 
queue size of are set up inside the driver. The kernel interface queue is then set 
to 10. Thus, the total buffer space available to each scheme is the same. 
Figure 6-4 compares the throughputs achieved by two competing nodes using the 
same data rate when the AP is configured with or without TBR. When competing 
nodes use the same data rate, Exp- TBR and Exp-DCF yield almost identical results, 
showing that TBR incurs little overhead. 
When nodes use different data rates, the throughput achieved by each competing 
node as well as the total throughput differ significantly depending upon whether 
TBR is used or not. As shown in Figure 6-5(a), when TBR is used, the total achieved 
throughput in the downlink direction increases by about 6% in the 5 . 5 ~ ~ 1 1  case, 35% 
in the 2vsll case and 103% in the lvs l l  case. 
Figure 6-5(b) shows similar improvements achieved by TBR in the uplink direc- 
tion. 
Table 6.1 : Comparison of achieved TCP throughputs under Exp-DCF and Exp-TBR. 
Node n2 experienced the bottleneck bandwidth of 2.1 Mbps whereas node n l  could 
send as fast as it could (TCP permitted). Both nodes transmitted at 11 Mbps. 
Throughput 
n l  
n2 
Total 
To understand how TBR works when traffic contains flows with various demands? 
we set up a scenario that involved two nodes? n l  and n2, each sending TCP packets 
a t  the same data rate of 11 Mbps but experienced different bottleneck link capacities. 
n2 experienced the bottleneck bandwidth of 2.1 Mbps while the wireless link is nl's 
bottleneck. We achieved this by limiting the sending rate of the application generating 
TCP packets at  n2. The expected DCF' behavior is to give n2 2.1 Mbps of channel 
bandwidth and n l  the remainder. Table 6.1 shows the throughputs achieved under 
Exp-TBR and Exp-DCF. There is no significant difference between the two sets of 
results? showing that the rate adjustment algorithm described in Section 6.1.3 works. 
6.2.1 Limitat ions and Extensions 
Exp-DCF 
2.9434 
2.1276 
5.071 
TBR is currently intended for ensuring that each competing node receives an equal 
share of channel occupancy time based on max-min fairness over the long run. As 
we later demonstrate in Section 6.2? TBR works well when competing flows last for 
hundreds of packets. We believe that long-lived flows (e.g., file transfer applications) 
are usually the cause of congestion in enterprise and university networks, congestion 
in hot-spot. 
However, TBR may not provide fair channel occupancy time allocations among 
clients in the short term, thus mostly affecting flows that are relatively short-lived 
(in the order of tens of packet transfer time). This is because our ratei adjustment 
process may not be responsive enough to reflect changing demands in the short-term. 
Responsiveness of TBR relies on i) the manner with which it adjusts the token rate 
assigned to each competing node and ii) the frequency of adjustment, i.e.? how often 
ADJUSTRATEEVENT) is called. We did not explore TBR's responsiveness on short 
t ime-scales. 
TBR can be modified to provide each competing node with the desired share of 
channel occupancy time (not necessarily equal). Therefore? QoS mechanisms may 
use TBR to provide QoS at  existing AP-based WLANs. Furthermore? although the 
current implementation of TBR allocates channel occupancy time to nodes? it can be 
extended to allocate channel occupancy time among flows. 
The 802.1 l e  standard [44] currently being drafted defines quality of service support 
for the 802.11 MAC. Using 802.1 lel  competing nodes acquire time-limited transmis- 
sion opportunities, each of which is defined as an interval of time when a station has 
Exp-TBR 
2.9542 
2.1193 
5.061 
the right to initiate transmissions. Time-limited TXOPs are allocated via contention 
or granted through a centralized coordinator. Furthermore, 802. l l e  differentiates the 
probability of channel access based on the traffic categories. TBR can be integrated 
with 802.11e by choosing appropriate traffic categories for each competing node ac- 
cording to their fair share of channel occupancy time. 
6.3 Summary 
In this Chapter, we described a practical link-layer scheduling scheme called TBR that 
works in conjunction with 802.11's DCF to provide long-term time-based fairness in 
AP-based WLANs. TBR uses a token bucket based approach to provision channel 
occupancy time among nodes communicating via an AP. We showed that TBR can 
be implemented in an AP driver in a way that is backwards compatible with existing 
802.11 standard. We implemented our scheme in the Linux HostAP driver running 
on a PC used as the AP, and evaluated it through a series of experiments. In the 
absence of rate diversity, the performance of our implementation is equivalent to the 
standard implementation. In the presence of rate diversity, it achieves the predicted 
gains. 

Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
In this chapter, we summarize the work presented in this dissertation, discuss future 
directions and end with concluding thoughts. 
7.1 Summary 
We began by showing that today's distributed MAC protocols lead to low aggregate 
throughput and high delay, and noticeable unfairness in the presence of rate diver- 
sity, varying channel conditions, non-cooperative rational competition, and many 
contenders. 
Through analyses, experiments and simulations, we identified the root causes 
of poor efficiency and unfairness. Specifically, we show that frame-based or bit- 
based fairness used by many existing MAC protocols, including 802.11's DCF, leads 
to poor efficiency and the use-it-or-lose-it policy of DCF leads to a high degree of 
unfairness. We also show that protocols like DCF do not scale with the number of 
contenders. Furthermore, we show through a game theoretic analysis and simulation 
that a combination of frame-based fairness and the use-it-or-lose-it policy can often 
lead rational, non-cooperative nodes to employ inefficient transmission strategies at  
equilibria. 
0 We then argued that that the fundamental shared resource for a given wireless 
channel is channel occupancy time, the time available to transfer data, and not 
bits or frame transmission opportunities. 
0 This led us to argue for time-based fairness, under which competing entities with 
equal priorities achieve equal shares of channel occupancy time. Through anal- 
ysis, we showed that time-based fairness improves the overall network perfor- 
mance over many traditionally accepted fairness notions, including frame-based 
fairness. 
We also argued that a MAC protocol should provide long-term fair channel 
occupancy time shares guarantees among competing entities. Through a game 
theoretic analysis and simulation, we showed that a MAC protocol that provides 
long-term channel occupancy time shares guarantees can lead rational nodes to 
more efficient equilibria than a MAC protocol, such as DCF, that only allocates 
channel occupancy time on a use-it-or-lose it basis. 
We developed two solutions, TES and TBR, that achieve time-based fairness and 
provide fair channel occupancy time shares guarantees for two different target envi- 
r onment s. 
TES Our Time-fair Efficient and Scalable MAC protocol is a distributed non backward- 
compatible MAC protocol that achieves high network efficiency with little un- 
fairness in both long and short timescales- attributes that have not been achieved 
simultaneously by existing distributed MAC protocols. Our simulation results 
show that compared to DCF, TES i) in the presence of rate diversity, improves 
by as much as 170% and 140% in aggregate UDP and TCP throughput respec- 
tively, ii) improves aggregate UDP throughput by as much as 70% when the 
number of contenders is in several dozens, ii) reduces frame loss rates by as 
much as 60% in the presence of time-correlated channel errors, and iii) achieves 
a noticeably higher or no-less degree of fairness in all cases that we tried. 
TBR Our Time-based Regulator is a backward-compatible link-layer scheduler that 
runs at the AP, works in conjunction with DCF, and requires no modifications 
to clients nor to DCF. TBR is appropriate for existing AP-based networks but, 
unlike TES, is ineffective when nearby non-cooperative nodes fall under different 
administrative domains. An evaluation of our Linux implementation of TBR 
shows that TBR is effective in providing fair channel occupancy time allocation 
among clients and can improve aggregate TCP throughput by as much as 105% 
in the presence of rate diversity. 
7.2 Potential Future Research Work 
We now discuss future directions of the work presented in this dissertation. 
More Efficient ARQ: TES decouples its collision control mechanism from the 
link-layer retransmission mechanism. Since link-layer feedback (of loss) is no 
longer necessary for adjusting CW to achieve a value that is appropriate with 
the contention level, it is no longer essential to use a stop-and-wait ARQ protocol 
like the one used by DCF. TES can work well with a more efficient retransmis- 
sion mechanism like selective-repeat that requests retransmissions only of frames 
that are not correctly received. However, a responsive feedback mechanism may 
still be necessary for burst avoidance schemes. Therefore, the challenge is to 
develop a retransmission mechanism that takes advantage of TES's collision con- 
trol mechanism, which does not require feedback, while responsively informing 
the sender to delay its transmissions in the presence of time-correlated errors. 
2. More Effective Rate Adaptation: TES achieves a bounded collision rate. There- 
fore, each node can deduce its frame loss rate attributable to channel errors 
from the observed loss rate and the known collision rate. By being able to ac- 
curately determine its error rate, a node may be able to select an appropriate 
data transmission rate more effectively. 
3. Time-based, Power-based Fairness: Our game theoretic analysis does not con- 
sider choosing transmit power as part of the transmission strategy space. How- 
ever, transmit power is an important criteria, since the higher the transmit 
power of a frame transmission, the higher the probability of that frame being 
received successfully, and the more noise level it adds to nearby transmissions. 
It will be a natural evolution to develop a fairness notion in terms of both 
channel occupancy time and transmit power used. 
4. Spectrum Sharing Etiquette: Our game theoretic analysis showed that a MAC- 
layer fairness notion is critical in achieving efficiency in the presence of rational 
non-cooperative competition. Since many heterogeneous WLAN technologies 
share unlicensed frequency bands, it is important to establish a set of etiquette 
for fair and efficient sharing of spectrum. Although we showed that a CSMA 
MAC protocol can achieve time-based fairness in a distributed manner, it is not 
dear how best to achieve a similar goal when competing devices run different 
MAC protocols, including non-contention based protocols. 
7.3 Conclusion 
Our work examines the impact of MAC-layer fairness notions on network efficiency. 
We presented our work in the context of 802.11 WLANs. However, most of our work 
is relevant for any contention-based distributed MAC protocol. We believe that most 
future WLAN technologies operating in unlicensed bands will at least in part contend 
for channel access in a distributed fashion without explicit coordination, even when all 
nodes fall under the same administrative domain. The reason is because it is almost 
impractical to coordinate channel access in a centralized manner among competing 
devices running a disparate set of WLAN technologies, including Bluetooth, designed 
for short-range low-power communications, cordless phones, and Zigbee, a newer 
standard to support sensor-based ultra-low-power communications, especially when 
data exchange among devices often occurs in bursts. 
Our solution, TES, demonstrates that efficiency and scalability can be achieved 
in a distributed contention-based fashion with little or no sacrifice to fairness. We 
hope that our analyses, observations and the techniques used in TES will help future 
standard bodies, including the 802.11 standard bodies, develop next generation of 
MAC protocols that are suitable for multi-rate WLANs and non-cooperative hetero- 
geneous environments. The wireless revolution is on. It is important that we a t  least 
maintain and possibly improve aggregate utilities of WLAN users, whose productivity 
will increasingly depend on robust wireless communications. 
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Appendix A 
Supplements to Chapter 3 
Our proofs in this appendix is in the context of two nodes, 2 and j ,  competing for 
channel access. We write to denote the vector of transmission strategy used by 
i and j such that g, = g1 and gj  = g3 ,  where g1 and g3 transmission strategies. We 
use o to denote that a wild card strategy. For example, G1-' denotes that g, = g1 but 
gj can be any transmission strategy. We use r (G)  to denote the duration of a stage 
game when 2 and j are competing using strategies, g, and g j ,  specified in G. 
A.1 Supplements to Section 3.4 
A.1. I Analysis of DCF 
Lemma A.1.4 and Lemma A.1.5 serve as a more general proof of Theo- 
rem 3.4.3 than the one described Section 3.4.4. 
Lemma A.1.1. Under DCF, for any three strategies g1  = ( r l ,  s l ) ,  g2 = (r2,  s2), and 
3 3 g3 = (r  , s ), where r1 > r2 and s1 = s2 = s3 = s, f,(G1y3) < f,(G2-3). 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.4.1, ti(G1-3) < ti (G2y3) and t j  = t j  (G2-3). Based 
on Equation 3.3, we can see that < fi  (G2y3). 
Lemma A.1.2. Under DCF, for any three strategies g1  = ( r l ,  s l ) ,  g2 = (r2,  s2), and 
ti g3 = (r3, s3), where r1 > r2 and s1 = s2 = s3 = s, 7the0(g1) * > ?(g2) * 
fi (G2'3) 
T ( G ~ > ~ )  . 
Proof. 
According to Lemma 3.4.1 and Equation 3.3, 
t - (G1'3)  - s*fchan 7the0(?1) * 7{G^  - t i(Gl,3)+tj(Gl,i) and 
t h e o ( 2 )  * tifiG2'3) - s*/ohan 
r(G2? - ti (G2,3)+tj (G2,3) 
Since t j  = t j  (G2-3) and ti < ti (G2y3) (as evident by Lemma 3.4.1)) 
( g l )  .+ t i(G1'3) > ~ e o ( ~ 2 )  * f i(G2'3) 
T ( G ~ > ~ )  T ( G ~ ~ ~ )  
Lemma A.1.3. Under DCF, i f  node z experiences no losses when transmitting 
the highest data rate rmax using the maximum frame size smax, the strategy g*z 
(rmax, smaX) is  the dominant strategy of node z ,  i. e., Vgi # g*z and Vgj, 7i(g*z, gj) 
7. (GI. 
Proof. 
Vri # r*',r*' > ri. Thus, according to Lemma A.1.2, 
ti (G) Vgz # g*z and vgj, ?the~(~*z) * 'Â¥ > 7^(gz) * -
r(G*l") r(G) 
Since a. (9") = 1, 
Lemma A.1.4. DCF can lead to a unique subgarne perfect equilibrium in which a 
unique NE is  played at each stage game. 
Proof. We show that by construction. Assume that both nodes use maximum-sized 
frames. Also assume that node j has the dominant strategy g * j  i.e., Vgi and Vgj # g*j, 
7j (Ge7*j) > yj (G). G*zy*j forms a unique NE if Vgi # g*i, > m. - 
T-fG*i,*j is easily satisfied if g*' involves using the Note that the condition > r ( ~ o , * j )  
highest data rate rmax and %(g*') = 1. However, in general, that is not the only 
case. For example, even if r*i < rmax and d g " )  < I, the above condition can still 
hold. Without loss of generality, assume that rmax > r*i > rmzn. If node z uses 
gmax = g(rmax, smax), it's possible that > s:the right hand side is 
greater than 1 (since ti (GO**j) < ti(G*iÂ¥*j) but ai(g*') can be greater than ai(gmaz). 
T ( ~ * G * - ' )  If i uses gmin = (rmin, smax), it's possible that > r(GÃ£iÃ£ . The right hand 
size is less than 1. As long as ai(gi) is not much higher than cq(g"), g" can be the 
dominant strategy. In conclusion, the dominant strategy g*' can constitute any data 
rate (not just the highest data rate). 
0 
Lemma A.1.5. Let there be two possible pairs of strategies (GIÂ¥*Â¥ and (G"v*j) where 
- g' # a**. Furthermore, let r' > r*' and s' = s**  s*j = s. If g" and g*' are the 
unique NE strategies under DCF, the NE may be undesirable (and as a result, the 
subgame perfect equilibrium is also undesirable). 
Informally, this lemma states that if node z and node j use the same frame size 
and node z is not transmitting at  the fastest data rate at equilibrium (i.e., there exists 
r' > r"), the strategies at the unique NE may be inefficient. 
Proof. We prove by showing that for certain combinations of ai(g") and ai(gr), it 
is possible for node i to employ g" as an equilibrium strategy even though g' yields 
higher practically achievable throughput, i.e., 7 r  (9') > f o c  (g**). 
Since (G"v*j) are the unique Nash Equilibrium strategies, 
7, (G*W) > 7,(~ '~*j)  
According to Equation 3.4 and the given assumptions, 
fayg*,) * /,(G*W) > $yg') * f,(G1.-3) 
According to Equation 3.5 and Lemma 3.4.1, 
7th"(g*i) * * 7"""('*') s (9') 
~(G*%9*3} > pea((,') * Q, (g') * $&q- 
r(GJ7*3) a.i (g') 
-T(G*%,*J) > QA^) 
Also, according to Equation 3.1, 
So, it is possible that 
~f ~ ( g * ~ )  < W then, 
TtheO(g') wacQi (g.*7 
7i (g") < 7 Y ( g 1 )  (see Equation 3.5) 
Intuitively, node 2 will use a less efficient data rate r* as the equilibrium strategy 
instead of a more efficient strategy r' so long as the proportional increases in the 
success rate of frame transmission and in the channel times allocated is higher than 
the proportional reduction in achievable throughput . 
A.1.2 Analysis of EDCF 
Lemmas A.1.6 and A.1.7 serve as a more general proof of Theorem 3.4.5 
than the one described in in Section 3.4.5. 
Lemma A.1.6. EDCF (with FLB or BLB) can lead to a unique subgame perfect 
equilibrium in which a unique NE is played at each stage game. 
Proof. We prove it by construction. Assume that both nodes use maximum-sized 
frames. Also assume that node j has the dominant strategy g*', i.e., Vg, and Vgj # g*j, 
bpT(G*i7*} 3 (Go"') > yj (G). (G*,>*j) forms a unique NE if Vgi + g*', )^ > b*i*T(Go,.j) . 
According to Lemma 3.4.4 and Equations 3.5, 3.4 and 3.3, it is easy to see that this 
condition leads to 'y, (G*,'*-') > 7, (GO?*j). 
One example scenario where the necessary condition holds is when g*' = (rmax, smax) ,
g*j = (rmax, smax), ~ ( g * ' )  = 0 (5'3) = I.  Note that this lemma can also hold true in 
many scenarios where r** # rmm and a(g**)  < 1 for reasons similar to those given in 
Lemma A.1.4. 0 
Lemma A.1.7. Let there be two possible pairs of strategies (G'Y*~) and where 
g' # g**. Furthermore, let r' > r", s' = s** = s*j = s. If g** and g*j are strategies of 
a unique NE under EDCF using FLB, the equilibrium may be undesirable. And as a 
result, the unique SPE is also undesirable. 
Proof. Using a similar procedure described in the proof of Lemma A. 1.7, we have 
b*j  
where x = + ~ ( ~ * j )  
It is possible thatÃ‘; 
.- . 
-can be greater 1. 
Intuitively, if node z transmits at high data rate r' and the loss rate experienced 
is high, node i will not be able to transmit the maximum number of frames allowed 
under tm. Therefore, if node i, by transmitting at a lower data rate r*', can reduce 
the loss rate low enough such that b" is larger than V ,  the node will prefer to use r** 
over r' even though 7 Y ( g f )  > P ( g * * ) .  
Appendix B 
Supplements to Chapter 5 
B. 1 Discussion on Analysis and Validat ion 
In this section, we revisit the assumptions surrounding Equation 5.2 and discusses 
the accuracy of our analysis. We then validate our average-case analysis through 
simulation. 
We restate Equation 5.2: 
which describes the probability of node B's transmission colliding with that of node 
A. This equation is correct when node B has an equal probability to transmit a t  each 
timeslot in the idle-busy timeline. However, this assumption may not be entirely 
accurate when the backoff counter is drawn from a uniform distribution of Base and 
CW, where Base = 0 and C W  is small. This is because, when node A picks 0, it will 
transmit a frame immediately whereas node B's backoff counter remains unchanged. 
Therefore, the assumption that node B will transmit with an equal probability a t  the 
beginning of each time slot is not entirely accurately since the probability of node B 
transmitting at  the beginning the 0"' slot could be different from that of other slots. 
However, this affect becomes insignificant with sufficient large CW,  which is the case 
in practice. This situation does not exist when the backoff counter is drawn randomly 
from a uniform distribution 
transmit at the end of each 
equation that applies when 
For any contender i, 
of Base = 1 and CW. When Base = 1, a node can only 
idle slot and thus PcoZ~ = &. Therefore, the general 
Base = 0 or Base = 1 is: 
where Base, = 0 or Basei = 1. Our analysis in Section 
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(B.2) 
5.2 applies in both cases. 
B. I. 1 Validat ion 
We write a simple program to simulate multiple node competing for channel access. 
Each node attempts to transmit about 5000 frames. We examine the max/min ratio 
of the analytically derived value and the value obtained through simulation for each 
the four different variables: i) P c o ~ ~ ~ ~  or Pcol, the ratio of the number of collided 
frame transmissions to the total number of frame transmissions, ii) Ntxpercol, the 
average number of frame transmissions involved in each collision event, iii) Ftxev, 
the ratio of the number of transmission events to the number of frame transmissions, 
and iv) Tidle, the average amount of idle time per transmission events. 
As shown in Figure B-l(a), when there are 2 competing nodes using the same 
value of CW and Base = 1, the max/min ratios are virtually 1. When there are 4 
contenders, the max/min ratio of P c o ~ ~ ~ ~  is roughly 1 whereas the ratios of the other 
three variables are greater than 1 at  low CW values (see B-l(b)). This is because 
Ntxpercol > 2 when the collision rate is high (as a result of small C W  values). 
Therefore, the assumption of Ntxpercol = 2 used in our equations is inaccurate. As 
a result, the analytically derived values of Ftxev and Tidle are relatively far from 
the simulation results. However, in practice, our desired collision rate Figures B- 
2(a) and B-2(b), plot the absolute values of P c o ~ ~ ~ ~  and Ntxpercol obtained through 
simulation. As shown in these figures, the assumption that Ntxpercol - 2 is fairly 
accurate whenever P c o ~ ~ ~ ~  2 0.25, which is the case in practice. 
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Figure B-1: Ratios of the value obtained through simulation and the analytically 
derived value of PCOZ~~~, Ntxpercol, Ftxev and Tidle, when 2 or 4 continuously back- 
logged nodes compete for channel access using the same CW and Base = 1. 
Figures B-3(a) and B-3(b) plot the max/min ratios with Ncont = 2 and Ncont = 4 
when Base = 0 is used. In both figures, the max/min ratios of Ntxpercol, Ftxev and 
Tzdl e follow those in Figures B- 1 (a) and B- 1 (b) . The only exception is that PCOZ~~~ is 
relatively higher than 1, especially at  smaller CWs for the reasons explained earlier 
about issues surrounding the usage of Base = 0. However, notice that the max/min 
ratios of Ftxev and Tidle are very close to 1. 
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Figure B-2: Absolute values of Pwldl  and Ntxperwl obtained throughput simulation 
when 4 continuously backlogged nodes compete for channel access using the same CW 
and Base = 1. 
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Figure B-3: Ratios of the value obtained through simulation and the analytically 
derived value of P w l d l ,  Ntxperwl,  Ftxev and Tidle, when 2 or 4 continuously back- 
logged nodes compete for channel access using the same CW and Base = 0. 
